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WOODBURY'S IMPROVED WAR-SHIP Ai'iD

SUBMARINE

I

GUNS.

The subject is not only important, but bighly P. Woodbury, of Boston; has furnished a description
three years to the subj ect of firing guns under water interesting from every point of view, and the best of bili ®ip which is subjoined.
The inveiitio n was patented in the United States,
so as to destroy iron-clad ships by striking them in possible way to test the practical value of submarine
s also b een secured by Letters
the most vulnerable part. Since the introduction of firing would be for the Government to construct a May 6, 1862, anu'

Much attention has been given during the last great.

she may

�

Patent in several c �inental countries of Europe.
Fig. 1 is a side eleva tfm! ; Fig. 2 is a cross mid
ordnance have been extensively tried, both here and have an opportunity to try her peculiar powers of
ical longitudinal sec
abroad, and it has been proven conclus ively that the offense. The plans illustrated herewith represent an ship section ; Fig. 3 is a v
Fig. 4 is a to p
destructive effect of shot fired in this way is very improved war-ship of this class; the inventor, Mr. J. tion of one of the submari ne

iron-plated vessels experiments with this class of vessel on this principle and place her where

�

�;
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plan of one of the submarine guus run back into the

vessel with the port closed; Fig. 5 is a breech end

view of one of the submarine guns, and Fig. 6 is an
outsIde plan of one of the ports,

or valves, that

�

P. Woodbury, of Boston, Mass.

closes the port-hole when the submarine guns recoil

into the vessel after firing.

AGRICULTURAL

Like parts are indicated

by the same letters in the engravings. A is the bottom

of the vessel below the bomb-proof plating; B is the

iron bomb-proof plating on the sides of the vessel

extending five feet below the water line and two feet
above the same; C is the space between the bomb

I

to defend New York or any other harbor against any all boilers is explosion. An old writer quaintlv re
poss ble naval attack from an enemy. This vessel marks that, "If a man lives long enough he wil cer
and Its guns was patented on May 6, 1862, by Joseph tainly die. " In the same way, if a boiler is worked
INVENTIONS.

From the remarks on agricultural implements in

the Introductory Report of the Commissioner of Pat
ents for 1863, we take the following extracts:-

" Much attention has also been given in this class

l

long enough it will explode, in spite of all the safety
appliances which ever were or ever will be invented.
At best these can only provide for the occurrence of

certain phenomena which, without this provision,

would cause an explosion; but they certainly cannot

provide for

the occurrence of all the phenomena

which produce explosions.

Until a safety-valve or a

fusible plug, is invented which shall stop a leak or put

to machines for sowing wheat, oats, etc., which are
proof deck, E, and the spar deck, D, which is to be attached to the body of the operator, worked by a on a patch, or arrest the progress of corrosion, neither
built light, either of wood or iron, and is not intend· crank, and distributing the seed broadcast by cen one nor the other can prove its title to be esteemed
ed to be invulnerable to shot and shell but to let the trifugal force. Next in number and importance are as an infallible specific. The only certain preventive
same pass through with as little resistance as possi cultivators, which appear to have assumed almost is careful, properly organized and thorough inspec
ble, and at the same time afford light and healthy every conceivable form and style. The most notice tion; and the reports of our steam-boiler societies
quarters tor the officers and crew while cruising, and able feature in connection with them is the making prove its efficacy daily.
"Experience goes to prove that fully as many ex
to be vacated by going below the bomb-proof deck, of them tall, and so constructing the frame that they
or into the bomb-proof pilot house in time of action. may readily pass over corn from four to six feet high, plosions occur while the engine is in motion, or while
This vessel is intended to have three or more masts and in so arranging and pivoting the shares that the boiler is under steam and the engine at rest, as
with sails in the ordinary manner, which are to be they may be readily controlled in their movements, at any other time. It is almost impossible to trace
managed from the spar deck, D. E is the iron-clad and enable the operator to adapt their movements to any connection between the withdrawal of a portion
bomb-proof deck about one or two feet above the the irregularity of the plants in the row. This fea of steam from a boiler and the subsequent explosion
water-line; F is one of the submarine guns which ture, as might be expected, emanates from the West, of the latter. Could it be proved that the gage either
are intended to fire shot or shell horizontally eight or where the hoe is but little used in the culture of this rose or fell perceptibly, the case might be different;
but the hand seldom moves, instantaneously at least.
ten feet under water and through the bottom of the plant.
The only remarkable phenomenon is, the sudden rise
enemy's vessel; G is the gun carriage that supports
":Machines for thrashing and cleaning grain have
the submarine gun and enables it to be run out received a large share of attention, and have been of the water in the glass gage; and this rise from its
through the side or b ow of the vessel to battery; H, rendered so complete that the grain is now thrashed, character would seem to denote a dilation of the whole
is the india-rubber buffer to take or stop the excess cleaned,measured, and bagged, and the straw stacked, body of fluid, not a mere foaming or priming, for the
gage show� a rise of " solid water" invariably, and
of the recoil of the gun when it comes back into the at one operation.
Improvements have also been
vessel after being discharged; I is the stuffing-box made in the machines by which the dust is taken up not foam, when the boiler is properly full. It is not
to enable the gun to be worked without allowing the and conveyed away, and also by which the bands are likely that either of these explosions will ever be foun d
water to enter the vessel; J is the port or valve that cut and the sheaves fed into the thrasher. Connected to present any unusual phenomena; b ut the lesson
closes the port-hole after the gun is discharged; K with these is a class of machines of recent origin, by which they convey is not the less instructive. In
are the handles or port rods to enable the port to be which clover is thrashed, separated from the straw, spection, and careful inspection alone, can secure
safety, and the sooner steam engine proprietors be
opened or closed at pleasure; L is the needle or rod hulled and cleaned, at one operation.
come convinced of the truth of this proposition, the
to explode the percussion cap attached to the cart
" Considerable improvements have also been made
ridge for discharging the' gun; M is the screw-breech in a large number of miscellaneous implements con better for the entire community. "
to the gun which is substantially like the Armstrong nected with agriculture, such as manure distributors,
gun; N is the hollow cylindrical case made of tin or fruit-gatherers, cow-milkers, field-rollers, cattle' and
copper, to exclude the water from the bore of the sheep racks, farm and fruit ladders, egg-hatching ma

Ancient Use of Scents.

Constantine the Great provided fragrant oils to be

gun so as to allow the shell to obtain a high velocity chines, and machines for manufacturing cigars and burned at the altars of the greate.r churches in Rome;
in an air space before it reaches the water at the tobacco in all its varieties, potato-diggers, straw an d and St. Paulinus, of Nola, a writer of the end of the
muzzle of the gun; 0 is the shell in the gun; P is vegetable cutters, stone-gatherers, bog-cutters for fourth, and beginning of the fifth century, tells us

the cartridge; Q is one of the Parrott rifled pivot smoothing rough meadow land and adapting it to the how, in his time, wax tapers were made for church
guns mounted on the spar deck en barbette; R is use of the mower,. boxes and baskets for packing and use, so as to shed fragrance as they burned:the bomb-proof pilot house which is formed of thick

plates of iron and extends from the iron-clad bomb

conveying frnit to market, etc. , etc.

Indeed, through

"Lumina ceratis adolentur odora papyris. "

out this entire class there appears to be an increased A perfume in common use, even to this day, was the

proof deck several feet above the spar deck; S is the activity in the effort to substitute labor-saving ma invention of one of the earliest of the Roman nobles,
iron bomb-proof smoke stack which also extends chinery for manual labor, and, judging from appear named Frangipani, and still bears his name; it is a
from the bomb-proof deck several feet above the spar ances, with most beneficial results.
powder, or sachet, composed of every known spice,
deck;

T is the rudder; U is the gun carriagl'l for the

Parrott rifled pivot guns.

" The number of harvesting machines manufac in equal proportions, to which is added ground iris

tured during the

year, as learned from reliable
It is intended to have large boilers and steam sources, is upwards of 40,000, while the number in
engines with two propellers, one under each quarter process of manufacture, required for the harvest of
of sufficient power to propel this vessel 16 or 18 miles 1864, is estimated at over 90,000 machines. "
an hour, or turn quickly round at will.

This vessel

can be built of almost any desirable size, but these

plans contemplate the vessel to be about �,OOO tuns

Boiler Explosions.

or orris root, in weight equal to the whole, with one

per cent of musk or civet.

A liquid of the same

name, invented by his grandson Mercutio Frangipani,

is also in common use, prepared by digesting the
Frangipani powder in rectified spirits, which dissolves
out the fragrant principles.

This has the merit of

The perfumes
The use of submarine guns on this plan take from the London Mechanics' Magazine, in an used by the ancients were, undoubtedly, nothing more
has nolY been so often tried in this country and En article on " Locomotive Boiler Explosions ":than the odoriferous gums which naturally exude from
gland and proved efl'ective, that nothing more need
" The time has almost gone by when an explosion various trees and shrubs indigenous to the Eastern
be said on that subject. It is now well known that was regarded as the result of mysterious agency. It hemisphere. That they were very extensively used,

burthen.

The following sensible and practical remarks we

being the most lasting perfume made.

a shell fired horizontally from one of these submarine is pretty well known now, that but two causes can and murh valued, we have only to read the Scriptures
guns say 8 01' 10 feet under water, at any vessel now lead to the bursting of' a steam generator under the for proofs:- " Who is this that cometh . . . perfumed
afloat, at a distance of 100 feet or more, would tear conditions of legitimate working. These are simply with myrrh and frankincense, with all the powders of
so large a hole in her side or bottom as to sink her in congenital weakness, dne to bad materials or an im the merchant ?"- (Song of Solomon, iii. 6. ) Abstain
a few minutes, and perhaps explode her magazine perfect method of construction, or induced weakness, ing from the use of perfume in Eastern countries is
which would destroy her instantly. A vessel of this the result of over-heated plates, or corrosion. More considered as a sign of humiliation:- " The Lord will
description affords the men as good quarters as they than 80 per cent of the explosions which occur yearly take away the tablets, and it shall come to pass that
formerly had on board of old sloops-of-war, and is

are the result of this last cause. If we take a hypo instead of a sweet smell there shall be a stink."
every way as good a sea b oat as any vessel that ever thetical case of three boilers, ot precisely the same (Exod. xxxv. 22 ; Isaiah iii. 20-24). The word tablets
went to sea.
Such a vessel as this would be more form and construction, worked under precisely the in this passage means perfume boxes, curiously inlaid,
than a match for any two iron-clad vessels that are same conditions, and exposed to like sources of dete made of metal, wood, and ivory. Some of these boxes
now afloat in the world. At sea or in harbor she rioration, but carrying different pressures; the time may have been made in the shape of buildings, which
would sink them both in a short time by the use of when each will explode m ay be as certainly reckoned would explain the word "palaces" in Psalm xiv. 8:

her submarine guns.

on as the moment when a watch wound up to-night

" All thy garments smell of myrrh, and aloes, and

It is obvious that these submarine guns can be will be completely run down. Suppose that one carry cassia, out of the ivory palaces, whereby they have
used to explode torpedoes sunk in rivers and harbors 100 Ibs . , another 75 Ita., and the last 50 lbs. of steam; made thee glad. " From what is said in Matt. i i. 11,

by firing large shells so as to have them explode the first may lCtst five years, the second seven, and it would appear that perfumes were considered among
along the bottom of the channel, thereby making a the last, nine or ten years, simply because the process the most valuable gifts which man could bestow:
concussion sufficient to destroy any torpedo thatl!'.ay of destruction may have so far weakened all the boil " And when they (the wise men) had opened their

ers that, in five years, they are incapable of carrying treasures, they presented unto him (Christ) gifts;
It may also be employed to ,�Binove river and 100 Ibs. steam, but yet retain strength enough to car gold, and frankincense, and myrrh." As far as we
harbor oh"ructions by firing
shells into the ry 751bs. Therefore, only that one carrying 1001bs. are able to learn, all the perfumes used by the Egyp
same, the explosion of whi
uld immediately blow will be destroyed then ; the others must wait until tians and Persians during the early part of the world
them out of water all.:!
(o w iron-clad vessels to go corrosion has don a little more, but they will go in were dry perfumes, consisting of spikenard (Nardo

be lodged within several feet of any SU.,\:;�I' exploded
shell.

Into any harbor,

].&(�c

jd

Jli}ey

s!',.,.W-o

would also have the power turn.

c

The And of all flesh !s dflath, p,nd the end ot stachys jatamansi), myrrh, olibanum, and other jium
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;esins, nearly all- �f ;�i�;����m-i� ��;;;-y the ��nu- \ chamb;-�-;e���t�bl�-th�t th� s-�id-���i���-hav�

vented from cracking or splitting.

Alnwick Castle is a vase that was taken from an! above is the invention of Jonas Winchester, of 36

Brooklyn, N. Y., are the inventors of this improve-

facturers of odors.

Among the curiosities shown at : the effect of so many tuyeres or blow-pipes.

Egyptian catacomb.

The

of

John Thomson,

New York City, and Thomas Widdowfield, of

It is full of a mixture of gum I John street, New York City, and the patent issues to ment.

resins, &c., which evolve a pleasant odor to the present day, although probably

3,000 years old.

We

have liO doubt that the original use of this vase and

its contents were for perfuming apartments in the

same way that pot pourri is now used.

himself and Geo. H. Davies, of Cambridge, Mass., as
full assignees.

20 Dey street, New York City.

Clothes-rack and Frame.-This invention

relates

to a new and improved portable clothes rack and
frame designed for hoWing clothes after lJeing ironed,

RECENT AMERICAN PATENTS.

and also at other times, or whenever convenience re
quires;

The following are some of the most important im

designed more espccia:ly for lanndry and

bed room use.

FARMERS' CLUB.

Mr. Davies may also be addressed in

relation thereto at

The invention consists in providing a

provements for which Letters Patent were issued

frame with a series of folding bars placed at each

from the Unitell States Patent Office last week; the

end of the frame,

claimd may be found in the official list:-

justed in and out, and having the lower band of the

:

0 that they may be folded or ad

From the Imge number of subjects discussed at
the meeting of the Farmers' Club on the 7th of .June'
we take the followlng:'fHE ASPARAGUS llEE'fLE.
Dr. Trimble presented specimens of the egg, the
larva, and the perfect beetle of the insect which is
proving so destructive to as aragus beds.

lIe re

marked that insects eat very little when in the per
fect state-that of the tly, moth, or beetle-most of

the eating being done when the animal is in the grub
Tkatc1ting.-The object of this invention is to ob frame provilled with pegs, and the frame provided
or larva state. The cUl'culio beetle does eat a very
with
brackets
to
admit
of
it
being
hung
upon
the
tain a means whereby the straw of machine-thrashed
little, the speaker had fed them on apples.
Dr.
wall.
The
above
invention
is
by
Henry
Buell,
of
grain may be used for thatching purposes. Straw
Trimble flllther stated that he had examined the
thatch was formerly used to a great extent for roofing Mount Morris, N. Y., and the patent issues to him
crops of a very large number of insectiverous birds
purposes when grain was thrashed by hand with a self and Henry A. Green, of said place, as full
this year, and had !Jeen surprised to find so few flies
flail and the straw left in an unbroken state, but of assignees.
in them, the food consisting almost wholly of beetles.
Artificial Limb.-The principal object of this in
late years it has been mostly abandoned on account
This is the case even with the fly-catchers, the broad
of the very general introduction of the labor-saving vention is to combine with the various joints, or with
billed birds, such as the night-hawk and swallow,
thrashing machine, which leaves the straw in a broken the springs which control the motion of said joints,
which have mouths adopted to catch insects in the
and tangled state, utterly unfit for the purpose of certain cords or straps in such a manner that by pull
air. These observations first led him to a knowledge
ing
such
cords
or
straps
the
position
of
the
joints
thatching as hitherto practiced. This invention con
of the fact that the air is frequently filled with
sists in attaching strips to both sides of the rafters can be adjusted or the tension of the springs regu
swarms of beetles. Asparagus bells may be freed
of a roof as well as to both sides of the studs of a lated to suit different circumstances. The invention
from these bags by turning chickens upon them. The
building in such a manner that the exterior straw consists also in the employment or use of an oval or
speaker found that when his fowls had devoured the
will be held between the strips by it" own elasticity, eccentric pin in the knee-joint in such a manner, that
beetles and the larva, the small chickens began to
by
turning
said
pin
the
length
of
the
leg
may
be
the space between the strips, if desired, being filled
feed upon th'1 eggs.
with straw or other similar -or suitable material, by slightly altered, either lengthened or shortened, as
APPLE BORERS.
which the straw of machine-thrashed grain may be may be desirable; further in the application of a
A letter was read from Benjamin D. Walsh, of
screw
rod
rising
from
the
angle-joint
to
the
knee
used for the purpose specified. This invention is due
joint in such a manner that the length of the leg can Rock Island, Ills., a man who was pronounced by
to James Weed, of Muscatine, Iowa.
Dr. Trimble to be good authority in entomology.
Securing Engravers' Blocks togetker.-The "'ood be adjusted to suit diflerent persons; also in the em
The
letter described two specimens of apple-tree
blocks used by engraven are, when of any material ployment or use of a screw rod connecting the knee
borers, and stated that a thorough washing of the
joint
with
the
cup
intended
to
receive
the
stump
in
of
which are
size, composed of several pieces, some
such a manner that the cap can be raised or lowered trunks of trees with soap about the last of May was
secured together by glue to form larger pieces
at pleasure in order to regulate its distance from the a perfect protection against the borer.
which are secured together by bolts so arranged and
THE GAPES IN CHICKENS.
applied that the parts thus connected may be discon knee-joint; further in the application of an adjust
Mr. Bergen stated that the common cause of this
able
screw
in
combination
with
the
spring
in
the
nected and put together again when required. The
ankle-joint, in such a manner that the extent of the very fatal diseaRe is the feeding of chickens with
object of this is to admit of several engra vel'S work
motion
of the ankle-joint can be regulated, and that freshly wetted Indian meal; the meal swelling in the
illg simultaneously on the same design, and thereby
in
bending
the leg forward the screw, by coming in stomach. When this food is given to chickens, the
vxpedite the engraving of large blocks. The design
contact
with
said spring, relieves the leg from the meal I!lhould be mixed with the water several hours
when
artist
the
by
block
the
the sev
is drawn upon
sudden
strain
to which it would be exposed if its before it is eaten. Some one has suggested that a
eral parts of the former are all connected together,
dough made by mixing Indian meal with urine will
and after the design is drawn the parts of the block motion should be stopped suddenly; finally, in the
cure this disease in chickens.
employment
of
an
elastic
sole
and
packing
in
com
are disconnected, and each part given to an engraver,
bination
with
the
toe-joint
in
such
a
manner
that
in
and when the engraving of each part is finished they
are again secured together.

These blocks are at

present secured together by metal rods or bolts turned
in lJiconical form, a screw being cut on each end of
the rod and a nut fitted on it, the end passing through

walking the natural motion of said toe-joint is imi
tated.

G. C. Kirschmann, of 164 Church street, New

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ASA BLOOD, of Janesville, Wis., has petitioned for

the extension of a patent granted to him on Aug. 27,
Wheel.-This invention relates to a new and 1850, for an improvement in obstetric chairs and sup

York City, is the inventor of this improvement.
'Wind

with considerable trouble and inconvenience in con

improved wind wheel, such as are placed on a ver porters.
It is ordered that the said petition be heard at the
tical shatto The object of the invention is to obtain
a wind wheel of the cluss specified which will operate PaLent Office,-Washington, on Monday, Aug. 15, 1 864 .

necting and disconnecting the parts of the block, and

pertectly in whatever direction the wind may be, and

JOliN H. TOWNE, of Philadelphia, Pa., has petitioned

the bolts are expensive to manufacture, objections

one which will admit of being very readily rcndered

for the extension of a patent granted to him on Sept.

which are fully obviated by this invention. The above

inoperative when desired, and when in operation ro

3, 1850, for improvements in the dIrect action steam

a hole in the blocks and the nuts fitted in recesses
made in the blocks.

This arrangement is attended

invention is by Heber Wells, of No.
New York.
1l1achine f01" trimming the

42 Ann street, tate with an equal or uniform speed.

Altred Trim,

of Iconium, Iowa, is the inventor of this improve
Heels of Boots

and ment.

Skoes.-This invention consists in the use of a rota

Machine

for cutting and embossing Leather.

hammer.
It is ordered that the said petition be heard at the
Patent Office, Washington, on Monday, Aug. 22,

1864.

All perwns interested are required to appear n Jl r1

ry cutter wheel providecl with a gage at each end, This invention relates to a machine intended to cut show cause why said petitions should not be granted.
and having cutters applied to it and fitted in thwarts

rectilinear or curv8d strips of leather, paper, card

in such a manner that the heels of boots and shoes

board, muslin, or other similar material, of a uni

may be trimmed with the greatest facility and very

form size, or to emboss such material at regular in

expeditiousiy, and a free escape allowed for the shav tervals, or to cut and emboss it simultaneously by
ings so as to eflectually prevent the choking or clog
ing of the cutter wheel.
keepsie, N.

C.

Y., is the inventor of the above.

employment for the smelting or relluction of iron,
copper, lead, silver, gold, and other metals from their

a vertically adjustable bed and reciprocating self-acting

feed apparatus.

Seth D. Tripp, of Stoneham,

Mass., is the inventor of this improvement.
Melting

ores, of a cncible or oth�r vessel, chamber, or recep

employment or use for the purpose of melting metals
or other materials, of a crucible with double-arched

to be wholly or for the most part surrounded by the

or douule-concave bottom and sides, in such a man-

fuel, and so provided with openings or perforations ner that said bottom and sides are braced every way
that the flame and heated gaseous products of com

by the double arch and the crucible is prevented from

bustion from the fuel are forced into it, upon it, and

cracking or splitting; also in a crucible provided

It also consists in the introduction

of the blast to the furnace containing such crucible,

A S_ordfish.

The splendid ship Donald l,[cKay was recently
docked in London to undergo repairs. On examin
ing her bottom, the horn of a swordfish was found
sticking outside of her copper.

It had pierced four

FUl'nace.-This invention consists in the and a half inches through a plank and had brought

tacle for containing the ore, so placed in a furnace as

through the ore.

the final hearing.

the automatic action of a rising and hlling head car-

H. Helms, of Pough rying the cutter or die, or both, in combination with

Smelting FUTnace.-This invention consists in the

Persons opposing the extensions are required to file
their testimony in writing, at least twenty days before

up against a timuer inside, when it was no doubt
broken off from its socket in the head of the fish.
Some idea may be formed of the power of the fish and
the sharpness of its sword or horn, from this fact.
Many similar instances have been recorded from
time to time during the past fifty years.

No doubt
several vessels have been lost, where the sword has
respondingly concave seats in such a manner that by pierced through the planking and been withdrawn
with rounded corners and fitting in a casing with cor-

vessel, chamber, or receptacle, through a grate, or

said seats the crucible is strengthened and the. appli-

slotted or perforated bed, whereby it is carried up

cation of a tap hole to the crucible is rendered prac..

again, for it does not follow that it has broken ofl' in
every case, and thus blocked the opening like a tree

ward with an equally distributed pressure upon and

ticable; finally in the use of a double-arched cover

nail.

In old or thin planking the sword would make

the fuel, and the flame is so forc(1(1 in jet,s fitting on the casing- in such a manner that by the a hole large and open cnough to admit of its being
thl'Otlgb t,he openingfl Hf th.. �aid "rllt;.lblp, w��pl two archl'� th'l workfl al'e strengthened and it is ph; I "V it hdrawn uj' fI 8udrl()11 jerk: o( tbis pOWflffl!l fish.
amOH!!:
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VISIr TO THF WORKS FO THE PATENT
BAGO CRUCIBLE COMPANY.

PLUM

'fr. J0hn C • n 1'ough, of E nb
"'Ia nd , gI'ves the follow"'

ing account of

a

visit to the works of the Patent

Plumbago Crucible
London:�

Company,

I

at Battersea, near

THE HISTORY OF CRUCIBLES.

ed for by the fact that graphite or plumbago is the that applications to dig graphite are daily on the in
most infusible of all substances known, and at the crease, notwithstanding the rate of 14s. per tun

same time a material that can be thoroughly incorpo- which has to be paid as royalty at the Colombo
. .
.
rateu WI'th the c1ay WI
'th ou t'ImpaIrIng Its p1as t·ICI·ty. Cutcherry. The following figures, giving the amount
S KETCH OF

of revenue collected at Colombo and Galle, on ac

T H E WORKS.

The works of the Patent Plumbago Crucible Com- count of royalty, in 1862 and 1863, clearly show the
pany cover a large space of ground at Battersea, and extraordinary iflCrease in the demand for Ceylon

have a good river frontage. As we proceed along the graphite :1862.
1863.
Increase.
lane which leads from near Battersea Bridge, we find
1,27210 2 800 5 10
Western Province .. . £472 4s. 4d.
that the ground gets blacker and blacker, and before Southern Province .. £112 2s. 8d.
282
8
5
170 5 9
changed his stone hatchet and bone chisel for impleThe total quantity of graphite exported from Cey
ments of bronze. The earliest melt'ng-pots were we reach the threshold of the office we notice the fa
doubtless made of the plastic and infusible substance miliar black-lead polish beneath our feet. Passing a lon in 1862 was 40, 895 cwt., of which no less than
-clay ; and there is no reason to suppose that they regiment of clerks, we enter the private office of the 34, 730 cwt. was shipped to Great Britain. The Cus
differed essentially from the earthen crucibles now manager of the works, where we put on a very large toms' returns last year have not reached us. We do
Crucibles have been in use for melting and refi ning

metals from that distant point of time when m an ex-

commonly used in our foundries.

As an instrument of scientific research the crucible
has held an important position for at least a thousand
years. It was constantly used by the first alchemists,
and may, indeed, be truly styled the cradle of cxper-

coat and a very old hat, which are kept for the use of not wish it to be understood that the Patent Plum
clean visitors. There are many things in this little bago Crucible Company use up all the Ceylon graphite
office which attract our attention. The walls are brought to the United Kingdom, but it is well known

covered with testimonials from British and foreign that they are the principal consumers. We must
mints respecting the excellence of the Company's now take leave of chemistry and statistics, and see
imental chemistry. The word " crucible, " from the manufactures, with here and there a prize medal. what there is to be seen at the Black Potteries.
THE RECEIVING STORES.
Latin crux-crucis, recalls the alchemical practice of The International Exhibition of 1862 is recalled, not
We commence our tour of inspection at the Receiv
marking the vessel with the protective sign of the merely by the Prize Medals awarded to the Company
for crucibles and black-leads, but also by the splen- ing Stores, where we are shown the stock of raw
cross.
did collection of samples of plumbago, which formed
USES OF CRUCIBLES.
At the present time crucibles of one form or an- such a striking feature in Class I. In this collection
other are extensively employed by the refiner of gold every quality of plumbago is represented by speci
aud silver, the brass-founder, the melters of copper, mens from all the most celebrated mines, particularly
zinc and malleable iron, the manufactnrer of cast- those of Ceylon, Germany, Spain, Siberia, Canada,
We learn from the man
steel, the assayer and the practical chemist. They are Finland, and Borrowdale.
made in many different shapes and sizes, and of many ager that some of the sam ples would not be adapted

materials according to the purposes for which they for the manufactures of the Company. The Siberian
are intended. For certain chemical experiments re- plumbago for Instance contains too much iron, and
quiring kigh temperature vessels of platinum, porce- although this could be entirely removed by the Com
lain and lime arc auopted ; hut for ordinary metallur- pany's patentet} process for purifying plumbago, it is
gical operations " clay crucibles " anu " plumbago found cheaper to work with the Ceylon plumbago,
crucibles " are exclusively employed.

We have now which contains but little iron.

to confine our remarks to these two important classes
of crucibles.

material, which comprises at present about 2, 000
casks of graphite, each one holcling from four to five
cwt.

The heads of a couple of casks are broken

open, in order that we may compare the hard iron

gray fragments of the Ceylon graphite with the
black, dull, friable lumps of the German variety.

A

piece of the latter pressed between the finger and

thumb feels pleasantly soft, and flattens readily into
a lustrous cake.

F,'om the stores we pass to the en

gine-house to take

a

petlp at the prime mover of the

machinery employed on the factory.

One horizontal

engine, 25-horse power, serves to do all the work that
does not require skilled hands.
PROCESS OF

WHAT PLUMBAGO IS.

MANUFACTURE.

Before we leave this snug office for the busy factory,

The grinding-room cop�ains several mills of differ

placed graphite among the metals, and at the present
time there are doubtless many persons who accept
few that they might almost be counted on the fingers " black-lead" as an appropriate name for this sub
of two hands. When we take into consideration the stance. In most dictionaries graphite is defined as
qualities which are required in a crucible to enable it " carburet of iron, " in accordance with the opinion
to pass victoriously through the ordeal by fire, the formerly held by most chemists that it was a com

shaft, and pitilessly crushing the hard lumps of dried

MATERIALS

AND QUALITIES.

Ou examining a clay or plumbago crucible we find
nothing to excite our surprise. It seems to be merely
a rough specimen of pottery that might be easily imitated. Yet the successful makers of crucibles are so

we will jot down a few notes on plumbago, or, to use ent construction for grinding and mixing the mate
its more correct name�graphite. The old mineral rials of which the crucibles are formed. In one corner
ogists, misled by its remarkable metallic lustre, we see two huge stones chasing one another round a

paucity of good makers hecomes intelligible. The pound of carbon and iron. This definition is now
crucible should resist a high temperature without known to be incorrect, for although iron is generally
fusing or softening in a sensible degree ; it should not present in graphite, it must not be regarded as an
be liable to break or crumble when grasped with the essential constituent, any more than the silica or
tongs ; and it ought to be but little affected by the alumina which usually accompanies it. The iron,
chemical action of the ashe>! of the fuel. Again, it silica, and alumina, when present, are simply in a

may be required to withstand the corrosion and per- state of mixture, and not chemically combined.
meation of such matters as melted oxide of lead. In Graphite is one of the forms of carbon, that protean
some cases crucibles should resist very sudden and element which also occurs native as the sparkling
great alternations of temperature, so that they may diamond and the black and lustrous anthracite, and

clay that are thrown in their path.

Here we see a

powerful mill for grinding the graphite ; and here

again, an ordinary pug-mill tor incorporating the

graphite with the clays.

The noise made by these

nlachines is almost unbearable, but it is not the only
noise we have to put up with.

A brisk rattle is main

tained by a number of workmen Who are occupied in

sorting the pieces of graphite into different sizes and

qualities by the aid of metallic sieves.

When the

graphite is reduced to powder, it is conveyed to the
upper floor by an endless band-lift, and sifted by a
contrivance similar to an ordinary flour-dressing ma
chine.

One of these machines is provided with

a

silk-gauze drum of remarkable fineness, and is re

served for the preparation of plumbago for anti
be plunged while cold into a furnace nearly white- which also appears in the familiar shapes of charcoal, friction purposes.
According to Dr. Wood's
Following the graphite to the upper floor, we en
hot without cracking. In other cases they are merely coke, and lamp-black.
required to resist a high temperature aft.er having analysis of a sample of the graphite used at these ter the mixing room, Where the most important opera
been gradually heated. Some crucibles are specially works, it contained upwards of 98 per cent of pure tion in the crucible manufacture is performed. A
remarkuJle for one quality and others for another, so carbon, the remainder being silica with mere traces number of large bins, each containing a distinct
that in s31ecting them the conditions to which they of iron and alumina. Few samples have been found Yariety of clay in powder or a certain quality 01
will be �xposed must be kppt in view. The crucibles to contain less than 95 per cent. The veri-form char
which present the finest combination of good quali- acter of carbon is exhibited by graphite itself, for it
ties are those from which the Patent Plumbago Cru- is sometimes crystalline and sometimes amorphous.
cible Company takes ltJ name. They support, even The crystallized, or foliated graphite, is fuund occa

plumbago, are ranged round the room.

Upon the

proportions of these several ingredients taken to form
the mbl:ture, or, " metal" as it is technically termed,
the quality of crucibles depends.

The actual propor

when of the hl',;o3t size, the greatest and most sud- sionally in six-sided tabular crY8tals, but commonly tions of Stourbridge and other clays used are of
den alternations of temperature without cracking ; in foliated or granular masses. It is chiefly obtained course kept secret. The ground graphite having
they can be u�ed repeatedly, and their inner surface from Ceylon, where it is found imbedded in quartz. been mixed with the clays, the whole is wetted with
can be made so smooth that there is no fear of the It is also found near Moreton Bay, in Australia ; in a sufficient quantity of water and allowed to soak for
particles of metal hanging about their sides. Their the States of New York and Massachusetts, and in some time. Having been " pugged" in the mill, the
first cost is necessarily high, as plumbago is an ex- Siberia. The amorphous graphite is that variety to tempered "metal" is formed into blocks and then
pensive raw material ; but the fact that they may be which the terms " plumbago" and " black-lead" are placed in a store-room, Where it is allowed to remain
used for a great number of meltings makes them in

ordinarily applied. It Is much softer than the crystal for several weeks.

mixture of the plastic clay and some other substance,

The bulk of that used at present comes from Ger wheels, all driven by steam-power, but resembling in

reality cheaper than the ordinary clay pots.

As fire- line graphite, and makes a blacker streak on paper.

We now enter the potter's room where the crucibles
clay contracts considerably when exposed to a high Formerly it was obtained almost exclusively from are fashioned. This room might be a part of any
temperature it cannot be used alone for large cruci- Borrowdale, in Cumberland, but the mine there is large pottery, were it not for the funereal hue of every
bles. The so-calleel "clay crucibles " are made of a nearly exhausted, and we believe is no longer worked. thing arounel. On each side are ranged the lathes or
such as highly-burnt fire-clay,

silica or coke, which

many, principally from Griesbach, near Passau. other respects the potter's wheel of the earliest ages.
Both varieties are used in the manufactures of the Let us watch the growth of one large crucible. The
and so lessens the tendency of the vessels to crack. Company ; the crystalline for crucibles, and the " thrower" takes the necessary quantity of " metal"

counteracts in a measure the evil due to contraction,

Tho large Stourj)ridge clay crucibles, so extensively amorphous for polishing powders.

employed by tho brass-founders of Bhmingham, con-

tlin both burnt clay and coke.

ThQ Cornish and Hes- sea works has had an extraordinary effect upon the and striking them together again with great force.

sian crucibles are made of peculiar kinds of clay in price of the article.

admixture with sand.

and submits it to the operation of the "wedging, "

The consumption of Ceylon graphite at the Batter which consists in tearing or cutting it into two pieces
When the Company commenced Thls he repeats until the metal becomes perfectly

The great superiority of the business it cost about £10 per tun, but now it cannot tractable.

plumbago crucibles over these can be easily account

fa"<;)ll�ht at double that price.

In Ceylon
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He then dashes the mass upon the revolv

we hear ing disk of his lathe, and presses it with his wet

389
hands till it assumes an irregular conical form. He the Royal Mints, intended for melting 600 pounds manufactured by the Company. The blocks. are
then makes it take a variety of forms with the object weight of silver. Here again is another plumbago formed by pressing the powdered and sifted graphite
of getting rid of all air-bubbles. It is impossibLe to pot, made specially for zincing the Armstrong shot, ir:to suitable molds by the aid of machinery, very
follow the mass through its numerous changes, but and which will hold 800 Ibs. of molten zinc. The similar in construction to that employed tor making
suddenly, when we least expect it, it takes the shape medium-sized plumbago pots now so extensively em bricks, though, of course, on a much smaller scale.
of the crucible. This shape is very rude at first, 11>ut ployed for melting silver, gold, copper, and malleable There are two blocking-machines constantly at work,
under the skillful hands of the thrower it soon be !ron, are, of course, the most important products of and the number of little bricks they turn out annually

A wire guide is the works. All the pots are numbered according to would amply suffice for the building of a Liliputian
comes beautifully symmetrical.
fixed at a certain hight above, and at a certain dis their contents, each number standing for one kilo city.
The organizat_on of labor is thoroughly understood
tance from, the revolving mass, and to this the gramme, or a little over two pounds ; thus, a No. 2

thrower gradually brings the edge of the crucible. crucible contains two kilogrammes ; a No. 3, three at the Battersea Works. There is a place for every
Covers, stands, and stirrers man, and every man is in his place. A strict code of
With this simple guide he can make a dozen pots kilogrammes, and so on.
resembling each other so perfectly in shape and of plumbago are kept in �tock with every conceivable rules is enforced by fines ; but these fines are paid
size, that the most experienced eye can hardly detect article of fire-clay, from the huge glass pot down to over to the Fund of the Workmen'S Provident Club.
any variation in them.

The skittle pots are made in the humble fire-ball for the parlor grate.

precisely the same way, but are contracted at the
mouth after the inside has been properly shaped.

MANUFACTURE OF BLACK-LEAD.

We have been over many great industrial establish

ments, but have not seen any better managed than

this crucible factory.

The graphite imported by the Company is not used
THE BATTERSEA WORKS.
Many of the fire-resisting goods manufactured by the solely in the manufacture of melting-pots and metal
A few days after writing the above we paid a visit
Company are shaped by molds, or by the aid of lurgical apparatus. A good proportion of this valua
modeling tools. One of these miscellaneous articles ble raw material is prepared for domestic purposes, to the establishment of Messrs. Brown & Wingrove,
which we see in course of construction is a large and sent from the Battersea Works in the form of or the refiners to the Bank of England, where we saw a
hundred ounces of silver poured out from a plumbago
bath, five feet long by a foot and a half wide, mtend dinary " black-lead. "
As this article is used wlIere
ed to hold molten zinc. This we are told is for a ever there is a grate or stove to be kept uright, its crucible which had been used again and again. Here,
indeed, as at many other great establishments, the
French order.
annual consumption must he very large. There is no
We now follow the pots to the drying-room. substitute for it-nothing that can be employed in the Patent Plumbago Crucibles are alone used. We were
Through the center of this room the upper part of same way to polish and protect the iron-work of com informed by th e courteous manager of the refinery,
one of the kilns passes, and the heat which would mon fire-places. Without the factitious lustre pro that the pots never cracked, but gradually became
otherwise be wasted is thus applied to a useful pur duced by the action of " elbow-grease" on black-lead, thinner until a point was reached when it would be
pose. Here we find regiments of pots undergoing the most elaborate kitchen range would soon become unsafe to trust a charge in them. He assured us that
the drying process. Many of them have the graceful unsightly, the trim parlor grate would blush with 50, 000 ounces of silver and upwards had been melted
form of the once-celebrated Picardy pots, and are in rust, and the cottager's " wee bit ingle" would leave in one 1, 000-oz. pot. We were glad to receive such
good testimony to the value of the plumbago cruci
tended for the French mints. Though unbaked, each off " blinkin' bonnily."
bles, for all thai we saw at Battersea gave us a most
article that has remained sufficiently long in the room
The various qualities of black-lead which the Com
favorpble impression of the manufactures of the Com.
gives a clear metallic ring when struck.
pany sends into the market under different fanciful
The kilns are large conical chambers like those of names, are all prepared from graphite or plumbago, pany.
ordinary potteries. The goods to be " fired" are and nothing else. The higher qualities are distin
packed in cylindrical cases of fire-clay called " seg guished from the lower by their superior fineness,
gars, " and these are piled one above the other in the softness, and luster ; but chemically they are identi
kiln like the basaltic columns of Staffa, and are luted cal.
The articles sold under the sentimental name

Norman Scott Russell on Turret Ships.

At a meeting of the Institution of Naval Architects

(London) Oil the 18th of March, 1864, Mr. Russell
of " Servants' Friend" at 28s. per cwt. is quite as read a paper on the merits of broadside guns and
from the action of the air, which, at a high tempera pure as the " Prize Medal Luster, " which fetches
turret gUlls.
ture, would have the effect of whitening their external double the price, or " Halse's Roman Luster, " the
Adverting to the supposition, made by Capt. Coles
surfaces, and so rendering them unsightly. We have best quality of black-lead manufactured by the Com
and others, that 300 or 600-poun.der guns, weighing
the good fortune to be present as the workmen are pany.
Again, the analytical chemist would fail to from twelve to twenty tuns each, cannot be carried
engaged in emptying a kiln. We see that the cruci detect any essential difference between either of the
as broadside guns, Mr. Norman S. Russell shows, by
hIes come from their fire-clay cases exactly as they above-named products and the article labelled " car
some simple calculations, that this assumption is ab
are sent out from the works. The absurd practice of buret of iron. " in remembrance of the exploded opin
solutely erroneous. Such vessels aB the Warrior are
giving plumbago . crucibles a factitious polish and ion respecting the nature of graphite. How comes
quite capable of carrying a full armament of 12-tun
smoothness generally followed by Continental makers it, then, that one quality is so much superior to ano
guns, instead of their present 68-pounders, without
is not adopted by the Company.
ther ? The explanation is simple enough. The differ increasing their displacement more than two or three
From the kiln the goods are conveyed to the store ences in the manufactured article may be traced to
inches, or losing their stability. With regard to the
room, or to the packing-room if they have to be ship certain variations in the physical properties of the
difficulty of training such heavy guns, that is already
ped at once. The goods are nearly always packed in raw material. Thus one sample of graphite may be
felt with the 95-cwt. 68-pounder, to such an extent
old sugar hogsheads, which are strong, large, cheap , soft and lustrous, whHe another, equally pure, may
that it is doubtful wlIether it could be used in a heavy
and plentiful. Turning out on to the wharf, we see be hard and dull. These variations are subordinate
sea-way. However, Mr. Cunningham's very simple
thirty of these hogsheads packed ready to be shipped to
ihe distinction between amorphous and crystallized application of steam power to the working of ships'
for Vienna ; and lying alongside, 150 cases containing graphite, to which we have already referred. For
guns di�poses of the difficulty as regards either class.
crucibles for the Italian Government. These orders,
making domestic black-lead, the amorphous or soft With respect to the width of port, Mr. Russell admits
not by any means unusual in magnitude, will enable
graphite is almost exclusively used.
that, for the 300-pounder, the broadside port would
our readers to form an idea of the scale upon which
The separation of the different qualities of graphite have to be 28 inches wide, to allow of training to an
the operations of the Company are conducted.
is a labor which demands great experience and judg angle of 60 degrees against a width of 23 inches ill
closely together.

These seggars protect the goods

SPECIMENS OF THE WARE.
ment, and can only be successfully performed by the
We now cross the yard to the workshops of the old hands. The best pieces are soft and unctuous,
Clay department, where various descriptions of cruci perfectly free from grit, and capable of receiving a
bles are manufactured. The larger Sizes, as in the very high polish. The worst pieces, technically
case of plumbago crucibles, are made at the potter's called " gruff's, " are, on the contrary, harsh, gritty,

the cupola port.

But he considers that Capt. Coles

has far overstated the question in assuming 3 feet
square for the broadside port.

Mr. Russell also ad

mits the advantage which the cupola system presents

in the weight of the battery being borne amidships,
wheel, but the small er, in which the Company can and deficient in luster. The latter are only employed so as to cause less rolling than heavy weights winged
successfully compete with the best French makers, are for making " leads" of the lowest brands. The nu outwards. The great arc of training commanded by
fashioned by beating the clay upon boxwood man merous intermediate qualities are distinguished one the turret is one of the chief advantages claimed for
drils. The so-called " white-fluxing pots" are really from another by characters which are only apparent it. Mr. Russell considers this much over-rated, es
beautiful specimens of earthenware, and are acknow to the experienced eye.
pecially when more than one cupola is carried, o n
ledged by the best authorities on metallurgy to be
The manufacture of black-leads includes three dis account of the obstacles offered b y masts and rigging,
very refractory, and to withstand the action of fluxes

tinct operations-grinding, sifting, and packing. At
Every pot is made by the Battersea Works, the first operation is performed
gage, and each molder is consequently provided by means of a large mill driven by steam power.
with a great number of pattern ribs cut from box The ground " lead" is conveyed to an upper floor by
wood and ebony. The little crucibles ueed in assay an endless-band elevator, and is tlIen sifted through
ing almost equal the German porcelain crucibles in the finest silk in the simple dressing machine already
in a most remarkable manner.

boats, hatchways, and especially by the other cupo

las, if the vessel carries more than one.

In the ves

sels designed by Mr. Coles there is great disadvan

tage in the main deck being at so much lower a level

than is usual in vessels of similar tunnage-thus ex

posing the deck to vertical fire ii'om ships with high
The smallest are not much noticed. The packing is chiefly done by boys, who er topsides, and, moreover. being washed by green
more than an inch high. Besides crucibles, all kinds work with marvellous rapidity. The powdered black seas where other vessels have a dry deck. With re
of clay instruments used in assaying are here manu leads are done up in neat packets in quantities from gard to the depression of the gun, Mr. Russell re
factured, such as scorifiers, roasting dishes, and two ounces upwards ; they are also packed in I-lb. marks that it is doubtful whether in any case a lee
mumes. The convenient clay furnaces used by as tin canisters and in wooden boxes. Papers of various gun could be used with advantage in a sea heavy
thinness and smoothness.

sayers, dentists, and experimental chemists, are also
made in great numbers.

colors are used to form the small packets, so that the enough to wash the gun deck ; and as to the weather

the diflerent qualities may be readily distinguished.

guns, a broadside gun could certainly be depressed
Let us now turn back to the store-room and look A paper covered on one side with burnished black more than a turret gun placed amid. ships, unless the
at a few of the curiosities that are to be found there. lead is employed for wrapping up some of the higher latter fired through her own deck and topside. Mr.
We have j ust been speaking of a crucible about an qualities.
Russell then proceeds to compare in detail the merits
i.nch high. Here is one of the pattern supplied tQ
Two descriptions of " blocked black-lead" are of ships carrying one, two, 9r three cupolas, with
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vessels carrying the same weight (in guns and armor
plating together) distributed as a broadside battery.
The result, as he gives it, is that for one cupola, as
against the correJponding broadside ship, the cupola

bers, increase to the maximum, and then suffer a de be sunk, but if alongside, (except receiving a quan
cline, until they either disappear or linger but the tity of water on deck, ) I do not believe she would be
shadow of their former glory and power.

Guided by

injured.

With the information gained, I feel competent to

this hw of analogy, supposing it to hold authority

has the advantage ; for two cupolas the advantages in this earliest period of animal life, our imaginations use the remaining torpedoes against the rebels, when
are, if anything, in favor of the broadside, although are carried back to a period immensely remote in the ever it is required of me.
T. H. EASTMAN, Lient. Comdr. U. S. N. ,
nearly balanced ; but for three or more cupolas, th e antiquity of time, When life began in the primitive
broadside arrangement has a marked superiority, seas, in its simplest forms-the very first letter of its Comdr. Foxhall A. Parker, Comd'g. Potomac Flotilla.
which increases in a rapid ratio with the size of the alphabet-and gradually increased in its maximum,
vessel. He accordingly comes to the conclusion that before other forms were introduced which have be
the proper use of the turret is for moderate sized come familiar to us in Taconic strata.
R. S. STEVE NS.
vessels carrying one, or, at most, two of them ; and
New York, June 9, 1864.

he thinks that one or two cupolas may be usefully
s ubstituted for pivot guns on the upper decks of ships
of the line carrying a heavy broadside armament.

Mode of
MESSRS.

you know of no method of silvering woods.

Capt. Symonds' authority obligations to Commander H. A. Wise, Chief of Ord

SIR :-In obedience to your order, I report the fol

the rebels in the Rappahannock river :-

MESSRS. EDIToRs :-Recent discoveries m a d e i n this

great tract of barren land by the French commission
of scientific gentlemen, have decided this mooted

point, at least so far as the northern half of it is con
cerned, as far south as the ridge of table land divid
i ng the southern slope from the northern.

It former

ly has been held that the age of this largest desert of
the globe was tertiary.

But M. Desor, a gentleman

well-known in scientific circles for his devotion to

surface geology, and who has t�aveled extensively in

oul' country, has settled the question that the north
ern half of Sahara is part tertiary or modern, by the

finding, far inland, deposits of shells, such as the edi
ble clam, perriwinkle and muscle, which now live in

tihe Mediterranean ; in other words, of the same age

as the bordering edge of the Atlantic from Martha's

of turpentine in a glass vessel, and add to it a piece
of phosphorus (a common corked vial will answer

the purpose) ; the vessel must now be placed in hot
water for a few minutes, and occasionally shaken ;
hundredth part of its

lowing experience in the use of a torpedo, taken from

S aha r a.

The first operation is to take strong alcohol or spirits

by this means the alcohol will take up about a three

May 18th, 1864.

Geolo�i cal Aile of the Desert of

Think

process, an experiment of Mr. Spencer of England.

THE REBEL TORPEDOES.

for stating that speed and facility of maneuvering are nance for the report and diagram.
U. S. S. Matthew Vassar,
of at least as high importance as complete protec

.���-���======

of the current

nig it will be of some service I herewith send you a

. ..

tion.

Wood.

volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, you state that

Appended is a copy of a report made to the Ord,
Finally, he remarks that this is a question for the
naval officer, rather than for the naval architect, to nance Department upon some new rebel torpedoes
decide, since neither plan presents any constructive recently fonnd in the Rappahannock. We are under
difficulty, and he quotes

Silvering

EDITORS :-On page 350,

bulk of phosphorus.

Next

procure a weak solution of nitrate of silver, place it
in a flat dish or saucer ; the face of the wood must
now be dipped in this solution, and let itremain a few

minutes to allow capillary attraction to draw it into

The torpedo is a cylindrical tin vessel, with a se
the wood. This operation being performed a small
cond small cylinder at the top, and with three aper 
portion of the solntion of phosphorus must be placed
tures-one on the side and bottom, for the purpose
in a capsule or watch-glass, and this placed on a
of receiving the powder, which apertures are after
sand-bath that it may gradually evaporte. The wood
wards closed with a gutta percha wad ; and on the
must now be held with its surface over the vapor,
wad, outside, is a covering of bees-wax and tallow.
and an immediate chauge takes place ; the nitrate of
The other aperture is at the top, and is for the pur
glass is decomposed, and gives place to metallic sil
pose of receiving a friction primer, which is put in
ver. When the material to be acted on is not very
first, and the aperture then made water-tight, by fill
large, fasten it to the top of a bell-glass receiver with
ing in with bees-wax and tallow, mixed.
a bit of pitch or cement, and placed thus over the
The friction primer is attached to the end of a wire,
capsule on the sand-bath ; the phosphorus vapor is
-which extends from the outside to the center of the
by this means equally diffused, and not dissipated.
vessel----s o that the primer lays in the middle of the
A solution of phosphorus in sulphuric ether also
powder always.
answers ; and a solution of gold (chloride) may be
To prevent the primers from having any lateral mo
used. This elegant process as applied to wood and
tion, three wires are soldered on to the sides of the
those substances which may be wetted with the solu
vessel, and join in the middle nearly ; so that the
tion of nitrate of silver, answer perfectly ; but it is
primers may pass through their bent ends, without
obviously limited in its application to those sub
danger of catching or moving. The small cylinder at
stances which will absorb an aqueous solution.
the top of the torpedo is covered with a tin cap, so as
CHARLES S. OBERTEUFFER.
to hold the pulliug line, and prevent it from being
Philadelphia, May 25, 1864
touched until the torpedo is sunk, at which time the

Vineyard to Cape Sable in Florida.

The most interesting discovery in geological science

cap is removed, and the line led out to the shore.

A PATENT CASE-IMPORTANT DE
CISION.

RE-ISSUE OF

The torpedo holds about fifty pounds of fine priming

has been made by the Canadian geologists ; this is the powder : and I enclose here a diagram, showing di
We give the following abstract of a very interesting
presence of organic forms in the so-called Laurentian mension, etc,
patent case, the first of its kind, decided by the
formation of Canada ; the primitive of older writers,
Supreme Court"of the District of Columbia, on June
and azoic of modern, because of the absence of all

6th instant :-

signs of life having existed in that age of the world

when its strata were formed.

UNITED

The stone-record of

STATES

ex

l'el. ANDREW WHITELY, versus

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS.

ancient life has been heretofore supposed to terminate

On the 4th of September, 1855, Jonathan Haines

with the Taconic, or that age or system of rocks which

obtained a patent for the United States, for improve

In the progress of the geological snrvey of the

he granted the right to the invention, as then secured

immediately succeeds the azoic.

ments in mowing machines.

State of New York, the late very eminent Dr. Em

mons demonstrated that the authentic records of life

went back further than the English and New England

school of geologists placed it, viz. , at the base of the
silurian or the Pottsdam sand-stone of New York

State, and he even suspected that certain lime-stones

of the primitive were zoic.

Early in the writings of the former Dr. Mantell, of

On the 22d Nov. , 1856,

in the State of Ohio, to Ball, Aultman & Co.

On the

13th of April, 1858, Haines obtained a re-issue upon

o

said patent.

On January 15th, 1860, Haines assigned

the undivided third of the patent to his brother Ansel
Haines.

On 25th January, 1860, Jonathan and An

sel Haines granted to I. A. and W. C. Hawley a
license to make, etc. , " the Haines Illinois Mower, "

in certain counties in Illinois.

England, are figured and described certain forms in

On the 10th of April,

1863, Allsel re-assigned to Jonathan all his right,

granite which were suspected to be the rings of in

thus revesting in the patentee the whole interest in
Length of case, 14 inches ; diameter of case, 12t the patent and invention, excepting the above inter
to demonstrate that the Simplest forms of animal life, inches ; length of cupola, 4 inches ; diameter of cu ests in Illinois and Ohio. On the 17th Apri l, 1863,
viz. , rhizopods or foraminifera, had been preserved pola, 4 inches ; length of tubs, t inches ; diameter of Haines, the patentee, assigned to Andrew Whitely,
to us in the (primitive) Laurentian of Canada. The tubs, H inches.
all his right, title and interest in the invention and

fusoria.

It was reserved for the Canadian gentlemen

shell of the animal is still preserved in lime, while

After informing myself thoroughly as to the manner
tho cavities once filled by the body of the living of using this new weapon (by carefully opening one, )
animal are now found to be filled by deposits of I exploded another in the following manner :-Hav
silica, aluminous material, serpentine and pyroxene. ing attached a sinking weight to the two handles,

patent ; and upon the 20th May, 1863, executed a fur

ther assignment, expressly authorizing Whitely to re

issue, and to do all that he could do, if he had retain

ed the interest thus transferred to Whitely. Upon
By means of acids the lime can be removed and the which are on the sides, I pulled with a small boat into :May 2 1st, 1863, the said Whitely, surrendered the
form of the animal's body, preserved in the silicious the channel, and then ran my line ashore ; and after original re-issued patent, paid in the fee, and in all
cast, is exactly ascertained. A noticeable feature of this was done, I carefully removed the tin cap, and other respects complied with the regulations of the
the rhizopods of the Laurentian, are their magnitude. lowered the torpedo in three fathoms water.
The law, and asked a second re-issue.
In the silurian, as found in the galena lead bearing boat was then pulled ashore, and the line pulled from
The second re-issue was necessary, because under
rocks, and in the northern regions of Frobisher'S

about fifty yards back, in the bushes, when, without
as discovered by Charles Hall, the latest any noise, a column of water, sixty feet high, and
arctic explorer, they were of monstrous dimensions. five feet in diameter, was thrown up ; and covering
In the recent seas they are almost always microscopi the woods with spray, fell, sending a circular wave
straits,

c.tI.

It seems to be

a

about one foot high to the surrounding shores.

the first re-issue, the patent was too defective to sus
tain a suit, and the grantees of Ohio, taking advan

tage of this defect, were making and selling many

They
thousand machines in Whitely's territory.
The were requested to unite in the application for re-issue,

law that the various forms of ani appearance was grand, and if a ship was directly over but refused to do so.

mal life shall begin at the minimum of size and num-

The Commissioner of Patents

one of these torpedoes, she would in all probability held, that Whitely was not the proper person to ap-
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1

ply for re-issue, but that it was necessary for the day.
licensees of

We have the testimony of Mr. Mann, now in

Illinois, and the grantees of Ohio, to 1 this city, the inventor and proprietor of

\

the steel

unite with him in the application ; so that the re-issue I breech-loader made by Singer, Nimick & Co. , as to

would issue in the names of the assignees of the en- its remarkable efficiency.
tire interest : and refused to examine the application,

Gatling, like Mann,

I

has

found it very difficult to get fair trials of his gun, and

or to place it on the files of the office, or to place the to have it introduced by the War Department, for the
fees paid to the credit of the patent fund, and held Government leaves all such things to the Ordnance
the papers and fees subject to the order of the ap- Office, and that office is under the control of old
plicant.
fogies, who work by red tape, and who are slow to

After long delays, the application was made to the perceive the value of ordnance improvements, and
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia for a writ still slower to introduce tbem into practice. Tbe
of mandamus commanding the Commissioner to ex- Indianapolis Journal says of this Gatling gun, as
amine etc. , the application ; and, after due argument, tollows :on the 7th of March, the Court issned an alternative
" So far as we know this is the first time this for-

mandamus, returnable immediately.

" The short limb of the siphon may be blown out

in the form of a globe or a lantern.

The long branch

may be divided into several small branches, which
will form the supports of the globe, or the mountings
of the lantern, and which will unite in a. single chim
ney.

The chimney may terminate in the interior of

the apartment or outside.
" The advantages of this new system of lighting
are very important :" 1st, The flame being descending, the tips and the

supports of the globe are placed above it, and can
not intercept it below, nor spread any shadow down-

ward.
" 2d, The reflectors also of the globes and lanterns

The writ was midable invention has ever had a chance to exhibit

are placed behind the flame, and, therefore, cannot

personally served the day of its issue, but the Com- its power, though it has been tested and approved

be blackened, and they turn toward the earth the

missioner refused to obey it or to make any return. fifty times. No one who has seen it has doubt th a L luminous rays which would otherwise lose themselves
Accordingly a motion for a peremptory mandanus was in destructive energy it would prove equal to a regi- in the air.
filed on the 2 1st of May, a copy serve:l by the Mar- ment of men, and that its lightness and facility of

" 3d, The gas is burned at a temperatnre more

shal upon the Commissioner, and 28th of May set for ' handling would enable it to be used where a regiment

elevated by the concentrated heat of the siphon ; its

hearing : on that day the Commissioner appeared by

could not be placed, and be moved with a rapidity hydrogen is more more dilated, and its carbon more

attorney and asked for a continuance of twenty days ; that no regiment, not even of cavalry, could equal.
the Court continued the case until June 4th only, be- It is hardly heavier than a wheelbarrow, a child can
cause of its early adjournment.

incandescent, in consequence its light is more devel
oped and more vivid.

On that day the haul it, a single horse could trot off with a whole

" 4th, The combustion of the gas takes place in

case came up for argument upon the motion for battery, its charge of cartridges can be renewed by

close vases, and the products of combustion are ra

peremptory writ, and John L.

Chief loading on the field as quick as any other gun, it can

moved from the apartment by conducting pipes.

Clerk of the Patent Office, appeared for the Commis- fire as many shots in a minute as a whole regiment,

Hayes, Esq . ,

Thns the gas emits no emanations, but on the con

sioner and read his return, denying the j urisdiction it is simple of construction, impossible to be dis- trary it burns the vitiated air, draws in fresh air, and
of the Court, alid the right of Wbitely as grantee of ordered, costs a trifle compared with other guns, and ventilates the apartments at the same time that it
a sectional interest, to apply for a re-issue.
can be fired as accurately at as great a range as a lights them.
In other words, it is a regiment

" The lighting by inverted flame may be applied

the rehtor, and argued the case at length, and cited of men put into half a dozen gun barrels and mounted

J. C. Clayton, Esq. , of Washington, appeared for

Government rifle.

very advantageously to the foot-lights of a theater.

copiously from authorities, to sustain the following on a light carriage. A half dozen in each brigade A row of foot-lights constructed after this system has
points : would c o s t little, and virtually double its destructive j ust been tried in a hall o f l'Opera. I t has received
1. The grantee of an exclusive sectional interest in strength. Yet with all these obvious advantages, re- the approbation of persons the most competent and
a patent is entitled to a re-issue.

peatedly declared by competent men, the Ordnance the most distinguished.

2. The Commissioner is commanded by law to ex- Office has utterly ignored it, j ust as it doe:s every im" The light is twice as brilliant as the ordinary
foot-light, and all danger of setting the dresses of the
amine, etc. , a proper and legal application for a re- provement in fire-arms. "-Pittsbu1·gh Chronicle.

issue, and mandamus is the proper remedy to enforce

s uch examination.

The Madagascar SilkworDl.

The " Bulletin de la Societe d'Acclimitation, " con The Court ruled that it was unnecessary for him to
tains a curious paper on this subject, by M. Auguste
T h e Supreme Court o f the DisVinson, of La Reunion. He states that the Hovas
trict of Columba has power to command tbe Commisi
h
l a
s
i
sioner of Patents to perform a duty enjoined by lawe
o
a
e
l a
t
f
for it admitted of no controversy. Mr. Hayes replied
ambrevade, or Angola pea ( Cytisus Cajanus. ) This
for the Commissioner-contending that this was not a
silk is heavy, and has no gloss, but is exceedingly
case for mandamus, for the examination was a judistrong. The natives sell the tissues they weave out
cial act ; and that Whitely was not the proper person
of this silk very dear, and it is therefore only the rich
intended by law to have a re-issue ; and that the rewho wear them. King Radama II. , who dresses in
fusal to examine was an executive decisIon of a prethe European fashion, wears trousers and a paletot
liminary question not examinable anywhere. The
made of this sllk, which, not being dyed, is of a gray
case was postponed for further consideration till Moncolor, like unbleached linen. The wealthy are buried
day, 6th. Mr. Hayes, by permission of Court made
in shrouds made of this silk, and it is said that such
a brief statement of points omitted on Saturday ; and
shrouds entombed for centuries have been exhumed
W. D. Davidge, Esq. , further argued in behalf of the
in a perfect state of preservation. The ambrevade
Commissioner.
being an indigenous plant of La Reunion, this Mada
Chief Justice Cartter, and Justice Wylie, sustained
gascar silkworm might be easily introduced there.
the motion ; Justice Olin dissenting, because he had
The insect is forty-five millimetres long ; its body is
some doubt as to the right of a sectional assignee to
composed of twelve segments, and covered with black
a re-issue.
sharp horny points all over. The general hue is a
argue h i s third point.

�:��� ; ��! �:: : : �� � �: �: �� ::: � ��� �

Sale of

the Pi rate

Georgia.

Mitchell's Steam SMpping Gazette, of May 2 6th,

says : - " Yesterday the miscellaneous stores belong
ing to the Confederate steam cruiser Georgia were
disposed of by auction, at the Birkenhead Dock ware
houses.

The stores, Which included 232 lots, con

sisted. of prOVisions of various kinds, including tea
and coffee, sugar, casks of rum, spices,
ueef

and

pork, bread, flour, peas,

tierces of

rice, oatmeal,

cheese, preserved meats, pickles, clothing, etc. , be
sides a large number of American ensigns, signal
flags, and pennants, which had been taken from the

actors on fire is obviate d.

Preparations are being

made for arranging the foot-lights of l' Opera house

it self by this system . "

------

Induration of Iron .

The iron work of the new bridge at Blackfriars is
to be indurated by a process patented by l'tlessrs.
Morewood & Co. , and is alike important from the
great cost wbich will be incurred, and the testing of
a rather abstruse chemical formula for the preserva
tion of iron from oxidation and decay.

The process

is as follows :- " The iron is to be thoroughly cleaned,
and heated to the requisite temperature in a furnace
planned by the inventors.

When this temperature is

attained, it is to be plunged into a bath of prussite
of potash and chloride of potassium,

in a molten

state, so that when the iron is withdrawn it may
easily part with the surplus of the aforesaid chemi�
cals, which should run off like oil.

The iron is then

to be dipped into boiling water, containing a certain
proportion of cyanide of potasaium ; from thence it is
removed to a bath for a final washing, and set up on

end to dry. All the processes are
chestnut-brown, but the abdomen has a longitudinal under cover, and before ex[osure to
rose-colored streak between two other light brown the iron is to be coated with an
ones. The cocoon is seventy millimetres in circum twice, at given intervals ; and again

to be carried on
the atmosphere
asphaltum paint

it is to receive
ference, and forty-five in length ; it is very heavy, of two coats after fixing. Of course, all the necessary
a dirty gray color, but interspersed with black bristles. planing, drilling, and fitting is to be done preparatory
The chrysalis contained in the cocoon is edible, and to the indurating. The time the iron is to remain in
considered a delicacy by the Hovas, who eat it fried,

as the Chinese do chrysalids.

to the weight of the metal to be operated upon.

Lighting by an Inverted FlaDle or LUDlin
ous Siphon.

We

translate

the

following

the bath will vary from one to five minutes, according

from Les ."Mondes

(Paris) : -

The

elaborate character of the process to which · the con
tractor is rigidly bound, will account for the large
sum to be expended in carrying out this part of the
work ; £4 per tun is allowed to the contractor for the

Sev
" l't1 . Subra, Professor o f Mathematics, has just in induration and painting ; Messrs. Morewood will re
eral gentlemen from Liverpool, and also from Man vented a new mode of lighting by an inverted flame ceive from the contractors 5s. per tun as their royalty,
chester, attended the sale, and the competition was or luminous siphon, Which is founded on the princi Which it is estimated will be £1, 000. Thus £16, 000
spirited. Amongst the principal purchasers were ple of the hydraulic siphon, the branches of Which is to be spent in this effort to prevent oxidation, no
greater proof of which, in its damaging results, can
Mr. James Livingston and Mr. Davis, of this town, are turned up.
be offered than the case of the cleaning of the oxide
and we understand the articles realized a consider
. , If the air in the long limb of the siphon is heated,
able sum.
The vessel herself is now advertised for the rarefied air will rise. It will leave a vacuum (or rust) from the Menai Bridge, from which bas
eaie, and the price put upon her by her present which the denser air of the atmosphere will flow in lately been removed above 40 tUllS of oxide of iron. "
-London Mechanics' ""Magazine.
owners, it is stated, is upwards of £20, 000.
to fill by the short limb, and a descending current

several American ships seized by the Georgia.

will thus be formed.

---------..
.��.----If, at this moment, a flame is
lighted in the short limb, it will follow the current of
NAVAL PRIZEs. -The following is a list of naval
For the first time in this war, the Gatling gun was air and will descend, while
the products of combus prizes up to the 1st of June, 1864 :-Steamers, 232 ;
used by Butler in repelling one of Beauregard's mid tion will remount the
long limb, and will continue schooners, 627 ; sloops, 159 ; barks, 29 : brigs, 32 ;
night attacks. Dispatches state that it was very de unceasingly to supply
the siphon. 'I'he fiame lighted ships 15 ; yachts and small cralt, 133. Total, 1, 227.
structive, and rebel prisoners were very curious to in the long
branch must be extinguished as soon as The aggregate valne is $17, 000, 000, to be distributed
know whether it was loaded all night and fired all h e current is established.
among the naval captors.

The Gatling Gun used b y Butler.
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G, outside of that, which works in a toothed quad

Ilnproved Box-opener.

rant, H.

Persons engaged in active business operations have

small rod, I, connected to a pin in the slot at one

end, and to a weight on a lever, J, at the other.

The nails hold with such tenaci

ty that it seems as if nothing short of a crowbar
would pry them up.

The engraving published here

with represents a box-opener which is much the best
one that we have ever seen.

inventor says that it will not waste one quart of flour

iu a day's work.

This flour-packer was patented on the 2 6th of April,
1864, through the Scientific American Patent Agency,
is easy to see that when the shaft, E, the pinion, G, by Isaac Cook, of St. Louis, Mo. ; for further inform
is on, descends by the gravity of the barrel and its ation address the inventor as above, or A. K. Holte
load, the quadrant, H, will be moved by the pinion man, Jackson street, between Carrol and Soulard
and push the weight, K, further out on the lever ; this streets, St. Louis, Mo. States and county rights for

often experienced difficulty in wrenching off the cov
ers of heavy cases.

This quadrant has a slot in one side and a

It is, in fact a powerful

It

lever, the heel, A, of which

sale.

while the proj ecting flange,

Small Fire

constitutes

the

fulcrum,

B, is the short arm.

a small balloon should be

p ower is applied as shown

a fine, thin, close-textured

in the engraving, an d the

tissue-paper.

force exerted is irresistible

shall consist of a specific

The instrument itself is
and

number of gores or sec

has

tions, say 32 or 16, a pat

one edge of the fllwge, B
(which projects

at

tern for cutting them by

right

angles

from

th e

m ain

body) ,

sharpened

to an

should be m ade of paste
board

loon , without its append

a case, and thus obtain a

ages, is to be three feet,

As the

an d the number of gores

handle is forced down the
wood

thirty-two,

on the

parts asunder.

There

wide

one-third of its length, if
the balloon is intended to

loose nails after the cover

have a

has been forced open.

ordinary boiled

valualJle

figure.
oil,

and

hang them up singly on

It

lines till

was patented on the 15th

perfectly

dry.

They are next to be put

through

together,

American

Patent Agency, by William

M.

pear-like

Varnish the gores with the

This box-opener is strong,

Scientific

end, three

part, which should be at

also provided to draw the

the

one

eight inches at its broadest

slip, and a groove, C, is

of March, 1864,

at

inches at the other, amI

flange, so that it cannot

adjunct in every store.

elegant

ing the pattern an inch

is

cut in

the face of the projecting

effective, and a

an

shape will be got by m ak

and rends the two

a series of ridges

y

SupPQse

the entire hight of the bal

be driven under the lid of

lo wer edge holds

or some tolerabl

hard substance.

obtuse angle, so that it can

hold for the lever.

Having de

termined that the balloon

by ordinary nails.
made of metal,

Balloons .

The material for making

The

Keague,

which

may be

done with gum-water, or

KEAGUE'S BOX-OPENER.

clean

thin paste.

After

of Brooklyn,
For further information address him at 397
Myrtle avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

the pulley, and thus retards the descent j ust enough

gores, lay the edge of another aoout midway across

to perform the packing evenly throughout.

When

the part pasted, and then double over about a quarter

Improved Flour_pacl<:er.

the barrel is to be removed the platform is in the po-

of an inch of it, dabbing it lightly from end to end

flour-packing machine for which many advantages

to its place for another operation by a weight attached

Two of the gores being thU3 united, unite two others

are claimed by the inventor.

to the cord over the pulley, M.

in like manner, and

action increases the friction of the brake strap, L, on

N. Y.

sition shown in Figs. 1 and 3, and it is brought back with a clean cloth,

The engravings published herewith represent a new
It consists of a stout

frame, A, upon the upper part of which the operating machinery is placed.

At the bottom there is a

pasting or gumming about half an inch of one of the

I

There is also an ar

rangement at N, which retains the platform at the

bottom of the frame, so that the full barrel can be

to insure its holding securely.
so on, until, if you had thirty

two gores in all, you reduce your number to sixteen.
In like manner proceed till you make your number

platform, B, on which the

eight, then four and then

barrel to be filled rests.

two ;

The flour is poured into

tions up at every pasting

the hopper.

C, and from

hanging the sec

so that

they

may get

thence flows into the auger

thoroughly

chamber, D , where there
is an arrangement for de

proceed. The two halves

livering and compressing

nected in the same way ;
and this part of the un

auger is worked by a pul

dertaking is then com

ley and bevel gears at the

pleted.

top. As the flour is packf\d

ameter should be worked

becomes heavier, and there

into the bottom of it, to

fore some means must be
keep

keep

the

fabric of the
a

suflicient

distance from the flame

form, otherwise the barrel

of the spirit.

would run away from the

Another

wire m ay be fixed across

auger or packer, and the

this circle to hold a piece

work would be imperfectly

of sponge, which should

To accomplish the

be immersed in spirits of

object set forth, the plat

wine. A smoldering piece

form on which the barrel

of brown paper held un

rests has ropes connected

derneath

COOK'S FLOUR-PACKER.

to it which are wound upon

the shaft, E, as shown in Fig. 1.

the

balloon at

pressure on the flour uni

done.

A circle of wire

about six inches in di

into the barrel the same

to

you

are last of all to be con

the flour in the barrel ; this

employed

dry as

the

aperture

will, in a few minutes,

When the packing

taken off and another one put on ; it is so adjusted

put the balloon in an ascending condition.

commences the platform is in the position shown in

as to he self-acting in its operations and can be set

thus inflated the balloon, ignite the piece of sponge,

Fig. 2 ; the auger, or packer, being at the bottom of for barrels of any length when the machine is at work.
the barrel, is not Shown, because it would hide some
parts of the machine.

The flour is admitted to the

barrel, and as the weight increases the platform descends ; here it is that the arrangement we mentioned
previously is useful.

It is as follows :-The shaft, E,

bas a brake pulley, F, on one end, and

a

small pinion,

The space occupied by the whole machinery is very
small, only about two feet by three feet at the base,

and let it rise.

Having

When it is intended to infiate the bal

loon with hydrogen or coal gas, the latter apparatus

is not needed ; but a light car, or any other ornament

and eight feet high ; it is also sold at a low price for proportioned to the ascending power of the balloon,
the amount of work it does, and gives great satisfac

tion to those who use it.

It is simple in its details,

and not !ill,h le to derangement.

With proper
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care

the

may be appended to it, which will have the effect of
maintaining it in the right position, and also of keep
ing it longer In sight,

393
THE

FINISHING STEAM-ENGINE WORK.

the afternoon their consciences and good manners
are subjected to a constant strain in efforts to resist
Many persons in giving orders for steam engines the
stupefying effects of the noxious gases with which
expressly stipulate that no extra finish shall be put the
church has become filled during the morning ser
on them. The builders take advantage of this, and
vice.
---not being confined to polish certain parts, omit to
But the worst effect of this national predelection
.lUUNN &; COlllP ANY. Editors &; Proprietors.
finish any, and a rough, clumsy, and uncouth-looking
is seen in our schools. Hundreds of little boys and
engine is the result of their labors. The point taken
girls are confined in close rooms for three hours at a
PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT
by purchasers is that polish costs too much money,
NO. 37 PARK ROW (PARK BUILDING). NEW YORK.
time, breathing over and over again the same air,
and after all adds nothing to the economic value of
constantly diminishing its oxygen which is the sup
•
the engine. In some respects this is an erroneous
porter of life, thus reducing the force of the vital
O. D. MUNN, S. H. WALES, A. E. BEACH.
view ; radiation goes on rapidly from dead black sur
functions ; while at the same time the brain, that in
The American News Company," agents 121 Nassau street, faces, such as unpolished cylinders and their covers,
evitably shares the enervating influence, is stimulated
New York.
steam chest�, valve bonnets, and the like, while the
Messrs. Sampson Low, Son & Co., Booksellers, 47 Ludgate Hill
by the most exciting amhition to exertions too great
London, England, are the Agents to receive European subscriptions reverse is true of bright parts. A loss of heat is ex
for even its undiminished strength. By this course
or: advertisements t O l' the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Orders sent to
them will be promptly attended to.
perienced which is as certainly money as a bank bill.
hundreds of helpless children, each the pride and joy
This is not the only evil effect. Unpolished surfaces
of its home, have been doomed to lingering disease
VOL. X. NO. 25
[NEW SERIE S. J
Twentieth Year. make coarse-looking work, and are much harder to
and early death.
keep clean ; grease runs down on them and burns in
There is no necessity for breathing poisonous gases.
N E W YORK, SAT URDAY, JUNE 18 , 18 64.
so that in time it is absolutely irremovable.
We are placed in a great ocean of air which has been
We are not arguing for the mere appearance of the
prepared hy nature in just the proper proportions of
Contents :
steam engine when unfinished, for we feel that some
aUustrations are indlCated by an Asterisk.)
oxygen, nitrogen and watery vapor to adapt it to the
thing more than externals suffer when such work is structure of our lungs and the healthful action of all
*Woodbury's War-ship and
Ljghting by an Inverted Flame
Submarine Gun . . . . . . . 385
or Luminous Siphon . . . 391 allowed to go out of the shop.
The purchaser nat
our organs. We know that hy breathing constantly
o\.gricultural Inventions . . . 386 *Keague's Box·opener . .
. 392
o
i
l i
urally
and
properly
wishes
to
get
the price he pays this atmosphere, taking a fresh and pure supply at
eiits:
:::::
:
:
:
� �:n lrsg�?��
, � a�f�i; ��ll��� �� : : : : : : : : : �
Recent American Patents . . 387 Fimshing Steam-engine Work 393 for his machine in radical improvements-those re
every breath, our physical system will attain to the
Speci al Noticeil .
. .
. 387 A Good Thing to Breathe . . 393
lating to a lessened consumption of fuel, better mate highest degree of health and strength of which it is
Farmer'ii> Club . . . . .
. . 387 The 'l'heory of BOller ExploA Visit to the Patent PlumbaSlons from Decomposition
rials and workmanship ; but we are very certain that
l
r
a
� ·Tw.� 388 Heb� I�6���la(is: ·. : ·. : : : : : : : : : : : ��� if steam engine work could be polished handsomely capable. It is only by laborious effort that we can
Nor�a s�� it
ret Ships
. . . . . , . . 389 Prm:erving Meat
• . . . . . . . 394
box ourselves in, so that we can obtain the foul air of
�ecent Discoveries in Geology 300 Large and Small Strawberries. 394
and properly in a cheap way, we should hear of few
a
o
which we are so fond.
oI SS; ii�g W()Od : : : : : : �r6 §�e�� ��p � c����� �: : : :
orders for rough engines, except for special purposes.
Re-issue ot" a Patent Case-lmThe Oldest Family-Its Growth
There may be, however, a few persons in the com
P t llt
Polishing machines are wanted. We saw a man in a munity who prefer fresh and pure air to that which
sale g[ ih e PPr��
�orgi�: : :
pat
' '. .. : : : : 395: '396
The Gatling Gun used by But
Notes and Queries . .
. , . , . . 398 machine shop, the other day, lounging on a lathe and
has been breathed over a number of times. To these
ler . . . . . . . .
391 Improvement in Gas-making. 400
The Ma�agas�ar Silkworm
391 *Hunt!3r's Bit and Auger Fastslowly grating off, with a stubby old tool, the scale we commend Dr. Reid's work on ventilation recently
391
cmng .
. .
. . . . . . . . . 400
InduratlOn of Iron . . . .
from a cylinder cover ; we could understand very well republished by John Wiley, 535 Broadway, New York.
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why finishing was costly.

TO OUR READERS.

At the rate of procedure It is a small book of 120 pages, and discusses the

mentioned it would take a day to finish a plain cylin

der head for a ten-inch cylinder, when it ought to be

subject with an intelligence whiCh is the result of a

The various methods
There should of bringing in and distributing the fresh air, and of
being the tenth of the n ew series, closes on the 25th he lathes made for the purpose. A rough cut should removing the noxious gases, are treated with a rare
of June, and we would remind all those whose sub be run over and a finishing cut afterwards. The lathe combination of profound scientific knowledge and
should be so constructed that a scourer could be put practical common sense,
scriptions expire at that time, of the importance of
in, oil and emery applied of different grades, and the
promptly renewing them in order that they may not work set in motion rapidly. The scourer should have THE THEORY OF BOILER EXPLOSIONS FROM
The present volume of the S CIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

done by proper machines in two hours.

long series of investigations.

THE DECOMPOSITION OF WATER.
Our subscription an epicycloidal motion, or one resembling the curves
list is now larger than at any period since the break teeth of gears describe when leaving each other. In
Among those who are wedded to the opinion that
a short time, without superintendence, other than that
ing-out of the war, and this in the face of the fact that
of an apprentice, a finish would be imparted that no the explosions of steam boilers are generally pro
many of our regular readers are now in the service hand-work could approach. When we say lathe, we duced by some mysterious force, a very favorite theory

lose any of the numbers by delay.

It is well
To continue the interest in our jour mean a machine resembling it, the details rilUst be is that of the decomposition of water.
known that when steam is brought in contact with
worked out by those interested.
There is no reason why automatic machines for red-hot iron, it is decomposed, the oxygen entering
and we think we may point to the three last volumes
polishing cylinder heads, or circular metal work of the iron to form oxide of iron, and the hydrogen
in support of the truth of this assertion.
any kind, should not be invented and introduced. being set tree as a gas. It is also well known that

of the country.

nal we have spared neither time, exertion nor labor,

The personal experience of the editors, and the
frequent suggestion of useful ideas by correspond
ents, makes the S CIENTIFIC AMERICAN unequaled as
a source of practical mechanical information.

In its

For flat surfaces, such as steam chest covers or slide when hydrogen and oxygen gases are mixed together
bars, we have the emery wheel. When properly han in the proportion of 8 lbs. of oxygen to one of hydro

dled, work done by it is of the first quality, and only gen, and set on fire, an explosion results. It has
requires a little brushing up with emery paper after been argued by some very intelligent writers that
ward to look hetter tlian hand work. We are confi- these operations take place in steam boilers, and are

the most common cause of explosions.
dent that many hundred dollars mo:ty be annually
There is no doubt that if a portion of a steam
saved in machine shops by the use of such tools as
to be a faithful record of the genius, inventive talent
boiler becomes red hot, and steam is then brought in
we have adverted to in this article.
contact with it, the steam will be decomposed ; the
aud energy of the age we live in.
From time to time

peculiar province this journal stands alone, and aims

we h ave published illustrated articles on tools and
workshop economy, which have been most favorably
received, and it is our intention to continne this sub
j ect in the eusuiug volume.

There is no other j our

nal in the country which gives such full and specific
information upon the enginery of war (frequently il
lustrated by diagrams received from official sources)
as the S CIENTIFIC AMERICAN ; in this respect the non
professional or general reader will find it of great in
terest.

We need not enumerate

special

features,

A

GOOD THING TO

BREATHE.

But the quantity of

The great mass of the inhabitants of the Northern water thus decomposed in a steam boiler must be
United States live m better houses, wear better very limited. The oxide of iron which is formed in

clothes, and eat better food than the mass of any this case is the magnetic oxide, in which 3 atoms of
oth(lr nation, but they breathe the worst air of any iron combine with 4 of oxygen, Fe3 04' As the

people in the world.

They like bad air.

Every man atom of iron weighs 28 and the atom of oxygen 8,

chooses to have his clothes and food prepared fresh the proportions are M lbs. of iron to 32 of oxygen, or

and new for himself, but he likes to have his air 21 of iron to 8 of oxygen. As 8 lbs. of oxygen com
breathed over a few times by his neighbors before he bine with 1 of hydrogen to form water, it follows that

takes it into his own lungs.

In this process its

oxygen is diminished, its carbonic acid is increased,
it gets a little warm, and moist, and dirty, and then

however, to convince our friends that we are work

it j ust suits the American taste.

iag for their benefit, and endeavor to not only fulfill

All through the winter months our city railroad
cars are literally packed with passengers, and the

our contract, but to give good measure, heaped up

oxygen of the steam combining with the iron, and
the hydrogen being set free.

21 lbs. of iron will be oxidized to produce 1 lb. of

hydrogen gas.

This whole 2 1 1bs. must he upon the

surface, for as soon as a thin scale of oxide is formed
it becomes a protecting coating to the metal beneath,
and prevents further action.

If the 1 lb. of hydrogen is mixed with 8 lbs. of

ventilators are kept tightly oxygen, and set Oil fire, the two elements will im
and running over. We hope that all those whose
closed. If any passenger ventures to open one of the mediately combine to form 9 lbs. of water, and the
subscriptions expire with this volume will not only little narrow ventilators in the upper part of the car, amount of heat generated by the comhustion will be
temperature of l Ib. of water
renew them promptly but induce others to become some very nice gentleman, with a clean collar, white sufficient to raise the
teeth, and a carefully-dressed wig, who is drawing in 42,480 degrees, or to raise the temperature of the 9
subscribers also.
at every breath quarts of air loaded with tobacco lbs. 4, '720 degrees. Consequently, the water would
doors,

windows

and

fumes, and animal matter from the lungs of his fel
the army of General Grant low passengers, is sure to give a shiver, and request
have won so much prai8e-has been honored by the that the minute opening may be closed.
In our churches the congregations generally have
award of the army s word at the St. Louis Sanitary
air in the forenoon which is quite tolerable, but in
Fair, His competitor was General McClellan
MAJOR G ENERAL \VINFIELD S COTT HANCOCK, whose

brilliant services

in
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be in the condition of very highly superheated steam
Though it is uncertain whether at this high tempera
ture steam expands in the same ratio that it does a
the lower temperatures and pressures which are mor
easily m easured there can be little doubt that tb

,

894
pressure would b e sufficient t o burst any ordinary
boiler, provided the whole steam space of the boiler
could be filled with the two gases in the proper pro
portion, and the gases could then be set on fire. But
in practice this could never occur, nor indeed could
nny mixture and burning take place sufficient to pro

better methods. All physiologists and chemists who
have examined the subject are agreeing in the opinion
that scurvy and other diseases which result from the
exclusive use of salted meats, are not caused by the

1'agansett, Richmond, Annie, Plover, Julia, Nettie,
Geraldine,

White Wing, Juniata, Magic ;

three were withdrawn,
Plover.

of these

the Alarm, Nautilus, and

We cannot give the time of the yachts in

presence of salt or saltpetre, but by the absence of detail ; it is sufficient to say that the Annie was the
potash, phosphoric acid, and other nutritious sub winning boat ; the 11:fagic came next, and the Narra
stances which are dissolved and removed by the gansett after her. The Magic in reality was the fast

duce an explosion.
In the first place, all of the oxygen taken from the brine.
This discovery is leading to practical results in two
water would be combined with the iron, where it
would remain permanently :fixed. It is true that oxy directions. On page 309, of our current volume, we
gen is absorbed by water in small quantities from the published a description of the process recently pat
atmosphere, and is forced into the boiler with the ented by Mr. Alexander Whitelaw, of Glasgow, Scot

est sailor, and if she had had a little stronger breeze
would have distanced her antagonist, the Annie.

The Magic started last from the Elysian fields but
ceme in second at the final state. The stretch home
was most exciting, and could only be compared to a
flight ; as the
water. The first action of the heat upon the water is land, for recovering from the brine the nutritious por flock of white winged birds in rapid
to expel this oxygen, together with the nitrogen, tions of the meat dissolved in the liquid. The ac yachts rounded the state boat at the southwest spit,
carbonic acid, and other gases which the water hOlds count stated that each gallon of brine will make as they spread all sail and bowled along homeward fol
in solution, and if the oxygen remained in the steam much soup of a given strength as seven pounds of lowed by the good wishes of all the spectators.
space it might be mixed with any hydrogen set free
by the decomposition of the water. But the oxygen
does not remain in the steam space ; it is constantly
being drawn off with the steam, and worked through

beef.

As the soup thus prepared would contain the

STEAM EXPERIMENTS.

very substances removed from the meat by the brine,
it is probable that its use on shipboard would obviate
all danger of scurvy.

Before proceeding with a history of the experiments

Hecker & Waterman, we will state more fully
The hydrogen too, as it is set free,
what it is that is sought to be ascertained by them.
being the lightest of all gases, must rise instantly to covery, however, is in the adoption of plans for pre In the experiments by the same men, made in 1860,
the highest portion of the boiler, and pass at once serving meat without immersing it in brine, by which
it was found that when the steam was cut off at one
means all the nutritive portions of the meat would be
into the cylinder.
quarter of the stroke in an unjacketed cylinder, 66
Even should the engine be at rest, the two gases left in it. In our last number we gave an account of
per cent of the steam formed in the boiler was con
the
boldest
and
most
novel
of
these
plans
proposed
wonld be so mingled with the steam and with car
densed in the cylinder ; and when both the cylinder
bonic acid gas expelled from the water, that they by Prof. Morgan, of Dublin. This plan is to fill the
and valve-chest were immersed in steam of the boiler
would not burn if fire was applied to them. This ob· blood-vessels of the animal, immediately after death,
temperature, 30 per cent of the steam was condensed
jection is fatal to the theory. In consequence of the with j ust enough brine and sugar to preserve the
in the cylinder.
large proportion of steam in the mixture, no explo meat, the brine remaining in the meat, by which the
The process by which this large amount of conden
sive compound of gases can ever be found in the in removal of any constituents is avoided.
sation takes place is supposed to be this. When the
Another plan which has long been practiced is to
terior of a �team boiler.
steam is cut off and begins to expand, a portion of
. .. . .
pack the meat in dry salt. The sweetest and best
its heat is consumed in the performance of work ; or,
bacon
that
we
ever
saw
was
cured
in
this
manner.
REBEL mON-CLADS.
if the expression is preferred, it is cooled by expand
It is doubtful, however, whether meat thus treated is
ing. This cooling causes a portion of the steam to
Upon the occasion of every petty success of the as certain to keep as that which is immersed in brine,
be condensed into water, which is deposited in a fine
nondescript rebel craft, known as " iron-clads, " cer especially if the hams or pieces are large.
dew all over the inner surface of the cylinder. It
tain portions of the press have deemed it incumbent
The advantages of Prof. Morgan's method are so
will be borne in mind that this condensation takes
upon them to deride our own vessels of this class, great and so numerous that we hope it will be sub
place under pressure. There is not heat enough in
and to soundly berate their qualifications, and all jected to an early and thorough trial by some of our
the
cylinder to keep all of the water evaporated under
concerned in their construction or management. We farmers and butchers, and we trust that some of them
are told that with the small means at their command will be sufficiently public-spirited to give the commu the pressure that is actually exerted.
When the piston has finished its stroke the exhaust
the rebels have built and put in commission some nity the benefit of their experience through the col
port is opened, and the pressure upon the water
terrible ships, which have achieved far greater results umns of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
clinging to the interior surface of the cylinder-the
than our own vessels.
pressure that held it in the liquid state-i� removed,
LARGE AND SMALL SmAWBERRIES.
The truth of the matter is that the rebel iron-plated
the cylinder.

By far the most important application of the dis

of

and this water immediately flashes into steam. In
Nothing is more surprising than the persistence of
pretext for the enemies of the Government to deride farmers and gardeners about New York in cultivating this change a portion of the heat required to convert

vessels are of no value Whatever, except to furni�h a

the steam into water is absorbed from the walls of the
and cripple its efforts to subdue the rebellion. They small varieties of strawberries. If the plants of large
cylinder, thus cooling the walls, and preparing them
are not for all time, but for a day, and a short one at varieties' were held at high prices, or if it was difficult
to repeat the process of condensation at the next
that. They are reported in telegrams as about to to cultivate them, or if the yield was small, there
stroke.
emerge from their fastenings to sink, burn, and de would be some reason in the practice. But the truth
The proof of this condensation is found in the in
stroy ; but when the time arrives an unavoidable is that enough plants of Hovey's Seedling may be
dicator
cards, where the line of pressure falls below,
postponement oceurs. Perhaps after much vaporing bought for a dollar to cover an acre of ground the
they do venture to attack some half-armed gunboat, second year ; the large varieties grow more vigorous not merely the curve of the Marriotte law, but also
below this curve when corrected for the heat con
or transport, and having drowned some dozen men,
ly and are cultivated more easily than the small ; and
sumed in the performance of work. And that the
or fired a shot through some tug's boiler, which the
the yield is from two to four times as great ; while
exigencies of the service have transformed into a gun the principal portion of the labor, that of picking, is same process takes place in engines generally may be
boat, we read bombastic reports of their achieve not one-quarter as much with the large varieties as learned by a careful examination of the numerous
cards taken from those engines.
ments.
with the small. In face of these facts the gardeners
It will be observed that the condensation takes
Those familiar with facts, and willing to place them
in this vicinity continue to raise small crops of little
place
on the steam side of the piston and thus dimin
on record, know full well that from the advent of the berries which bring six cents per basket in market,
Merrimac, down to the disappearance of the last when they might with less labor raise large crops ishes the working pressure, while the re-evaporation
occurs when the exhaust port is open, and when the
one, the Albemarle, their triumphs have been as that would sell for twelve cents per basket.
steam formed in the cylinder, if it exerts any press
The vessels which
short-lived as their existence.
ure at all, exerts a back pressure on the piston. Thus
survived the shock of battle are moored peacefully in
THE YACHT CLUB REGATTA.
the condensation and the re-evaporation are both in 
sluggish waters. The South-western rebel iron-clads,
The New York Yacht Club celebrated its annual jurious in their operation.
Arkansas, LOUisiana, MissisSippi, and " Hollins'
regatta on the 3d instant. The number of vessels
It is manifest that if the inner surface of the walls
Bam," are no more. Those nearer home are, with
was not so great as on the last regatta, b ut the of the cylinder could be kept sufficiently heated, no
but few exceptions, also destroyed. And one of the
weather was more propitious, and, taken as a whole, water could be deposited upon them, and thus this
latest conceptions of the rebels-the North Carolina
much more favorable. For a wonder a breeze sprang process of condensation and re-evaporation would
-is hoist by her own petard ; or in other words,
up before the yachts had drifted half the length of the be prevented. The plan devised by Mr. Waterman
broken in two by her own weight. Three of these
course, and ere Jersey City had been passed the sharp to keep the inner surface ot the cylinder hot, is to
terrible Confederate ships-of-war lie beyond the ob
little clippers were showing their heels to each other make the walls very thin, and to surround them with
structions on the James river, at Fort Darling ; their
in a handsome manner. The bellying sails distended steam of the boiler temperature. In the experimen
tremendous offensive power is reserved, we suppose,
like the cheeks of Boreas, the whips and streamers tal engine the walls are of steel one-tenth of an inch
for the defense of RiChmond, for up to this time they
unfurled from the committee-boat, the steamer Mat in thickness, and the engine is being tried first with
have not " offered the gage of battle, " as being run
teawan, the seething bubbles sparkling in the wakes hot steam around the cylinder, and then under the;
down and sunk by our vessels is magniloquently
of the black hulls, the invigorating breeze, and the same conditions with only a jacket of confined air.
called by the rebels. Their time will come, as all the
anticipation of an exciting race, gave promise of a
others have, and we hope that we shall soon cease to
pleasant day that was not destroyed subsequently.
ADMIRAL LEE has organized a torpedo and picket
read reports of the " immense smoke, " etc. , these
There is nothing to be said, except in praise of the division for clearing the banks of the James river of
iron-plated ships make when coming down to annihi
regatta itself ; wind and Weather alike have our com torpedoes. The division consists ot three gllnboats,
late Union gunboats.
pliments tor thil success of their efforts to make seven armed boats and 150 men, and precedes the
. . . ..
things agreeable. As for the tide we " pass no re fleet in its advance up the river. They have already
PRESERVING

MEAT.

marks ;" it is always contrary and obstinate ; it not secured eleven infernal machines, four of which con

From the present indications there is little room for only waits for no man, but comes and goes as it tained twelve hundred pounds, and one contained
doubt that the practice of preserving meat by im chooses. On this occasion it behaved tolerably well. two thousand pounds of powder. They are all very
mQrsin� it i.n liquid brine will soon be superseded by The yachts entered were the Alarm, Nautllus, Nar- dangerous and powerful torpedoei.
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lJht Idttdifit �mtrimu.
THE OLDEST FAMILY-ITS GROWTH

AND

43,012 .-Washing Machine .-J. H. Fellows, Belvider e,
Ill. :

DE .

CLINE.

�Ialm tJ.1e projections, d d'. formed ofa .mgle central ring or be3d,
, Wlth c Dlcal ends, 2, divided
longitudinally and centrally, but this
arranged on the 'bottom Cy
a!ld r!l-bber:, E. in the particular mannerare
and used in coin.
����ri0� d��:�i!i �3nd, B, frame, D d, represented,
arbor, C a, and key, D', all as
n
b .
[Tbis invention consists In the employmentor ue of projectors of
a peculiar shape applie� to the bottom of the tub. and to the under or
base side of the rubber, in such a manner as to combine the rubbing
and compreSsing principles. and ensure a perfect cleansing of the
clothes without Injuring them in the least.)
1 I

O when the said prolections
I only claim

The vast multitude of facts which have been col

le�ted by the students of geology have developed the

general law, that each family and species of animals

made its first appearance on the earth in individuals

few in numbers and small in size ; it gradually in
creased both in size and nnmbers, till it attained its

maximum, and then through long ages it slowly and

gradually declined.

In making the soundings for the Atlantic telegraph

43,013.-Tanning Hides and Skins.�William Fields and
Isreal Townsend, Wilmington, Del. :

ca
ola ��e:r;i io�:�����t �f �8ro irh:a���go�i::rn�rns�!:�
bination with the ordinary tannfng leliquor, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as specitled.
d h
ea g
ed
r
FOR THE WEEK ENDING JUNE 7, 1864.
A��� {J �of�::::'l� cE:Egi�at'{��'�A�g !� ���!:,p }[�� r�ad�
valve, al1 constructed and operating in the manner and for the pur
Report«! OjJiciaUy lor the ScientVlc A.....Ioan.
pose substantially as herelD shown and described.
[This Invention consists in the employment or nse, for the purpose
11? Pamphlets containing the Patent Laws and full
of tanning hides or skinS, of a current of air applied to said hides or
varticulars of the mode of applying for Letters Patent, skins, under a pressure of from five to twenty or more pounds, acting
specifying size of model required and much other in in combination with the ordinary tanning liquor in such & manner
formation useful to inventors, may be had gratiS by ad that the compressed air is caused to circniate through the liqnid. and,
by its action, the tanning liquor is forced into the hides or skins, and
dressing MUNN & CO., Publishers of the SCIENTIFIC
at the same time, by the D;lotion of the air in the vat, the hides are
AMERICAN, New York.
constantly brought In contact with fresh air. and the handling of th..
hides and all the labor connaeted therewith can be saved.]
42,999.- Piston Packing'.- J. Randolph Abbe, Provi
43,014.-Galvanic Batteries.-George W. Freed, Landence, R. I. :
easter, Pa. :
b bj or their equivalenta, the
I claim the combination of the screws,
t v
e
t
i
toothed
f,
f
nuts,
toothed
the
heads,
e�shaped
screws, e e, baving we
lea:��:d ��d ��1��, �,��!� b�nr��;�� i�Pt�e ���:er ��d �g; r�
to
pl
e
ed
operate
r�
l
��
��gl:
purpose specified.
e
���'t�n;i�yr:�� ��� i'or'tt������� h�r��: s
[This invention consists in a novel and very effective manner of set. ra���ai� ft�o�g��f, r�i��Sm�Pn:t�':t ��hP�g;e�at�c�, fri��ees�I��
or its eqUivalent, applied in the manner and for the purpose
ting out or adjusting the packing of a piston, whereby the necessity perc�a,
for removing the follower or any portion of the piston or of the cylin· specrfied.
I claim the cover or lid, A, with its one or two pair of screw taps,
p I z 1, and p 2 z 2, and erforations for the plate points, p, and z z,
der head, for that purpose, is obviated.]
t a
n
f
��Tn� ���p :� �ori���w�h ��: !e�Rr;'r���8 �3 ���:�d�\�t
43,000.-Oil Cup.-E. W. Bancr oft, Colnmbus, Ohio :
their
respective
screw taps, as shown, all arranged substantially in
h
e
t
e
the
manner
specified.
w�i�1�1� gi� f���a'd��ll; t��r�al��:�h��g��:;:gt!��ia�&�s :��:! I also claim the covering or cap, B", made of gutta perehs, or its
and described.
eqnivalent, substantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.
43,001.-Planing Machine.-Alonzo T. Boon and John 43,015 . -Preparing Short-staple Fiber from Hemp, Flax,
Collins, Galesburg, Ill. :
etc.-Jlm B. Fuller & James P. Upham, Claremont,
In a machine for flanin�, sawing. borin�, and cornering, we claim
N. H. :
s
t
h
e bn i o
claim, first, Preparin� tbe fibers of flax, hemp, and other slm�
�� ��:e ba��,O� :o:s�ra:J����� ���a��e�, ���: �s:�rri �g��r�� lIarWesubstances
for " cottoUlzin� " or rendering applicable to short
e
db
an e
t
i
�gd �1;I�e 3�i�I������ft'l! 't�:�r:�e, ?0��t�i�u��ci;�3 a�o��1n°e�� :;t��e!����etta�ri;�r�b�ll��eg�lD:����.:rt����:�' ::�����r ti�Jt�
tioned, and as herein·described and set forth.
used for softening or dissolving the gummy and coloring matter in
43,002 . -Bathing Tubs.-Alfred Brady, New York City : such substances, to the action of a piston, plunger or follower, or
I claim the construction, combination and arrangement of the over� equiva.lent device, so arranged as to press the fiber into a solid com·
above
th�
in
i e
v
t
t
C
e
waste·pipe, as described
flow channel, the waste hole and
n h i
f t ��� or�� ���s lt�� �e:ry �fl��e �f::�i:;d �:�; �::a E�f�:l�:
n
c c
o} ih:���t� h�: matter while such gummy and coloring matter is in a dissolved or
��� �� :;��b;f; °U:�"��:r3g; ���n��r�f�:cg�r�
channel
continuous
and
straight
one
softened
condition,
so
that
it
can
be"
readily
drawn
off,
while
the tiber
forming
rebY
e
tTt
pipe1.
and waste
into the waste pipe, the opening is contained in the curing vessel, substantially as and for the pur
from the top or the overftow channel
cbannel being suffiCiently largeallforasremov· poses !pf'.cifted.
in the top of the inoverflow
shown Second, We claim wa.�hing the cured fiber by the combined .action
ing obstructions the overflow channel or waste pIpe,
t
s
I ,
r
he manner sub·
and described.
��a :�3��� �g� ;:r�g�e::!� iO��h�
a a
43,003.-Furnace for calcining Ores.-J. B. Britton, �: ��r fl; ��s�ecY

between Newfoundland and Ireland a small tube with ISSUED FROM THE UNITED STATES PATENT-OFFICE

a

valve was fitted to the end of the line, so as to

bring up a little of the sediment from the bottom of
the sea, and when this was dried it was found to be
a dust so fine that on rubbing it between the fingers
it would disappear in the cracks of the skin.

On

placing this dust under a microscope each particle

was seen to be a shell-the home of a sentient being .

When these shells are highly magnified little ho es are
discovered in them through which delicate filaments

protruded that were the animal's organs of locomo

tion.

As these filaments branch out like the roots of

a tree, the animal is called a rhizopod, from two
Greek words which signify root-footed.

As the rhizopod is the simplest form of animal life

it is probably the oldest.

The shells are found in all

of the geologic periods, and as we go down in the
strata, or backward in the ages, they regularly in
crease in size and numbers.

They form a large por

tion of the chalk formation which was laid down in

the age of reptiles, and at that time the shells were

generally of about the size ot a pin's head ; in lower

strata the shells are found as large as a penny, and
in still lower a foot in diameter.

By a communication on another page from the

geologist, Dr. Stevens, it will be seen that the Cana

dian geologists have found the remains of rhizopods

in unstratified granite, a rock heretofore supposed to
b e destitute of organic remains.

These rhizopod

shells in granite are three feet in diameter.

Thus it

is proved that the seas were swarming with life in

that remotlJ time when the oldest formation was

hardened into rock. And at that time the rhizopods
had reached their maximum development. Unless

this family forms an exception to tel e general law of
animal life, it must have been growing through un

measured ages before the time when the hardening

granite first enfolde l the gigantic remains in their
everlasting tomb.

__
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TO OUR

READERS.

Philadelphia, Pa. :

-

PATENT C LAIM s . Persons desiring the claim of any in
vention which hM been patented withIn thirty years, can obtain a
copy by addressing a note to this office, stating the Dame of the pat
entee and date of patent, when knowD, and enclosing $1 as fee for
copying. We can also furnish a sketch of any patented machine
issued since 1853, to accompany the claim, on receipt of $2. Address
'MUNN & CO., Patent Solicitors, No. 37 Park Row. New York.
INVARIABLE RULE.-It is an established rule ofthjs office
to I!top sending the paper when the time for which it was pre�paid
has expired.
MODELS are required to accompany applications for Pat
ents under the new law, the same as formerly, except on design pat 43,007 .-Rake for Harvesters.-O. H. Burdick, Auburn,
N. Y . :
ents, when two good drawings are all that are required to accompany
n
s
a
k
i
the petition, specification and oath, except the Government fee.
��t;���pr�!��d�;A ��Fax��� ti, ��3 t1� :ak:
S �i�: �arf:��ba�i
toP the platform, and to release it when it is to be raised up, substan·
tially as described.
and pin, c d, on the gear,
of the cam
I also claim the combination
Bindinlr the " Scientific American."
e �
k
easy
t o
h
It i� important that all works of reference should be well bound f�a';���e� :n��s�: :!� 'f!thn::Oli� ;oPl�� r�� ,P:������fb:�t
and an ad�
constructed with a cam, a slot,
a rake plate
I also claimthe
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN being the only publication in the country lustment
the rake may be set more to
for rake, so that, whilst
cam and slot may continue to work with
which records the doings ot the United States Patent Office, it is pre� wards or from the grain, the
co�operative parts without interruption, substantially as de�
served by a large class of its patrons, lawyers " and others, for refer� their
SC i
with a clutch, the spring·bolt, k, and
ence. Some compla.ints have been made that our past mode of bind· I ��! claim, in combination
itself out of action at the
taU·piece, j, so that the rake mayinthrow
lng in cloth is not serviceable, and a wish has been expressed that we the
action at the will of the driver
end of every stroke, or be continued
""ould adopt the styJe of oinding used on the old series, i. e., heavy or conductor, substantially as described.
ooaru sides covered With marble paper, and morocco backs and 43,008.-Tool for making Metallic Sashes.-Andrew J.
Campbell, New York City :
corners.
covering with sheet metal the rails
claim a tool or implementoffor
Believing that the latter style of binding will better please a large orIbars
wooden blocks and metal
of sashes, composed a series ofsubstantially
as described.
portion of our readers, we commenced on the expiration of Volume plates provided
with holes, and arranged
VII., to bind the sheets sent to us for the purpose in heavy board [This invention relates to a new and useful tool for covering with
J!lides, covered with marble paper and leather backs and corners.
sheet metal the wooden bars or ralls of sa.shes, such as are used for
The price of binding in the above style is 75 cents. We shall be un· show·cases and for similar purposes.]
able hereafter to furnish covers to the trade, but will be bappy to 43,009.-Artiflcial Gum and Palate.-John A. Cummings,
l'eceive orders for binding at the publication office. No. 37 Park Row,
Boston, Mass. :
New York.
I claim forming the s,..late and gums In which the teeth are inserted
l
i
Back NUIllb er. and Volumes of the "Scientific ���b: � :;3eC;;e�a:g�le��Y:���:��p�s� �fti���f��lro���� ��:J�
a Uttle to the motion of the
yield
to
as
so
elasticity
its
of
portion
a
American."
mouth, as herein set forth and for the purposes specified.
-

VOLUMES I., III., IV. , VII. , VIII. AND IX. , (NEW

43,016.-Method of suspending Steam Bollers.-C. O.

Ganse & S. N. Jordan Osawatomie, Kansas :
g n hv a e
i
, !�� �i�h : ��� f�: �����n:'oWWt����: We claim, flrst, The springs. Ii R R R, the ropes or chains, M M M
cali�: �'tgl:�h���;���
�
:�3
� ;� ination WIth the boiler, substantially
so that the latter- must pass across the said
e l
ducts of combustion,
f�� t�� ��:p�:-s� o r:h�
chamber to the said flue, substantially as and for the purpose de· Second,
The
spiral
sprmgs,
T T, in combination with the boiler or
scribed.
Second, The box, K, or its equivalent, arranged below the chamber, chamber, B, as described and shown.
D in combination with the appliances herein descrlhed, or any equi
to
caused
is
box
said
discharge
the
whereby
same,
the
to
valent
43,017.-Attaching Sabots to Spherical Projectile s for
masses of calcined ore, as set forth.
Ordnance.-George P. Ganster, New York City :
I claim a sabot, B, having a concave face, d, and aperture c, in
43,004.-Husking pi n .-Frank Brown, Russel, Ohio :
e
i
I c'aim the herein·described husking�pin, when constructed sub·
��r�j��ti�� fr�iri�t�P�e�:��:� �h�� �t� �ii� ���� tr�;:�3g� t::�t
stantially as set forth.
to
Fecurely
attach
the
shell
to
the
sabot,
and all the parts are
serves
43,005.-Machine fo r grinding File Blanks.-James S. constructed, arranged, and employed in the manner and for the pur
poses herein specified.
Brown, Pawtucket, R. I. :
I claim the combination ofd the two seriesl of narm:::, r r sd s, or their
for Walls and Ceilings.-D. D. Garland,
r 43,018.-Lathing
a l
Kewannee, Wis. :
�l��� �a�rref, t.
� d�����b��:�� ;�� ���s
�J�a �li� a���I:!:��:opera�e
I
claim
an
improved
lathing for walls and ceilings constructed of
or
wheel
stone, sub·
with a grinding
arranged and so as toas speCIfied.
o
i
so
stantiaUy in manner
of the file carrier and its adjustable ��:i�d ;lg�;;�������Ji�:I� f:bS\����I�� ::��e��b�::��J �:
I also claim the combInation
scribed.
e w
j n e
a
h
D�:r��rd� ��t ��v���� i'o� :���n� �:��:;st1Dg lt, s�t� [This invention consists in having boards sawed from any suitable
���r���
stantialJy as explained.
timber of a thickness aiJout equal to that of ordinary laths, and hay·
43,006.-Metallic Bath Furnace.-James S. Brown, Paw ing saId boards or pieces of the same slotted longitudinally nearly
tucket, R. 1. :
I claim the improved metallic bath furnace, or combination and their whole length, the spaces between the slots being about equal in
arrangement of one or more ftre�places, A B, a bath·pot chamber, D, width to an ordinary lath, whereby several advantages are obtained
a. bridge, F, a fiue passage, e, and an escape flue, I, the whole being
connected in manner. and so as to operate substantially as specified. Over the ordinary laths.]
43,019.-Spring Brace and Clip for C arriages.-E . J.
Green, Valpar aiso, Ind. :

n
e
h
a
cu��� �n;h��fn 13es��re������ rJ!�o�� G�0�g �r3e �r:;:: �, :g;
keeping the spring in a vertica�osition as It plays under its super
incumbent load, substantially as described.
Second, I also claim in combination with the brace and the guide
eIY fastening the spring to tpe 4ea�
I o
�ygc��:u��ra�ft�fy�s 'd�:c���.

43,020.-Washlng Machine.-Chauncey H. Hale, Fay
etteville, N. Y. :

I claim the construction of the adju8table elliptic spring. D, 3d
ustable arms, L, and adjustable screw rod, M, when arranged and
combined as herein described, and for the purposes set forth.

43,021 .-Explosive Compound.--Halvor
Cambridge \ Mass. :

Halvorson,

I claim the combmation of an orllanic sulphide

and a cyanide or
ferrid cyanide with an organic detlagrating ammoniacal salt and a
iC
salts
of
potassa
and
ammonia,
as and for the
r
o
���;��e� !e��������

43,022.-Compound of Cyan ogen and Il'on. -Halvor
Halvorson, Cambridge, Mass. :

I claim the compound of cyanogen &nd iron, herein set forth.

43 023.-Sheep Rack.-R. Hart, Savanna, Ohio :
I claim the herein described sheep rack, composed of the

hinged
!e�tions, A B, the troughS, C 0, standard, D and cam, E when these
l the man ·
anei
���e���Pf�ttha:���gci��u����{:��fgit1i . combined n
43,024.�Heel for Boots and Shoes.-C. H. Helms,
poughkeepsie, N. Y.:

I claim, tir�tt The employment or use of the cutter wheel, a , in
connection with the guards, E F1 either or both, substantially aaJ
purpose .et fortb.
and for theProvtding
the cutters, D, with throats, b, arranged at
Second.
shown,
in connection with the �pace, .1, between the guard, F, and the
side of the cutter wheel,
C, to aamlt of the froe escape of the
�sJ4���0��?:a�lo���tSb�a:�� outer
ca�c������h�� ����1�e��,lw'��
substantially in the Ibanner herein described and heel shavings, as described .
which are operated forth.
for the ;mrpose set
43,025.-Coating Barrels to render them Oil-tlght.-AI
43,OlO.-Rallroad Car-brakes.-John Davis, Alleghany
City, Pa. Ante-dated Jan. 2, 1864 :

f ERIES) complete (bound) may be had at tili. office and from periodi
ral dealers. Priee, bound. $2 25 per volume. by mall. $3-which in
:eludes postage. Every mechanic, inventor or artisan in the United
"States should have a complete set of this publication for reference.
Subscribers should not fail to preserve their numbers for "!)inding 43,011.-Washing Machlne.-Jacob Dodder, Washington,
bert H. Hook & J. Henry Darlington, New York
'VOLS. II., V. and VI. are out of print aadeannot be supplied. We are
City :
Iowa :
the S�shaped line. i, on the interior surface, for subjecting We clafm' satura.ting wooden vessels, as and for the purposes bero
IUDable to supply any of the first six numbers of the current volume. theI claim
clothes to the greatest pressure at the extreme throw of the In-abo... set forth.
Therefore all new 9ubscriptions will begin hereafter with the time the crank,
in combination with beaters that are operated by the adjust We also claim In combination therewith the mannar of stoppipg
9ble connecting rods.
the b\llljl;·hole.
mon8Y is rtcNved
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43 026.-Grain Separator.-Aaron Higley, Chicago, Ill. :

r claim, first, The adjustable deflector gage, m, in combination
with the gage, h, and receivi!lg box, k, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth. e
e
n
c��:�lfu� ����g, ����������h�t��tIP��tg�:
d.s;;� �h�;l,��t��
tor the purpose set forth,
c ee
n O w
h
ai1� :p�o!,c�u:r���i��Uf�d �pe��t���� a�� �or �t� ��p�:e s�e��'_
G, screens, 2 and 3, in combination with
fietourth. I claim the slide,for
forth.
as and the purpose setattacbed
the spouts, I and J, vibrating
to either the
rake, a" , when
Fifth, I elaim the
upper or lower shoes and used in combination with the separator,
substantially as set forth.
43,027.-Projectiles for Rifled Ordnance.-B. B. Hotch
kiss, New York City :

B2, in the
rifle cannon projectiles the recesses, A2D,
I claim. first, In
on the
portions, arranged relatively to grooves,
rigid portiontheorexpansIve
the
packing, C, as indicated, the recessesinin the
exterior of being arranged
opposite or under the grooves
rigid material
ive material, in the manner and for the purposes herein set
f.�it��S
and arrangement of the
Second, I claim the within described form
the recesses, A2 B2, alter
parts, A Al A2 B BI B2 ° and D. whereby
rear
pDrtions, A' B', near the front andspecinate between wedge-like
the purpose
����s of tho belt of soft material, 0, as and for

43,028.-Bonnet.-Frank Howard, Somerville, lIfass. :

I claim, as a new article of manufacture, a lady's hat or bonnet
frosted, substantially as and for the purpose described.

43,029.-Explosive Projectile for Ordnance.-Job John
son, Brooklyn, N. Y. :

I claim the screw plug, f, formed with the cavity at the front, and
receiving the detonating cap on the end of the rod, q, for the pur
poses and as specified.
also claim a plug or plate of steel forming a facing or. surface to
theI softer metal of the plug, f, for the purposes and as specified.

43,030 .-Animal Trap.-Alexander
town, Ohio :

Kinkead,

Water

I claim the combination and arrangement of the shutter, B, with
the treadle lever, 0, as shown and described, for the purposes set
forth.

43,031.-Artificial Leg.-Gustavus
maun, New York City :

Christian

Kirsch

I claim, first, The glob�-shaped projection, A', uniting the two
parts of the shell, A, as and for the purpose shown and described.
Se�ond, The oval or eccentric fulcrum pin, c, of the knee jOint, as
and for the purpose described.
Third, The combination of the tubes, D and E, with the screw
d r
s r
rO
���t��<\.�'e��a1f��h:S: :� :� [� c��Ei�lt?�� ��tf;> l�e tube, E,
A, as and for the purpose specified.
rod, d, and shell,
Fifth, The arms, e e', provided with guide rollers, f, in combination
with the tube, E, and ropes, H IJ.' L L', as and for the purpose de
scribed.
F F', in combination with the springs, G G',
Sixth, The sleeves,
set forth.
rods, a d, as and for the 1?urpose
tubes, D E, andropes,
H H, in combinatIOn with the sleeves, F F',
The
Seventh,
and springs, G 0', constructed and operating substantially as and for
described.
and
the purpose shown
to the s�ell, A, in combination
Eighth, The spring, a*, attached
G, of the knee joint, as set torth_
with the spring,
e3, in combination with
Ninth, The disk, E*, provided with flanges,
specified.
shell, .A, as and for the pureosethe
the tube, E, and
WIth spring, J J*. and
Tenth, The set screw, j, inandcombination
ankle jOint, I, constructed operating substantially as and for tne
purpose set forth.
Eleventh, The rope, L, in combination with the toe piece, K, sleeve,
¥, rope, H, and springs, G G', all constructed· and operating substan
as and for the purpose described.
tially
Twelfth, The -rope, L1, in combination with tbe spring sole, K', and
toe piece, K, as and for the purpose specified.
Thirteenth, The cross bar, 12. in combination with the toes, K*, and
ropes, L L', constructed and operating as and for the purpose speci
fied.
43,032.-Wire Fence.-Isaac Knapp, Medina, N. Y. :
s
d
t
t��:�i� �<1i�� �Tl ':f:11
fe�6��h �� ������3�ta��:�
a e n b r g d °tl!��
c
t�: �����t��� !.�d :xa;a��k:� �I t�� �\i�s is fg�� a�� a&�lci��a
�rl�E
by the weather.
43,033.-Mode of Lubricating Car Axles.-B. J. La
Mothe, New York City :

I claim a reservoir for lubricating material within the axle or shaft
and supplying such lubricating material to the bearing through
holes, in the manner and for the purposes specified.

43,034.-Solution of Anotta .-Alexander
Jersey City, N. J . :

Macphail,

claim the solution of anotta obtained by a process, substantially
as herein specified.
[Anotta in the condition in which it is ordinarily found in the re
tail market is much adulterated with red-lead, and other more or
less poisonous or otherwise injurious matter. The prinCipal object
of this invention is to obtain the coloring principle of this substance
(orelline) in a pure state and in a suitable form for giving to butter
and cheese the rich yellow tint so much desired, for which purpose
it has, owing to its entirely Innocuous character, long !Jeen exten
sively used in this and other countries.]
I

43,035.-Lock and Latch.-Burton Mallory, New Haven,
Mass. :

I claim the combination of a lock and latch, when the catch-bolt
are arranged in a case or frame indeand its operative mechanism
e
b
E:����;e�� ��t::!�i�rr� a;d�;gr���d�;;rtL��f���������e �!ifi�
dependent case from the main case.

43,036.-Surveyor's Compass.-Horace B. Martin, Santa
Rosa, Cal. :

I claim the movable graduated plate, B, as shown substantially in
0
t
i
th
::fd�ati�e;; �f tte :a�i;�:r�����:� t���'t�:1w� �:���fio�� s���
n;teet precisely at the end of the needle, the whole arranged substan
tIally as and for the purposes set forth.

43,037.-Apparatus for bending Metal Bars. - George J .
N evcil, Philadelphia, Pa. :

The lever, D, in combination with the arm, F, and its
I claim, fii,rst,or their
projection,
equivalents, the whole being arranged and oper
ating substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.
Second, The combination of the aforesaid lever and arm, or their
equivalents, with the adjustable plate, G.
43 038.-Comb.�Elfameo M. Noyes, Newark, N. J. :
I claim a hair-comb formed by attaching to the body: of the comb

without rivets or cement, a metallic back or casing, WIth or without
the ends of said metallic back 01' casing closed down over the ends of
the body of the comb, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
43,039.-Water Wheel.-Dewey Philips, Shaftsbury, Vt. :

s
C u ,
re�i;!��i!r :t I�: ot��� ��c:{ i!'cJ����ti���A� t�� ���i�d�ra�d
e n
e
sIWe��n�k a
r�l�a:\�e ��ntg�l�ft�e: ;r gt�� ;�rtii!' material :ur:
!ounded by the �ing, w, a;nd �ept t? its place :�
Py the ring, u, and
)ustmg screws, m combmatIOn WIth the cylinder, H, and wheel' ad
A,
or disk. K, for the purposes specified.
Third, I cIatm the safety valvl}, V, in combination with the gate g
the said valve
't!eing near tl�e g�te, as anq for the purposes specified:
Fourth, I claIm the combmatlOn of cylmder, H, slUIce S chamber
G, and water passages, A, in the manner and for the
puXposes speci�
fled.
43,040 .-Churn.-Edward Porter, Tallmadge Ohio :

I claim the special arrangement of the detachable oblique shaft E
h:�aters, H II', arm.s, I I', and cover, D, when used in connectioIi.
WIth the body 01' pall, B, and the whole so constructed as to make a
churn and pail combined as and for the purpose specified.

with a yielding pressure against the surface of the glass, substantial
ly as herein Rhown and described.
O
h swinging
o o
c
h
a���IlH� s���:�l�l� �s �e;�rn ����ri ��� �����&�J�
Third, The cutting, polishing or forming of ornamental designs
upon the glass, by causing the cutters or polishers to press against
r
d
�i�g�:ri��r� o�����l�fi�� ���f���� ����'tr:!� o� �f��::a�lv��rc��
and rotary movement, substantially as herein shown and described.

under the center of the wheel, substantially as shown and deFcribed.
And, in combination with the described wheel, I claim the �tationary
�����v I�� � \�:� ���er the floats to hold the water up be:h� t oF
h
·

43,052.-Boots and
York City :

Shoes.-W. Powell

Wave, New

e
a
bel;���:ll���:na�£ g!t:; :�ie�� e�\�:di::i:�� t��b��f�(�\E� t;i�
ith
a
metallic
counter,
the
whole
substantially
as
a
i
n
he��l�.�� i�':rh;v

43,042.-Machine for cutting, polishing, dressing and
ornamenting Glass.-T. J. W. Robertson, New York
43,053.-Bench Plane.-R. Washburn, Ramapo, N. Y. :
City :
I claim the slotted wedge, D, secured in the throat of a plane, A, by

I claim, first., The construction of the shaft or holder, H, which
carries the glass, so that it will vibrate to and from the cutter or
�gi�g�J:' subst.antially as and for the purpose herein shown and de·
st
e
s
th� g�tt�� ���Eli�������s\��t1��r; ::i�e:er�e;g���n �r;J ��:cr�%��:
Third, The combination of the VIbrating frame, I, with the glass·
holder, H, substantially as herein shown and described.
Fourth, The comhination of the spring treadle and belt-shIpper
with
the glass-holder, H, and cutter, h, substantially as herein shown
and described.
c n
e
I
e
Ca
ve�{��i a������� �6��!e�t��� ��� �t!s�g; o���t a�ric�e ?:�� ;�
namented, substantially as herein shown and described.
Sixth, The combination of a gOvernin lever or pointer, S, which
U�il��:� ;�b�����lt�ea�t�rr�1�s��wa-: :-��sd�s�l:l�� ;hiCh obeys
t1I!Seventh,
The combination of the wheel, L, arm, N, and shaft, D,
substantially as herein shown and described.
Eighth, The combination of the adjustable segment, 0, with the
wheel, L, and shaft, D. substantially as herein shown and described.
Ninth, The combination of the shaft, D, and segment, 0, with the
segment, P, and lever, S, in the manner herein shown and deseribed.
'1'onth, The combination of the shaft, D, lever, B, elbow-lever, X,
and rod, U, with the lever, S, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described_
Eleventh, The combination of the lever, S, with the iork. R, sleeve,
Q, and rod, U, in the manner substantially as herein shown and de
sc-ribed.
Twelfth, The arrangement of the cutter or polisher so that the
position of its axis may be changed or varied in correspondence
with the changes or curvatures of the lines of the design, substan
tially as herein shown and described,
t
e
e
n
le������ �!a' t���l�if-���; ;r�t:�����10��g���:�� �r��a���
ing or diminishing at will the dimensions of ihe ornament or figure
to be executed upon the glass.

m('ans of a set screw, b, and operating in combination with the flame
e iron, C, substantially in the manner and for the
���p�������itl���
[This invention consists in the employment or use of a slotted
wedge, inserted in suitable guide grooves in the front side of the
throat of a plane, and adjustable by means of a set screw in combina
tion with the plane-iron in such a manner that, by means of said
slotted wedge and set screw, the plane-iron ean be firmly secured in
the desired position, and, by the point of the wedge, the shavings dre
thrown off from the cutting edge of the iron, and caused to pass up
through the throat of the plane with ease and faCility, and the use of
a double iron can be dispensed with.]
43,054.-Crushing and pregsing Machine.-Charles and
Orson Waste, Cameron, Ill. :

I claim, first, Combining a hay-crushing machine with a llay-press,
both constructed and arranged as described, the operative parts of the
crushing machine so constructed that the hay is crushed, cut in
sheets of proper size, and pressed into bales at the same time, and
with the same power.
h e e r
n
r
co:�Y��d ���g:���� �r:�ina: :rchfn: ih�t� ���� tK: f:a��I?;:�
beam, L, is reversed, the revolving of the crushing rollers remains
unchanged, in the manner described.
Third, So arranging the various parts of our combined pressing and
crushing machine that the tra.veling beam, L, mav remain stationary
while the revolving of the pressure rollers remains the same, in the
manner described.
43,055.- Thatching Roofs.- James Weed, Muscatine,
Iowa .

I claim the ap'plying for thatchin1 purposes of straw to the roofs
t e
r
i
e
s f d
:tt��l��� t� g�� !i!:s btt· g�:���e�� :�d���d�� :u��:!U�fl� a�I���
I claim, first, ·A mechanism for polishing, ornamenting and rough scribed.
I further claim the fiIling in or packing of the space between the
ing glass, in which the glass rotates while the brushes, straps, polish strips
or laths, at both sides of the rafters and studs, with straw or
ers, or thei! equivalents simply rest or press upon the glass with a other suitable
material, when used in connection with the external
yielding pressure, substantially as herein !Shown and described.
layers of straw for the purpose specified.
e
e i
d
e
e
h
th� �?a��'b� :ili�� �\��b�&;h�:, st11;:,1 P��i�'it��� �� ��:I� :q�f�� 43,056.--Stop-cock and Case for Pipes leading from
lents, a movement across the line of rotation of the glass by auto
Street Mains.-Jas. G. Weldon, Pittsburgh, Pa. :
matic mechanism.
I claim the within-described stop-cock ease and stop-cock, con�
Third, :rhe vibrat�ng lever, .t, and adjustable link, u, employed to � �c�
communIcate a varlable motlQn from the pattern·wheel to the frame, ; :� a:'�i�feP��e���uti��t::�ner and i'or the purpose described,
f,
��������g'combination of the catch, p, and spring, s, operating
for Wooden Blocks.-··Heber Wells,
in the manner described to secure the pattern wheel, n, upon the 43,057.-Fastening
New York City :
face plate, m.
c
d
l
43,044.-Carriage Brake.-Wm. D. Sheldon, Wolcott, w�� t����;s rg��h�'c���H, :ft �������� ��d ���rie�' ;::b���������i��
and for the purpose herein set torth.
N. Y. :
I claim the arrangement and combination of the hinged tongue,
..-Fruit Drier.- Thomas L. West, West Salem,
B, with its slot, d, the sliding rod, D, with its pin, f, and bow, g, and 43,058
WIS. :
the levers, E E, with slots, h h, in their inner ends, all operating to I claim
the box or case, A, perforated at its upper and lower ends,
gether, substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.
r i
i
r b
i
t
43,045.-Sash-fa�tening.-Anthony M. Smith Brooklyn, :g�J>;;�������! �'i����! �i�� rif�' ����: o'; ���te:: :�g�t����fl r:�
s �h
ad t e
N. Y. :
� f��rh�r cy:t���e :�e{� � or trays. C, fittod in the box, A, and pro"
I claim the arrangement and use of the vertical spring·catch, A vided
with the corrug:ated perforated bottoms, d, substantially as and
and C, and segment beat1.ng, B, with stop, S. in the manner and for for
the purpose speCified.
the purpose substantially as described and shown in the drawings.
[This
invention relates to a new and useful device for drying fruit
43,046.-Roasting and desulphurizing Ores and Minerals.
by artificial or stove heat, a.nd which may be applied to the pipe of
-Simon Stevens, New York City :
I claim, first, The use of hydro�carbon vapors or gases as fuel in any ordinary stove or heater.]
the roasting and desulphurizing of ores or minerals.
Second, The desulphurizing and roasting of ores by means of a 43,059.-Spindle-bolster for Spinning-machines.-John
r a
e
and
· C . Whitin, Northbridge, Mass. :
���ri�i�� ��1::e�� �:f¥�rt��· steam, ap- I claim
��e���herein
�Y�J��
the ball and socket, with packing and cap screw applied
Third, tb�1:!
The process
described of separating and collecting
the precious metals from pyritous ores, which process consists in !� �b��fa:�c�ib��gS of spindl", of speeder or fly frames, essentially
roasting and desulphurizing the ore receiving it while hot in water
washing and removing the light earthy matter, and amalgamating 43,OGO.-Ditehing lIfachine.-George W. Wiggin, Exeter,
the precious metals, these several operations forming a continuous
N. H . :
process, as above set forth.
h
in i
t
d O
i�gly:� :; ��t °loA�� ������� B �! �riJ iE, ��Sb!���'
43,047.-Preparing and treating Grain for Distillation.- c����n;n�
D, or their equivalents, substantially as and for the
S.
and
fender,
S
Macklot Thompson, St. Louis, Mo. :
purpose herein described.
i
c
e
a
gri�:��oo����u£e��uY!�, :�d ���������{abl�e:;!t�:� c��!f,r;�� ¥:;r� 43,061.�Furnace for smelting Ores.-Junas Winchester'
nishing alcoholic spirits, by the employment of acids in connection
New York City :
with water at a high temperature.
I claim, first, The employment in the smelting of ores of a crucible
be
a n r n
T
b
su��fi?�g &� :��i� ihe:��ti��S�; ae�d�la\�� �a�e� � co�<j;in� ?� �����!����s ��a���gti;e;re¥��it�o�g�t���n�u������:a ��a�&�
tion with the appropriate degree of heat for the production of the fuel, and so provided with openings or perforations that the fiame
maximum quantity of sugar,
gas!=l0us products of combustIOn from the fuel are forced
Third, The method of working mashing tubs by the employment �nd �eated
the same in continu· ����i��d�pon, Into and through the are, substantially as herein
of apparatus such as described, andl operating
n
r r
e
o
Second, In combination with a crucible, vessel, chamber or recep
���g� �h��;t����f�W:glt�� ih� !���:n�� gi :��i��S;t�.��<iy taclc
ore, so constructed and applied within a smelting furnace
e ec d
r
same by steam, I claimforintroducing
the blast, beneath and through a grate or its
���ft��t'i� :�;�a::u�� ��g fo:\�� p��go��; �t��r\��
a
n h
����:�� �pci"n :��Ya��n� th��u�f,'��i tr;!hfi;n���:,�� f�:�i�r!ei�
43,048.-Furnace for melting Metals, etc.-John Thom through
the ope�ngs of ,the said crucible, vef:sel, chamber or recepson, New York City, & Thomas Widdowfield. Brook
t
et
t of 0 many tuyeres or
lyn, N. Y. :
�, �:b�t��tfSr7I�l�e�:iri d��rfh�� 8
�
We claim, first, The crucible, B, made WIth double-arched sides t� ��;��
and bottom, as shown and described _
43,062.-Submarine Armament.-John Wood, Brooklyn
,
.
Seoond, The rounded corners, b, of the crucible applied in combi
N. Y . :
nation with the concave seats, c, in the casing and WIth the tap hole I claim
� horizont�l 'pipe provided with the air-espape pipe and a
. of slIdes
d, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth. ' serles
contammg sheets of metal or ot1.er material and fit
Third, The double concave cover, D, in combination with the fur
nace, A, and ,crucible, B, constructed and operating as and for the ted so that said slides can be dropped in succession, as specified.
purDose speCIfied.
43,063.-Latch.-G. C. Worth, Upper Sandusk J,", Ohio :
43,04� .-Win�-�heel.' -Alfre� Trim, !conium, Iowa :
I claIm, first, The bolt, B, havmg the latch, 0, fitted WIthin it and
wm�s or salls, C, haVln� the weights D con· provided with the pendant, c, in connection with the case, G', in the
I claIm the swmgmg
them, in combmatton with the ad,Justable shieid G all Jamb, f, of the door frame, all arranged to operate in the manner
nected with operate
substantially as and for the purpose herein' set sU� �� a¥ a :�d
s
arranged to
: ::j� be : b :�lio��� \;U£�\�tg:ii�d � ��;!�ination with the
forth.
I also claim the ball governor, L, in combination with the bent lever bolt, B, latch, C, and case, G', and arranged substantially as a,nd for
M] provided with the adjlJsta�le weight, R, and the pulley, Q, on the the purpose specified,
e
b
wmd·wheel shaft, B, substantIally as and for the purpose herein
a
set
forth.
inT���dpr���:�!���r�.rs�fd b;'O�b����i gs���� �����r��tYKn ��K
I further claim the catches, E, in connection with the arms f on the bolt, B, latch, C, drop bolt, K, and knob arbors, D D, to (liene as
the wings or sails, 0, and the adjustable bar, F, attached to 'the a lock for the latch, substantially as set forth.
framing, A, all arranged substantially as and for the purpose herein
[The object of this invention is to obtain a combined latch and Jock
specified.
43,049.-Machine for cutting and embossing Leather. for doors which will serve as an efficient fastening and be capable
of being constructed and applied at a small cost, and used equally
S. D. Tripp, Lynn, Mass. :
block or table, I, in combination with well in the capacity of either a latch or it lock.]
I claim, first, The adjustable
a
he
t
a
r
I��, ���ftr��rea ��l ope��ti�g ��b:t��J��:r�°thg �!�����3�g� 43,064.-Rotary Engine .-O. Zellen & C. Taftezon, New
purpose shown and described.
York City :
Second, ,!he adjustable box, E, in combination ',,:"ith the head, B, First,
the combination and arrangement of the cylinders
�����
0fO�lih� ��: �:bi:t l-o�t�structed ana operatmg substantially B C 0, theI claim
steam passages, D and E, with the two turning cocks' I '
o
P
Second,
I
claim
the arrangement of the steam passages, :b' F aiId
h
b
e
l
r
D D, for the purpose of conveying the steam to the pistons of the
c��,i 8; :�J �dj�;��b� s��p�k�, �6����ricr�j a�� o���i�g :��;ta�: center
cylinder.
tially as and for the purpose specified_
e
r
i o
43,065.-Process of purifying Saccharine Liquids.
0
th� ��lrer��e���PE7tahle,I�: �n�'fi������fl� cglI!rrg��� ��� gp:r��
Auguste Pierre Dubrunfaut, Paris, France :
ing substantially as and for the purpose described,
I claim, first, The employment or adaptation as herein-before de
Fifth, The yielding pin, p, in combination with the feed mechan scribed
of the phenomenon of endosmose for the treatment of mo
ism and with the mechamsm for releasing the material from the lasses,
sirups, saccharine juices, and other product..<;; ,
fingers, h, constructed and operating substantially as and for the Second,
Constructing apparatns in which the said treatment takes
purpose specified,
place, substantially as herein-before described.
b� t
e
t
h
P
bl��i� i, ��a :��:s���I i�: �tris\�u��� � � ���r�tI�g ��b��ri�alfy 43,066.-Preparing Coloring Matters for Dyeing and
as and for the purpose set forth_
Printing.-Augustus W . Hofmann, London, En
43,043.-Machine for ornamenting Glass.-T . J. W. Rob
ertson, New York City :

ter-wheel.-A. H. Wagner, Chicago, Ill. :
43,041.-Machine for grinding, cutting and enO'raving 43,051.-Wa
.
I clrum makmg
the floats perpendICular throughout their length
G:lass.-T. J. W. Robertson, New York City f
and breadth, and radial, or nearly radial, where they receive the first

gland.

Patented in England �fay 22, 1863 :

sa
e
h r
����e; :n� ����:8� �� �T��gl�Zdi�a)��� r����Br;� a����iri�
claIm, first, The arrangement of the cutters or poljehers to press mpulse of the water, and curving them where they extend or pass th�
befgn� described;
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397
fully deserved, as I have always observed, in all your intercourse with
�he office, a marked degree of promptness, skill, and fidelity to the
lllterests of your employers.
Yours very truly,
I claim the mounting the cylinder, a, which gives motion to the
I claim forming a communication between the hydraulic main of
o
a
c
U
rt or retorts, substantially as and for the H���J�s��� Ho'it��:1�g�:i��i�fs��:tt�:�f1�� IPa:C�\ ag��at��a�o
e i
O i
I�tfhri�lfy :��e:sg;ig!d�th�; ���d�aft� r��gi�� [�: ��1i�le�a;, fo ��;E�e rl���rh��� ri,:���
;��
distmguished that, upon the death of Gov. Brown, he was appomted
and fro on its center or pivot, c, so that the tool, g, may in each sue-to the office of PO.:'itmaster-General of the United States. Soon after
cessive stroke pass over a dIfferent course on the bed of the furentering upon his new duties, in March, 1859, he addressed to us the
RE-ISSUES.
nace, b.
following very gratifying letter :
MESSRS. MUNN & Co. :-It affords me much pleasure to bear testi
43,068. -Neck-tie Supporter.-B. F. Bean (assignor to 1, 690.-Clover Bolt.-E. K. COllius, Chili, N. Y. Patmony to the able and efficient manner in which you discharged your
himself, Seth D. Woodbury & James A. Austin),
ented Aug. 16, 1859 :
duties
as Solicitors of Patents, while I had the honor of holding the
giving' the, counter m�vcment . longitudi.nnlly to the �wo office of Commissioner. Your business was verY large, and you sus
Lynn, Mass. :
. I claim
s I
t
tamed
I doubt not justly deserved) the reputation of energy,
t
upporter,
A,
constructed
and
operating
subll
�
��81�
u �� �y)G�:r� �P���er�� �ch�g��;������;V��l� ggli�����I�� marked(and
ability, and uncompromising fidelity in performing your pro
st!�i: Y :: de���i�:t.
rISIng and fallmg motion or not.
alternatlllg
fessional engagements.
43,069. -Clothes Frame.-Henry Buell (assignor to hiI!lVery respectfully, your obedient servant,
1 , 691 .-Harness Sn ap.-R . W. Jones, Syracuse, N. Y
J. HOLT.
self & Henry A. Green), :!.f ount Morris, N. Y. :
Patented Nov. n 1863 ..
I claim the combinatiJn of the bars A A rods B B washers b b
Hon.
Wm.
D.
Bishop,
late Member of Congress from Connecticut,
a
of
the
Placing the spring which acts upon tongue
pivoted arms C C C brackeis D and pegs E , all constructed' and. I claim, fir3t,
succeeded
Mr.
Holt
as
CommIssioner
of
Patents.
Upon
resignin�
the
the office he "'Tote to us as follows :
o
s a
o r
O
arranged as and for 'the purp�ses specified. '
����-����! ���� ���s�;t��rl; a� :�d��r �g� ;����:e ����{�c��
MESSRS. MUNN & Co. :-It gives me much pleasure to say that, dur
Second,
The
cam,
g,
on
the
inner
edg-e
of
the
tongue
of
a
snap-hook
43,070.-Bed-plate for Paper-mill Englnes.-George A. arranged in combination with the sprmg acting on said tongue and ing the time of my holding the office of Commissioner of Patents, a
large proportion of the business of inventors before the Patent
Corser (assignor to himself and Anthony Hanky), with its :pivot, iD such a manner that the force in opening the tongue very
Office was · transacted through your ageI'lcy j and that I have ever
is dimimshing instead of increasmg.
Leicester, Mass. :
found
you faithful and devoted to the interests of your clients, as wen
I claim an angular bed-plate, for working paper stock, composed of
l
fied tO
e
e t
ith
of Slinging Accouterments.-W. D. Mann,
two or more sets of angular plates, when sRId plates are arranged in 1 , 692.-Mode
�:i?��3��lu����
�ee:J���p!�tf�N;� ;gJr�t�di�:t ����:�tW
Detroit, Mich. Patented Dec. 3, 1863 :
such a manner that the angles of the adjoining sets are inverted in I claim
WM. D. BISHOP.
so
arranging
the
slinging
attachments,
accouterments
and
relation to each other, substantially in the manner and for the pur equipments of infantry or cavalry soldiers, that when in use the
poses described.
THE EXAMINATION OF INVENTIONS.
box will be counterbalanced by the other
I also claim the combination of the angular metal plates, b c, as weight of the cartridge
and equipments or arms usually worn upon the bod , Persons having conceived an idea which they think may be patent
herein arranged, and wooden fillings, h, with the side plates, A, ar accouterments
�
ht
of
the
whole
borne
UpOR
the
shouiders,
substantial
y
ranged in relation to each other, substantially as and for the pur ���!:c�ib�l
a.bl�, are advised to make a sketch or model of their invention, and
poses set forth.
claim the combination of the shoulder straps, B B, with the submit it to us, with a full description, for advice. The points 01
I also claim the combination with the angular plates for paper en I also
strap, A, whether for infantry or cavalry equipment, substantial- novelty are carefully examined, and a written reply, corresponding
gines, arranged as herein described, of the parallel side plates, A A, belt
ly
e
n a
u
i
c e
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.
l�t� clir� t1ie ��g[n��ro� �f������� �t:����a3,d�l�� ih� gar_ with the facts, is promptly sent, free of charge. Address MUNN &
43,071.-Apparatus for melting Metals for easting Stere f�i � :� � ��f �allY in the manner and for the purpose here CO., No. 37 Park Row, New York.
g� ;n 'd�� ��J
As an evidence of the confidence reposed in their Agency by in·
otype Plates.-Clemoire F. Cosfeldt, Jr., & 'fhomas
r also claim the attachment of the knapsack to the shoulder
T. Pears (assignors to themselves and Alfred Mar straps, B B, substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein ventors throughout the country, Messrs. MUNN & CO. would state
shown and described.
tien), Philadelphia, Pa. :
that they have aeted as agents for mQre than TWENTY THOUSAND
I also claim the shnging straps, J J, attached to the knapsack, sub
i
i
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein shown and de inventors I In fact, the publishers of this paper have become identified
a ��i�: �o�,r�: ;�:;S:�i�lfi��' �'t ���t���f��!' :tir��� ���ire�� scribed.
with
the whole brotherhood of inventors and patentees, at home and
Second, The sliding door, H, with its beveled lower edge arranged
and operating in respect to the spout, F, and the inclined plate, P, s:c:,l���!�!�tt�?yfly��t��dati�rchige t�u���s�°ti:;ef:r;h6��:n�n�t abroad. Thousands of inventors for whom they have taken out pat·
substantially as and for the purp'lse herein set forth.
ents have addressed to them most flattering testimonials for the sel'
Third, The plate, P, ith its adjustable arms, Q, arranged III re scribed.
W
spect to the spout, F, substantially
as described.
-(A). -Revolving Fire-arm.-The Moore's Patent vices rendered them j and the wealth which has inured to the individ ·
}<'ourth, The s..iding door, H. rollers, I I, their sliding boxes or 1,693.Fire-arms
Company
(assignees
of
Daniel
Moore),
uais whose patents were secured through this office, and afterwards
bearing'S, i i, and set screws, m ro, arranged in respect to each other
Brooklyn N. Y. Patented April 28, 1863 :
substantially as set forth.
in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, would amount to many
Fifth, The slidmg door, H, with its racks, n n, arranged in resDect I claim, first, Constructing the revolvin�-chambered cylinder of a illustrated
to the shaft, L, with its pinions, K K, and lever, M, substantially as fire-arm with the rear portion of such cylmder turned off to form a millions of dollars 1 Messrs. MUNN & CO. would state that they
and for the purposes specified.
U
n
had a more efficient corps of Draughtsmen and Specification
Sixth, The sliding door, H, in combination with the set screw, q, or t����:� $�?� ;�c�� i�Pa1t��!ej f�� �h�Sl�i;a: ��ede��l�d�� g�ri3:� never
Writers than those employed at present in their extensive offices, and
ib equivalent
case ont at the front end of the chamber, as specified.
Second, The circular abutment, 2, at the rear end of the cyhnder that they are prepared to attend to patent business of all kinds in the
43,072.-Hat.-Philip Curtis (assignor to himself and A. partially closin� the chambers, in combination with a fixed abut quickest time and on the most liberal terms.
ment, 3, projectmg from the stock and covering the open portion at
L. Bayley) , Amesbury, Mass. :
rear end of the chamber on Une with the barrel, as set forth.
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS AT TftE PATENT OFFICE.
I claim a hat tlmshed sub!tantially as described.
[This invention consists in embossing or prodUCing figures upon 1,694.-(B).-Revolving Fire-arm.-The Moore's Patent The service which Messrs. MUNN & CO. render gratuitously upon
Fire-arms
Company
(assignees
of
Daniel
Moore),
felt or other hats, by the combined agencies of pressure and friction,
examining an invention does not extend to a search at the Patent
Brooklyn, N. Y. Patented April 28, 1863 :
either by hand or machinery.]
I claim a movable gate applied at the forward end of the cylinder. Office, to see if a like inventIOn has been presented there ; but is an
retain the metallic cartridge cases when in the chambers, or allow opinion based upon what knowledge they may acquire of a similar
43,073.-Separating the Fibers of Hemp, Flax, etc.-Jim to
of the introduction or removal of such cases, after said gate has been invention from the records in their Home Office. But for a fee of $5,
B. Fuller (assignor to himself and James P. Upham), moved aside, substantially as specified.
accompanied with a model, or drawing and description, they have a
Claremont, N. H. :
1,695.-(A).-Grain and Grass Harvester.-Cyrenus special search made at the United States Patent Office, and a report
I claim, lirst, .E1fecting the separation of the fibers of hemp, flax,
fer, Jr. , Poplar Ridge N. Y., assignee of Syl
Whee
and other similar plants. by first su�jecting them, while in the form
)..
vester Colburn, Ansonia, 1J0nn. Patented July 3, setting forth the prospects of obtaining a patent, &c., made up and
of a sheet, sliver, roving, or other s inilar condition. and while in ..
mailed to the inventor, with a pamphlet, giving instructions for
close veslSel with steam, water, or other liquid at high temperature
1855 :
d
t
r
I claim making ledger plates for harvester fingers elastic, by com further proceedings. These preliminary examinations are made
:!l tE����:�af3 ��:e¥����� �� :����, s��1ft:�a��ge\�����h::; binin
therewith
a
spring
or
its
eqUIvalent,
substantially
as
set
forth.
through the Branch Office of Messrs. MUNN & CO., corner of F.
as 'they rotate, substantially as and for the purposes sp.cifted.
�
f e
e r
r a
r
n
o
g� ���;�s� ��;����� th� A��� lo� lt��:���\l;�� and Seventh streets, Washington, by experienced and competent per
pr���� b� :n�a���::��ft:��e;�rik ����� 'b��i i�r� �l:: ����a:E� er�l�gv�:�:,
substantially
as set forth.
Many thousands of such examinations have been made through
all or nearly all the resinous, gummy, coagulated, and colormg mat
of the guard fingers with two recesses sons.
ter� while it is yet in a heated aud softened state, substantially as Ir also claimhthe construction
nst lateral movement, substantially this office, and it is a very wise course for every inventor to pursue.
P
ana for the purposes epecifted.
�� a�eg¥��nt't! ;J:�8s�s �::�0�1��
Address MUNN & CO., No. 37 Park Row, New York.
)also claim the brace bars in front of the cutter bar, as lateral
43,074.-Barrel Machine.-R . W. George, Richmond, bearings for the cutter, in combination with the guard finger and led
HOW TO MAKE AN APPLICATION FOR A PATENT.
Maine, aSSignor to himself and Solomon S. Gray, ger plate, substantially as set forth.
Every
applicant for a patent must furnish a model of his invention
Boston, Mass. :
1,696.-(A).-Grain and Grass Harvester.-Cyrenus
I claim, first, Arranging the pins, q and I, in the table, W, sub
Whee fer Jr. , Poplar Ridge N. Y. assignee of Syl if susceptible of one ; or, if the invention is a chemioal production, he
stantially as set forth and for the purpose described.
must
furnish
samples of the ingredients of which his composition
vester, C olburn, Ansonia, C onn. Patented July 3,
Second, The combination of the fiang-e, m, spurs, J J, saws, M M ,
consists, for the Patent Offioe. These should 1>e securely packed, the
h
d
knite,
0 , when constructed and operating
1855 :
��t���n�i a�i; 6.� ����f�a.
I claim forming with the guard finger, below the cutter and in inventor1s name marked on them, and sent, with the Government
Third, The clamping apparatus and table, W, when arranged and front
of the cutter · bar, projecting brace bars, serving lateral fees, by express. The express charge should be pre-paid. Small
operating substantiallv as described.
bearings for the cutter and as braces between the fingers,assubstan
tially as set forth.
models from a distance can often be sent cheaper by mail. The
43,075.�FunneI.-G. F. Herrick (assignor to himself I also claim forming the brace bars with a flange or rib projecting safest way to remit money is by a draft on New York, payable to the
k
e
d t
g
h
d order of Messrs. MUNN & CO. Persons who live in remote parts of the
v
and Charles Shefiler), Sharon, Minn. :
I c1a.im t'he arrangement of elastic packing, C, with the nozzle of ri�� a[�t�;�S�a�d �� �:o����\� �u��e\ �a;���bs��tf�lfi i: �et
forth.
country can usually purchase dr",fts from their merchants on their
i
n
b
I also cla.im, in combination with the braces in front of the cutter
���:��t!d!�� o���a�l��tt��h� �a���r :::j fort�e�Ur���e ���st'a�� bar,
making that part of the guard finger between the cutter bar and New York correspondents ; but, if not convenient to do so, there is
tially as herein shown and described.
:finger bar wide enough to serve as braces between the :fingers, sub but little risk in sending bank bills by mail, having the letter regis�
lThis invention consists in the application of a coating of india stantially as set forth.
tered by the postmaster. Address lIIUNN & CO.. No. 37 Park RoW
rubber, or other 50ft and elastic material, to the nozzle of a funnel
New York.
in combination with a vent pipe extending down through the nozzle,
Patents are now granted for
years, and the Government
DESIGNS.
and connecting with a cork or valve in such a manner that when the
fee required on filing an application for a patent is $15. Other changes
nozzle is inserted into the neck of a bottle or other vessel, an au'-tight 1,949.-Spoon or Fork Handle.-C. F. Richers (assignor in the fees are also made as follows :to Charles Wood, Charles Hughes and Stephen Fra
joint is produced between the circumference of said nozzle and the
On filing each Caveat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10
brien), New York City.
inner surface of the neck, and in pouring in liquid the air escaping
On filing each application for a Patent, e»eept for a desIgn.$I5
e .
c
from the vessel finds its way out through the vent pipe, and when 1,950.-Trade-mark.-G. W. Westbrook, New York City.
g�
i:��e�1 �� 8o���:t���� �� Pa·tents: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I�
the vessel is full that quantity of liquid remaining in the funnel can 1,951.-Agricultnral Furnace.-Rnssell Wheeler and S.
On application for Re-issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30
On application for extension of Patent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m
be easily removed by closmg the mouth of the nozzle by means of
A. Bailey, Utica, N. Y.
iO
i
the cork or valve.]
g�
ftr:i �bf�c1:r::�� . .� : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : :$TJ
1,952 .-Spoon or Fork Handle.-George Wilkinson (as
On filing application for Design (three and a half years) . . . . $10
signor to Gorham & Co.), Providence, R. I.
43,076.-Churn Power.-George Lewis (assignor to himOn filing application for Design (iieven years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15
On filing application for Design (fourteen years) . . . . . . . . . $30
self, Ralph Hoyt and C. W. Hoyt), Panama, N. Y. :
v
The
Patent Laws, enacted by Congress on the 2d of Mal'ch, 1StH, are
bi��:r��
;rt1���Il!l��fdb:�;:'cWM,\�1��'b�r:�� �� �;�k�r_��a����
now in tull force, and prove to be of �reat benefit to all paa:ties wllo
a.nd tub or barrel, H, all constructed and operating in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as herein shown and described.
in new inventions.
[This invention consists in a revolving fra.me connected to, and ad�
A T E N T S areTheconcerned
law abolishes discrimination in fees required of foreIgners, ex
lIstable on, the sweep which turns loosely on a vertical shaft, pass�
cepting natives of such countries as discriminate against citizens or
G R A N T E D:
ing through the center of the stationary master wheel, in combina
tbe United States-lihus allowing Austrian, French, Belgian, Eng-Usb,
tion with suitable pulleys and bolts, one of which extends round the
Russian, Spanish and an other foreigners, except the CanadIans, to
FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS ! enjoy all the privileges of our patent system (except in cases of de
master wheel and round a pulley mounted on an arbor, which has
its bearings in the revolving frame and which aiso has another pul
SIgns) on the above terms. Foreigners cannot secure their invention.
MUNN & COMPANY,
ley mounted on its upper end, fron;t which a second bolt extends to a
by filing a caveat ; to citizens only is this privilege accorded.
In connection with the publication of
pulley on tbe upper end of the c.entral shaft of the m_aster wheel ln
CAVEATS.
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, have act- Persons desiring to file a caveat
such a manner that by shlfting the revolving frame toward or frDID
ca.n have the papers preparelt in the
ed
as Soli.citors and Attorneys for procuring " Letters Patent " for
he
center
the
'bolts
whieh
transm.it
the
motion
from
o;ne
shaft
to
the
t
shortest time by sending a sketch and description ot the invention
inventions in the United States and in all foreign countries during
ether can be slaekened or tightened as may be required, and by car
The Government fee for a caveat is $10. A pamphlet 01 advIce re
of all garding
rying the movable frame round the master wheel, a rotary motiDn is tbe past seventeen years. Statistics show that nearly
applicatIOns for patents and caveats is furnished gratis, OQ
imparted to the central shaft which ean be transmitted by suitable the applications made for patents in the United States are solicited applioation by IDml. Aadress MUNN & CO., No. 37 Park Row New
of all the patents Yorl!:.
bolts or pulleys to the working machines, which are to be set in mo through this office j while nearly
EXTENSION OF PATENTS.
taken in foreign countries are procured through the same sourCll. It
tion by the horse power.]
is almost needless to add that, after seventeen years' experience in pre Many valuaole patents are annually expiring which might reatUI,.
43,077.-Thread-waxer for S.ewing Machine.-G ordon paring specifications and drawings for the United States Patent Office,
McKay, Boston, Mass. , and Lyman R. Blake, Quin the proprietors of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are perfectly con be extenoed, and if extende d , might prove the source of wealth to
their fortunate possessors. Messrs. MUNN & CO. are persuaded thM
cy, Mass., assignors to said Gordon McKay :
cl�m a devi.ce for stripping superfluous wax from thread, and versant with the preparation of applications in the best manner, and very many patents aT Rutiered to expire WIthout any effort at exten·
£OrWeother analogous uses, when arranged to operate substantially as the transaction of all business before the Patent Office ; but they sion, owing to want of proper mformation on the part of the patent
described.
take pleasure in presenting the annexed testimonials from the three tees, their relatlves or assigns, as to the law and the mode.of proce
43,078.-Lock.--J. W. Miller, Waynesboro, Pa., aSSignor ast ex-Commisiioners of Patents :dure in order to obtain a renewed grant. Some of the most valuable
to himself and Joseph Snively, Jr. , Greencastle, Pa. :
MESSRS MUNN & Co. :-1 take pleasure In stating that, whlle I held grants now existing are extended patents. Patentees, Of, if deceased ,
I claim, :first, The combination of the' bolt, d, and spring, b, with
the
office
of
Commissioner
of
Patents,
MORE
THAN
O:iE-FOURTH
OF
e
S
th�e��h'd�i �l�t! ��� $�;:�!�fg cir�b��j�n ������rt��n&nd key,. ALL THE
OF THE OFFICE CAME THROUGR YOUR
I their heirs, may apply for the extenslOn of patents, but should gj:¥�
have no doubt that the public eonfidcnce thus indicated has been ninety days' noticG of their intention'
su1;>stantlally as and for the purposes herein set forth.

43,067.-Machinery for pnddling Iron and Steel. -Thos. I 43,079.-Gas Apparatus.-Abraham Myers (assignor to
himself, C. M. Hall, and E. R. Myers), philadelphia,
Harrison, Tudhoe, Euglan d. Patented in England
Pa. :
Dec. 8, ] 863 :
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Patents may b e extended and preliminary advice obtained, by con
,mlting or writing to MUNN 01; CO., No. 37 Park Row, New York.
REJECTED APl'LICATIONS.

L. C. , of Conn.-We have heard that cheap smoking

tobacco is made from cigar stubs scattered in the streets, but have
no means of ascertaining whether it be true or not.

Messrs. MUNN 01; CO. are prepared to undertake tbe investigation W. L. D.-A marine engine 80 called, will work as well
on land as at sea. A locomotive would be a marine engine if it
and prosecution, of rejected cases, on reasonable terms. The close
went to sea.. Marine engines are essentially land engines built
proximity of their Washington Agency to the Patent Office affords
stronger.
them rare opportunities for the examination and comparison of ref
•
erences, models, drawings, documents, &c. Their success in the pros£>·
Money Received.
oution of rejected cases has neen very great. The principal portion
At the Scientific American Office, on account ot Patent
of their charge is generally left dependent upon the final result.
Office business, from Wednesday, June 1, 1864, to Wednesday, June
All persons having rejected cases which they desire to have prose
cuted, are invited to correspond with MUNN &: CO., on the subject,
8, 1864,A. J. L., of N. Y., 825 ; M. H. K., Of N. Y., $25 ; F. W. B., 'of N. Y.
giving a brief history of the case, inclosing the official letters, &0.
$10 ; A. W, H. , of N. Y., $25 ; W. & R, of Cal., $10 ; J. C. 0., of Wis. :
FOREIGN PATENTS.
Messrs. MUNN &: CO., are very extensively engaged in the prepara $25 ; H. U., of Conn., $80 ; W. M. II., of Chili, $16 ; D. L., of Vt., $25 ;
tion and secUring of patents in the various European countries. For J. L. R, of Mo., $10 ; W. C., of Pa., $16 ; J. F. L., of Ill., $15 ; A. M.,
the transaction ofthis busiDass they have offices at Nos. 66 Chanc�ry of Ind., $16 ; A. B. A., of Conn., $ 16 ; T. &; J. N. T., of Ind., $22 ; J
lane, LondoR ; 29 Boulevard St. Martin, Paris ; and 26 Rue des Eper W. D., of Mich. , $10 ; S. G., of N. Y. , $25 ; A. T. S., of Ind., $21 ; W:
onniers, Brussel�. They thin.&. they can safely say that THREE-FOURTHS P. B., of Mich., $25; D. S., of Cal., $41 ; H. L., of Ky., $20 ; H. M. II.,
of all the European Patents secured to American citizens are pro of Pa., $20; G. K. W., of Conn. , $16 ; C. C. & V., of N. Y., $41 ; G. A.,
of N. Y., $20 ; E. E. C., of Ill" $20 ; A. T., of Canada, $20 ; C. S. of N.
cured through therr agency.
Inventors will do weli to bear in mind that the English law does not Y.. $20 ; J. M. F., of Wis., $82 ; E. S., of N. Y., $20; J. R B., of N. Y.
limit the issue of patents to inventors. Any one can take out a pat.. $26 ; J. W. S., of Colorado Territory, $25 ; H. C. E., of N. Y., $25 ; W.
01; R , of N. Y., $10 ; J. P., of N. J., $25 ; P. W., of TIl., $16 ; E. B. B.,
ent there.
Circular� of information concerning the proper course to be pursue of Conn., $16 ; J. N. J., of Wis., $25 ; A. P., of Ohio, $12 ; T. R. F., of
Mich.,
$16 ; O. R. B., of N. Y., $405 ; J. L. W., of Ohio, $16 ; W. J. W. ,
in obtaining patents in foreign countries through MUNN & CO'S
Agency, the requirements of different Government Patent Offices, &c , of Ohio, $30 ; A. A. K., of Minn., $16 ;: F. & M. , of Mich., $25 ; T. G
may be had, gratiS, upon application at the principal office, No. !r/ P., of Iowa, $25; A. & T., of Mass., $16 ; M. I. &: W. T. D., of - $15
W. H. P., of R I., $25 ; J. B., of Ind., $25 ; H. A. K., of N. J., $25 ; W.
Park Row, New York, or any of the branch offices.
&: B.., · of N. J. , $22 ; I. P. T., of N. Y., $82 ; P. F. D., of La., $16 ; A.
It would require many columns to detail all the ways in which the
A. W. H., of N. Y., $60 ; D. & S., of Pa., $20; J. W. , of Mass., $61 ; G.
Inventor or Pa.tentee may be served at our offices. We cordially in.
H. M., of Ohio, $a> ; H. & R., of Ohio, $20 ; E. P., of N. Y., $20 ; W.
vite all who have anything to do with patent property or inventions
to call at our extensive offices, No. 37 Park Row, New York, where L. M., of N. J., $32; S. L. G., of Conn., $20 ; J. W., of Mass., $60 ; C.
"lOy questions regarding the Rights of Patentees, will be cheerfullY &: O. B., of N. Y., $25 ; A. C. R., of Pa., $41 ; J. P., of Ill., $25 ; W. J.,
of N. Y., $16 ; H. T., of Wis., $25 : S. S. H., of Maine, $25 ; J. G. T. , of
answered.
Communications and remittances by mail, and models by express N. Y., $25: R. H., of N. Y , $16 ; 1. B., of N. Y., $16 ; C. B., of Mich.'
(prepaid) sbould be addressed '0 MUNN 01; CO. No. 37 Park Row New $10 ; T. oI; J. C., of Mich., $16 ; D. 01; N. • of Maine, $15 ; J. F., of Ohio,
$25 ; I. T. Y., of N. Y., $25 ; N. S. W., of N. Y., $16 ; T. W. D., of Cal.,
York
$48 ; J. B., of Iowa, $25 ; N. H., of N. Y., $25 ; L. C., of Minn., $20 ; C.
01; M., of Ky., $22 ; E. F., of N. Y., $16 ; J. D. II., of Pa., $20 ; T. S. S.,
of N. Y., $16 ; A. C. R.. of Pa., $41 ; J. T. M., of Ill. , $20; G. W. & H.
H. F., of N. Y., $20; S. DeM., of N. Y., $20 ; J. H., of Conn., $45 ; L.
M., of Ill., $20; E. Wo o of N. y" $20 ; W. 01; H., of Cal., $20 ; C. R , of
Pa., $20 ; H. T., of U. S. N., $16 ; J. S., of Iowa, $20 ; H. McK., of IlL,
$20 ; J. B., of N. Y., $16 ; D. &: A., of N. Y., $20;;P. L., of CaL, $45 ;
L. H., of N. Y., $49 ; W. W., of Conn., $44 ; M. H. M., of OhiO, $45 ;
F. M. W., of Saxony, $79 ; A. G., of N. Y., $16 ; H. 01; R, of Pa., $20 ;
J. S. B., of N. J., $20; D. S., of Cal., $32 ; E. H., of N. Y., $16 ; B. &
E. V. F., of Maine.-The " American Journal of Pho P., of N. Y., $45 ; A. W., of N. Y., $45.
tography," is published by Professor Charles A. Seely, 244 Canal
Persons haVlng remitted money to this office will please to examine
street, New York. You can obtain the instrument for testing the
the above list to see that their initials appear in it and if they have
strength of silver solutions trom him.
not
received an acknowledgment by mail, and their initials are not to
G. T., of N. Y. -Your paddle-wheel appears to be new
and patentable, although in view of the large number of patents be found in this list, they will please notify us immediately, stating
already taken out in that class of inventions it might probably be the amount and how it was sent, whether by mail or express.
most advisable to have a preliminary examination made in regard Specifications and drawings
and models belonging to
to it in the Patent Office, at Washington. Expense $5.
parties with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent
O. M. S. , of R. I. �Iron that is to be immersed in water
Office, from Wednesday, June 1, 1864, to Wednesday, June 8, 1864 :
is protected by paint formed of red-lead and boiled linseed oil. A
C. N., of N. Y. ; O. C. P., of N. Y, ; A. J. L., of N. Y. ; J. R. B., of
more durable plan of protecting iron under water is to cover it N. Y. ; J. W., of }Iass. ; M. H. K., of N. Y. ; J. W. S .• of Colorado
with zinc-galvanising as it is absurdly caUed. Iron may be Territory ; F. W. B., of N. Y. ; H. C. E., of N. Y. ; C. & O'B., of N. Y. ;
enameled by baking a thin coat of glass upon the surface ; water A. W. H., of N. Y. ; W. & R, of N. J. ; A. C. R., of Pa. ; E. C. S., of
pipes are sometimes lined in this way.
Maine ; S. L. G., of N. Y. ; J. O. H., of Pa. ; A J. V., of N. Y. ; J. F.,
L. W., of N. Y.-We never received your inquiry about of Ohio ; F. & 11'1., of Mich. ; D. L., of Vt. ; W. J. W., of Ohio ; R. G.,
brass springs. Any machinIst will contract to deJiver a lot, but we of Mo. ; J. G. T., of N. Y. ; J. F. L., of Ill. ; S. S. H., of.�Maine ; I. N.
a.re not aware of any special machines for the purpose.
J., of Mass. ; A. P., of Ohio ; M. S.,�of Cal. ; .J. P., of N. J. ; J. C. 0.,
S. B. E., of Conn.�We observe nothing patentable in of Wis. ; H. T., of Wis. ; T. G. P., of Iowa ; W. P. B., of Mich. ; N. H.,
of N. Y. ; J. B., of Ind. ; J. B., of Iowa ; W. H. P., of R. I. ; H. A. K.,
your mode of cleaning boilers.
C. C., of Pa.-The invention described in your letter for of N. J. ; J. P., of Ill. ; I. P. T., of N. Y. (2 cases) ; C. C. & V., of N.
raising water is not patentable, there are now models in the Patent Y. ; A. W. H., of N. Y. ; L. H., of N. Y.
Office of the same thing. The hydraulic jack seems to contain
f;omc slight novelty, but before incurring expense upon it we ad4
RATES OF A DVER'I'ISING.
vise a preliminary exainination to be made at the Patent Office
TWENTY4FIVE CENTS per lino for each and every insertion, pay
We send you a pamphlet of advice 9Y mail.
n. O. D . , of Maine.-A re-issue is designed solely to cor ableJn advance. To enable all to understand how to calculate the
rect a defective patent. In a re-issue you are entitled to claim amount tbey must send when they wish advertisements published,
whatever was new in the model that you presented at the time the we will exp1aln that ten words average one line. Engravings will not
appJieation was made for the patent. In the re·issue you can be admitteJ into our advertising columns. and, as heretofore, the
amend the claim, and make additional ones if you desire to do so publishers reserve to themselves the right to r�ect any advertisement
If the r�IS'8ue is refused the Commissioner will, upon your order, they may deem objectionable.
return the original patent.

C. M., of Pa.-The air pump in a condensing engine

performs a double duty ; it introduces the cold water for condens4
ing the steam, and expels the ,incondensable gases, such as atm04
spheric air, carbonic acid, ammonia, etc., which are absorbed by
water, and thus find their way into the boiler.

C. G. , of Conn.-We cannot judge of the defects in tke

draught of your chimney without a better knowledge of its peculiar
construction. You had better put a chimney cap upon it or in
crease its hight two or three feet. The higher the chimney the be�
ter the draught.

HE

USEFUL

METALS

T . includi�g Mining Ventilation, Mining Jurisprudence and Metal�
l�rglc Ch�mlstry employed in the conversion
AND THEIR

ALLOYS

ARMY C T
E,
G
5Pucf���tt�h����n� rst?i:; }
ARE INVITED BY THE UNDERSIGNED
PROPOSALS
untn Wednesday, June 15th, 1864, at 2 o'clock P.M., for furnish
ing tbis Department (by contract) withCO
Arm� Standard.
ll"doany g���rn���gks,
o

do
Descriptive Books,
do
do
do
Morning Report Books,
do
do
Post Order
do
do
Post Letter
Post Guard Report
do
do
Reg!mental Order
do
do
do
do
Descriptive
do
do
Index
do
do
do
do
Order
do
Samples of which may be seen at the Office of Clothing and Equip
age in this city.
To be delivered free of charge, at the U. S. Inspection Warehouse,
y
t
i i
° e
S g e i 8 n
a
s s
1y :e! e
article and package.
Parties offering goods must distinctly state in their bids, the quan4
f
ti
e
s b
;s
e
n
: d to cor�
a
E
t e
a
e
t
d s
e · r :;
e : o
otherwise the proposal wIll not be considered.
A guaranty, signed by two responsible persons, must accompany
:
n t
bidder will supply the articles
is r p
.
d to�
Bids will be opened on Wednesday, June 15th, 1864, at 2 o'clock P.
M., at this office, and bidders are requested to be present.
Awards will be made on Thursday, June 16th, 1864.
Bonds will be required that the contracts will be faithfully fulfilled.
Telegrams relating to proposals will not be noticed.
Blank forms of proposals, contracts, and bonds may be obtained
at this office.
C
e o&able is reserved.
e
.
C
C. W. MOULTON" Captain and A. Q. M.
1
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ARMY SUPPLIES.

ARMY CLOTHING AND EQUIPAGE,
502 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, June 8th, 1864

OFFICE OF

EALED PROPOSALS WILL

BE RECEIVED AT

this office until 12 ),1., on Tuesday,!tbe 14tb of June next for
fS
�r�-::i�i�fy�� contract, at the Depot of Army Clothing and Equipage
Felling · Axes,
sam�les of which can be seen at this office. Bidders will
�t�t;
� d���!�trt�hey wish to supply, and the shortest time in which
a
�
b �� �1 1 �� i� With their proposals a sample of the article they
pr� e1 � n s .
Aft proposals must be accompanied by a proper guaranty for the
faithful performance of a contract.
d States reserves the right to reject aU bids deemed ob�
jeJt�cin�bl!�
:
l�a���s�
�h �ld be endorsed Proposals for furnishing Ax�s,"
a
e �
H

LT-COL. D.

1

NVENTORS

AND

II.

VINTON, Dy. Qr. Mr. Genl.

MANUFACTURERS

OF AGRI

implements will find it to their advantage to send
Ie:5c1CULTURAL
ftive lists, prices, and references, to Box 257, Lyons, N. Y.

d

L

ABORATORY OF INDUSTRIAL

CHEMISTRY.

AdvlCes and Consultations on Chemistry applied to Arts and
Manufactures, A�riculture, etc. Plans of Factories, Drawings of
Apparatus, ChemICal Fabrications, and Commercial Assays. Address
Prof. H. DUSSAUCE, Chemist, New Lebanon, N. Y.
1*

F OR

SALE.-TWO SECOND-HAND BARREL SAWS

nearly new. Also, 3 small Woodworth Planers, with aide
heads. Address McNISH &: BU'fLER, Lowell, Mass., or Pittsburgh ,
�
25 .

SALE.-A TWO-HORSE LOCOMOTIVE BOILER,
F ORin good
order. A. & B. NEWBURY, Windham Center, N. Yw
25 4*

F

OR SALE.-ONE FOUR-HORSE UPRIGHT POR
of Iron Copper Tin
ZIP.C, AntlIDony, and Lead Ores, with their applications'to the Ihdus�
TABLE Engine and Boiler, with all the fixtures. Also one six�
trlal Arts. By Scoifern, Truran, Clay, Oxland Fairbairn Aitken horse engine, all nearly new and in good order, for sale cheap. Ad.
Pickett. 1 vol 8vo., price $4.50, in cloth. For sale by D. V-AN NOS� dress 'Washington Manufacturing Company, Troy, N. Y.
25 4*
T
D , 192 Broadway. Sent free by mail on receipt of" price.

��

W

A..USHOP
CTIO� SALE OF FOUNDRY
sItuated at Lewistop.

ANTED.-COTTON PRESSES.-PARTIES MANUHay or Cotton Presses, will please send description,
AND MACHINE capacity,facturing
and cost. Direct to New York City Post-office. J. C. ASH4
Fall�, Me., and now dOing a good
; whoJe Property,
1
bUt31ness. Tne
mcludmg Tools, Fixtures, Water TON & CO.

A..

p!Jwer, L�nd, Dwelhng, &c., worth $12,000, will be sold to the highest
bIdder, WIthout reserve, on Wednesday, June 22, 1864.
DRAUGHTSMAN
AND PATTERN MAKER
particu
l;trs, addr�ss-C. �. & J. T. �USTIS, Auburn, Me. ; or,For
Brooks &
wishes to find a suitable engagement. No objection to go in
25 2*
1*
L. E. A . , of Ohio.-Electro-magnetic brakes for cars are Chamberlm, AuctIOneers, LeWiston, Me.
the country. Address W. H. L., Paterson, N. J.
not new. We do not consider them practicable. Steam brakes
AC INE Y.-ONE ENGINE LATHE, 18 FEET B ED
AMES O. MORSE & GILLIS, ENGINEERS,
have been tried, but were not successful.
Swmgs 30 mches. .one P�aner, planing 12 feet long and 36 in:
Machinists, and Brass Founders. Manufacturers of Wrought
square. A so, Chucks, Dnlls, Boiler Pumps, Belting', &c.,
III store and
P. W., of Ohio.-Tinned tacks are chiefiy usetul to pre fo
Iron Pipe, Steam Valves, Cocks, Water Gages, Steam Whistles, (jas
&s�le, at No. 8 Dey street, New York ; .FAIRMAN & WILLAHD.
and Steam Fitters' 'fools, &c. , 76 John street, 29, 31, and 33 Platt
vent injury to a carpet from rust. We never heard of any other
street, New Yorli:.
virtue ascribed to them.
COPARTNERSUIP NOTICE . - The name of the firm of J.AMES O.
ANTED.-TH E ADDRESS OF EDWARD T. EWELL MORSE
01; Co., has been cbanged to JAMES O. MORSE 01; GILLIS,
R. W. S., of Pa.-To cut off by the lap on a valve after
of Bro�klyn, P�tentee of Paint Cans. Send address to H' and the business will be continued by the same partners at the old
JAMES, O. MORSE.
stand.
25 2*
the piston has passed through one-half its stroke, multiply the EVERETT, Phlladelpllla.
CHARLES J. GILLIS.
stroke of the valve by 354. ; the product is the lap required in terms
25 3
June 1st, 1864.
o PAINT ]'IANUFACTURERS -D
S
OF
of the length of stroke. For s�ven·twelfths of the stroke multiply .
Apparatus. Processes to Manufacture Colors of Lead and
by 323 ; for two-thirds the stroke, by 289 ; three-fourths, 250; five Zmc, L.akes. Preparation of Siccative Oils. Process to Dye Wood
EMP, FLAX, AND JUTE SPINNING AND PRE
AnalYSIS of Colors, and Essays of Raw Material Address Prot: H'.
paring Machinery, new and second-hand. All kinds of Steel"
sixths, 204. This rule is the one given by Templeton, and in a DUSSAUCE,
Chemist, New Lebanon N. Y.
·
�ed 'Wood Clothing and Leather Filletting, Hackles, Gills, and
Pain
i*
small engine we have found the balf stroke figures correct.
Gill Pins. �ole Agent for Grimstone's Patent Self-acting Balling
& CO.'s J>atent Scutching Machine, and Horner's
OOD STORIES ALWAYS FORM A PART OF THE Machine, Rowan
P. E . , of N. Y.-King's " Notes on the Steam Engine " is
Improved Patent Hackling Machine, pn ducillg more yield with k�R
Contep.ts of the A�LANTIC MONTHLY. Th ey are supplied Jabor
a useful work for engineers desiring information. Bourne's Cate by such
any Machine heretofore known ; and Bywater's Patent
wfiters ras Harnet Prescott, J. T Trowbridge Caroline 'Twinethan
Thread polishing Macbine. THOMAS JE.N:NIG1\S, Ma
chism i8 also good.
Chesebro] Bayard 1'aylor, Rose Terry, and other contrjbuto�s of emi. chineryand
Merchant, Valuer, and General Commission Agent, HUDsJet
ne�t abIlIty. Some !Jf th� best stories in the language have
been
1*
J. M. W.�An iron rod one inch in diameter and twelve wrItten
�or a!ld publIshed m the ATLANTIC M ONTHLY. Subscriptions Road, Leeds.
Inches long weighs 2.7 pounds, A one..ineh Iqua.re l,welV'0 iU6heM may beglll .wIth any number. Terms $3 a year 25 cents a number
l=!0sta.ge paId. Clubs at u, liberal reduction Address the Publishf>rs''
OR SASH , BLIND, AND DOOR MACHINERY
19n9 weighs 8.4 pound.,
HCI>N(lR d; FJELDI'. Bo.ton,
addre�lIhr. A. FAY &: CO. Worcester, M.Ilfi!s.
..
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SALE.-A STATE RIGHT IN McDONOUGH'S THE
VALUABLE
WORK FOR INVENTORS
CHEAPEST MODE OF INTRODUCING PATENTEES
ENGINE, for pumping, driving machinery, &c.,
F ORCALORIC
AND MANUFACTURERS.
and now in general use ; pay a profit of 100
covered by two patents,for
er cent ; cost nothing repairs. Apply to SNYDER & WALTER,
INVENTIONS.
!he publishers the SCIENTIFIC AMERIOAN have just prepared
25 1
�29 Broadway, New York.
--WIth much �are, aofpamphlet
infonnation about Patents and the
Patent Lawa, which ought to of
in the hands of every inventor and
�atentee,
ANTED.-THE ADDRESS OF ROBERT A. BETTS,
and also of manufabecturers
INVENTORS AND CONSTRUCTORS OF NEW AND
use patented inventions
he character of this useful work will bewho
of New York, Patentee of Boxes. Send address to H. useful Contrivances or Machines. of whatever kind, can have thei" in,
W
understood after reaci.
the fOllowin�synopsis of its contentsbetter
25 2*
EVERETT, Philadelphia.
:
he
comr.lete
atent
Law
Amendment
inventions illustrated and described in the columns of the SClEN. structIOns
Act
1861-Praetlcal In.
.
0 Inventors, how to obtain Lettersof Patent
also about
TIFIC AMERICAN on payment of a reasonable charge for the en· Models-:pesign
s-Caveats-Trade-�arks-Assignments-Revenu
O RDNANCE OFFICE,
e Tax
graving.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
D�!����i>�1�V:l
a
i
�t��f����f�
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 25, 1864.
lb�:
l
J!:�ror1j��::�
��:
No
charge
is
made
for
the
publication,
ana
the
cuts
are
furnished
-Best Mode of Introducing them-Im ortance of the Specification
Sealed Proposals will be received at this office until Tuesday,
e t
t
R
the 14th day of Jun�, 1864, for 8-inch Columbmd Shot and 8-inch to the party for whom they are executed as soon as they have
p:e���a���\�
fn
b��it
:;r:�o��n
underthe
at
P�:I:�;�s�Ife3:I
quantities,
following
the
in
delivered
be
to
Shell,
)[ortar
��f ��:
been used. We wish it understood, however, that no second-hand :��:.ees ; also a variety of miscellaueous items on patent law
named arsenals, viz :quesor poor engravings, such as patentees often get executed by inex- It has been the design
8·INCH COLUMBIAD SHOT.
of
the
publishers
to
not
only
furnish
At the Watertown Arsenal, Massachusetts, 4,000.
perienced artists for printing circulars and handbills from, can be venient form for preservation, a synopsis of be PATENT iAinw con"
At the Watervliet Arsenal, New York, 4,000.
and
but answer a great variety of questions which have
admitted into these pages. We also reserve the right to accept or PRACTICE,
At the New York Arsenal, Governor's IRland, N. Y., 6,000.
been put to themtofroI?
time �o time during th� practice of upwards
At the Alleghany Arsenal, Pittsburgh, 4,000.
reject such subjects as are presented for publication. And it is not of
sel;ent�en years, whIch r�lit.)S are not accessIble m any other form.
At the St. Louis Arsenal, MissourI, 2,000.
our desire to receive orders for engraving and publishing any but Tbe.pubhsh�rs wIll promp y forward the pamphlet by mail, on receipt
8-INCH MORTAR SHELL.
�IX cents m ostage stamps.
Island, N. Y., 2O,()(X).
At the New York Arsenal, Governor'S
good Inventions or Machines, and such as do net meet our approba-. ofAddress
MURN & CO., Publishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, No
5,000.
At the Watervliet Arsenal, New York,
37 Park Row New York.
metal, and inspect. tion in this respect, we shall decline to publish.
These projectiles are to be made of the kind ofManual
; the tensile For further particulars a'l Jressdown in the Ordnance
ed after the rules laid
25,000 Ibs.
strength of the iron for columbjad shot to be not less than
MUNN & CO.,
�4,OOO lbs. per
IRON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, DRILLS AND
per square inch, and for mortar shells not lessthethan
Umted States Arsquare inch. Drawings can be seen at any of the
Publish ( J f of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
. other machinists' tools, of superior qllaIity, on hand and flnishat foundry when e:ast,
senals. The projectiles are to be inspected
No. 37 Park Row, New York City. �fJgWhW.l!iNJ'go'lJ�".&��Y,e�'kf�� �gg��ss NEW HArliN
and are to be delivered at the Arsenals free of charge for transportation or handling.
one-tenth
than
less
Deliveri;)s must be made at the rate of not
WANTED.-TO SELL SEWING MACHINES O IL ! OIL ! OIL
(I-10th) of the whole amount contracted for per week ; the first deand other useful articles. Machine has a� established reputaFor Railroads, � te�mera, an{l for machinery and Burning
A GENTS
livery to be made on tp.e �9th day of c�une, 1.864. .
. t
tion, and is the cheapest and most practical one In the market. For.
I r
S m v
i t
tr:C����� � fur���g;! 6i ��� ��6:� ��:���iaiYl�S��j[;!r �i �g�i fu� y�.!'ticulars address Franklin Sewing Machine Co., Boston, Mass ��!��d b� R;� �� J :Fe�r��t��rtJt:Ifgalh�%J��3r���t:s�d T��061
s u
time.
s
F������ n� �:!�S
e r
s
e
y: ;N!��h 1?c;th�b�������g� �:nm�ft �:h�
�18re�; iiif�:�� :�1fcrt�y��� A�Se��r. ��ol:S��:���here they T HE COLD-IRON BAR CUTTERS ARE INVALU able, �ht?rough andon:tal7t
pra�tlCal
test.
most skillful engineers and
ropose to deliver, and the number of prQjectiles they propose to de
)?ronoul?ce. lt surenor toOur
�d cheaper than any
other, and
ABLE in Machine Shops. They will cut off four inch, round 0 machIlllsts
no
onl OIl that IS In
r
a ace
Bi
al cases rellable
and will not gum.
The
square bars. For circula r or machines address CRESSON & HUB �:leScient
fic
VJ� �r£s ��lrbe cj!S{a�:d �r��� p�iies other than regular foun- BARD,
American,"
i1
after
several
tests,
pronounces
it
" superior
20
5*
1,009
Pennsylvan
ias
avenue,
Philadelphia.
h
to
e
a
any
ar
other
S
w
r
they
e
have
r
ever
used
for
macbmery."
For
sale
only
by
the Inventor and Manufacturer, F. S. PEASE, No. 61 Main street,
��I'��
g: ga��J�°lr �����it� �h: :�r� �o���:f rlr� �h�;� �� In
Buffalo, N. Y.
obtainin<J" a contract oWer shot or stell other than those cast blS
N. B.-Reliable orders ftIled for any part of the United States and
own foundry, they will be rejected, and the contract rendered null p ORTABLE STEAM ENGINES-COMBINING THE (,anada.
maximum of efficiency, durability and economy with the miniand
void. will enclose with their bids the written acknowledgments
t4 12'
Bidders
mum of weJ&ht and price. They are widely and favorably known,
of their sureties over their own signatures.
more than being in use. All warranted satisfact0 or no sale.
Each party obtaining a contract will be obliged to enter into bond Descriptive circulars sent on applica.tion. Address J. 8,'". HOADLEY
ERVOUS DISEASES AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY
& CO. Lawrence, ?flass.
with approved sureties for lts faithful execution.
17tf N ariSing from
Specific causes in both sexes-new and reliable'
Upon the award being made, successful bidders will be notified, and
treatment, in Reports
of Howard Association-sent in sealed letter
furnished with forms of contract and bonds.
envelopes,
free of charge.the Address
Dr. J. SKILLIN HOUGHTO"
The Department reserves tbe right to reiect any or all bids if not
HAMMERED AND IWLLED CAST STEEL
H�;t�ASsoclat
ion,
No.
2 South Ninth street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
deemed sa'-isfactory.
g i
S
OR TOOLS, DRILLS, DIES SPRINGS, CARBINES,
S[y���i�I o'f�r���g��;���?n�t��: t� b.:fJ���������f3 !?p���: F also
steel forged to any required shape, by the
8-inch Columbiad Shot," and " �g ��s �O����iy ortar
HOLSKE
& KNEELAND, MODEL MAKERS. PAT
MONTAUK IRON AND STEEL CO.
J W D
��:lf�f
�
ENT Office Models, Working Models, and Experimental Ma
16tf chinery,
Office, 16 Beekman Street, New York.
Brigadier-General, Chief of Ordnance.
24 2
made to order at 100 Walker street, between Center and Elm
New York. Refer to Munn & Co., SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Office. 6tl
IVIL AND MECHA ', ICAL ENGINEERING.-F. W.
E,
ARMY CL8����� t ��� U
C
EVANS, Ancien Eleve de l'Ecole Imperial Centrale des Arts et
a i �, �i!;�?r� �
i
& GARRISON'S CELEBRATED S T E A M
·de Paris, gives particular attention to the construction G UILD
ARE INVITED BY 'rHE UNDERSIGNED Manufactures,
p ROPOSALS
Pumr-A!1apted t� evell, var\ety
Iron Roofs, and Stone, Iron and Wooden Bridges. 103 State street, styles
of pU'Wtlng. The principa I
until Monday, June 13th, 1�64. at 2 o'clock P. M'l for furnishing of
are t e Dll'ect ActIOn
Boston, Mass.
16 10* Balance
xcelslOr Steam ump, the
d
wIththis Department (by contract)(with
Wheel
Pwnp,
:puf,lex
Vacuum
and
Steam Pumr.s,improve
and th
!nches
in
4
S.
U.
black,
letters
the
Army Blankets, WOOl, �ay
'Yl.1ter ProJ?ellert an entIre y new invention for/rUDlping
.
ar er1l:URne
WIde, to
ITROUS OXIDE, OXYGEN, &c., MADE PURE BY titleS at a hf,ht 11ft.. For sale
long, in the center), to e 7 fee.tc long and 5 feet 6 lllches
at
Nos.
55 and 57 ll"st street j.l ams
o
w
N our improved apparatus. Pure Nitrate Ammonia and Chembur�h, and 0. 74 Beekman street, New York.
'
Warehouse, icals.
���� ��iFv�:e�apr�e Jf ���::�: af��U{(C���spection
street, It
GUILD, GARRISON <I: CO.
fur- Boston.Chemical Apparatus. A. W. SPRAGUE, 89 Washington 23
pac!rages, with th� �ame of the partyeach
In this city, in. good newquantity
3*
of goods dlstinctly marked on
nishing, the kmd and
g
ar i
& BAKER'S HIGHEST PREMIUM ELAS
state in their bids the quan- T HE " KING MICROSCOPE."-DOUBLE LENS.- G ROVER
����i:��tfe��!; :OOdS, must distinctly
Prof. Borsford, of Harvard University, says:-" It works very � uTIC Stitch Sewing Machines, 495 Broadway, New York.
tiia;:�Ie��E��es���ftt���'!��f�ger:�t����8fn��b���d to cor- well, and
is
got
up
very
neatly."
It
magnifies
25
diameters.
.Price
75
t
a
e
n
e .
o
��e�� rfsa::��� e::�r\� ��:y �t:������ bg:� , K��?; ���H:n:9,'Z�::��?����g:c��� fo�$�� �ho��W:d ����$�f
��!ttOtYt� "i��i�:h�1?Pg:�ln
TURERS OF
ENGINES WITH
not be considered.
postage.
Addrass
F.
D.
BOWEN,
Box
220. Boston, Mass.
25 4* MANUFAC
otherwise the proposal will
link motion, v�iable cutSTEAM
off of the most apprcived
. the; also
two responsible persons, must accompany
A guaranty signed by
con
st�ctIOn
Lathes,
MIll-gearing
,
Shafting,
that the bidder will supply the articles awarded
Hangers
and Machine
each bid gt'!.aranteefng
ry In general. Address lI. & T. SAULT, New Haven, Conn.
proposal.
MERICAN MANUFACTURES.
to him under his
19
26*
o'clock
P.
M.,
2
at
1864,
opened- on Monday, June 13th,
Bids wilt be and
A.. THE BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA COMPANY," the only American
bidders are requested to be present.
office,
at thisards
AND PISTOL SCREWS.-COMSTOCK LYON
1864.
will be made on Tuesday, June 14th, be
Aw will
manufacturers
of pure Gutta-.Percha Insulated Telegraph Wire for G UN
fulfilled.
faithfully
will
& CO., Manufactu
contract
the
tbat
required
be
Bonds
lOffice, 74 Beekman street, �ew York)
n b
c
c d
are always tErepared to rers
will not be noticed.
Telegrams relating to proposals
furmsh Gun and
Pistol Screws to sampl
�����
tls��
�1�'
.
,
��
�:/�riy
r
�lg;:!
tg�i�
l�'er'��n
W:l!�!S
:�a
�crews to t the U. S. Musket,
Blank forms of proposals, contracts, and bonds may be obtained theIr customers, the tekgra h community of the United States, that Screws
�ewing Machine
Screws' and MetaS
generally,
of
the
best
qUalIty,
ati�!Sr1��eto reject any bid deemed unreasonable is reserved.
at
short
notice.
they are 1uily prepared, withP ample means and materials, to furnish
10 2&*
...
all
the
Submarine
and
other
Wire,
insulated
with
sure
Telegraph
,
order of Col. Thos. S
that may be required for use in this country, an on R EYNOLDS' TURBIN
c��� �O%L"'fO<£i, Captain and A. Q. M. �tta-percha,
i'12
E WATER WHEEL S.-COM
s s
men are employed to measure streams make /llans
J�� C� �¥��8��I1J:�e��rl��f�fi��u�f;�eC:utt!��7c�� �!:: and putPETENT
in flumes, wheels,
24 4*
and gearing. TALLCOT & UNDER ILL
! !-VALUABLE ENGLISH AND AMERI- pany, Office 201 Broadway, New York.
p ATENTS
No. 170 Broadway, New
York.
19 ti
manufactured, or sold on commission.
CAN Patents introduced,
solicited. Address SNYDER & -"'VALTER, M ECHANICAL DRAWINGS NEATLY EXECUTED
Coni�nments respectfully
York.
HIMER & MILLER, AGRICULTURAL AND COM
229 Broadway, NewWe
at
406
Walnut
street,
Philadelphia.
22
8'
S
us."
to
refer
to
Walter
&
Snyder
authorize
REFERE.NC·ES.-"
De�ers, Hillsb�ro, �ive . personal attention to the
. M1Sf?ION
street;� C. �. Voorhees, Ban�er, 48
Sheppard, Seward & Co., 214 Pearl
mtroductI
Ou and. sale of all klnds Ill.,
of achmery. Business soJieited
NGINEERING, CIVIL AND MILITARY ; CHEMISImporter, 5;) Malden Lane ; J. 'Vllmot,
Pine Rtreet · John ::\'!cKcwa.n,
18 9*
D. Smith, uhem�cftl Bank ; J. W: Kirbr, Metro- E TRY, Metallurgy, Assaying, &c., at Union College, Schenectady, and references gIven.
2 Bowling Green ; S.II. Arthur,
Amencan
and
xchange
�
l'
Bntlsh
ERq.,
24 ly*
politan Bank ; II.
M. CLEVELAND HICKS, CIVIL AND MECHANT
B. N. Y. For Circular address RegIstrar.
streot. Refer also, by p.ermission, to
Brolmr's Company, 63 Wall
; and
H. Taylor, 8 Pine street ; D. W. Brown, Esq., 117 l\Ialden Lane 25tf
3tf
NVENTORS'
NAME-PLATES.-NEW STYLES.- W CAL Engineer, � Broadway, New York.
Wm. Elting, 67 Liberty street, New York.
Bronze, Copper, and Silvered Name-plates, made to order by
ISMITH
& BUTLER, Ornamental Electrotypers, No. 449 Broome
AMES
HORNER
&.CO.,
MANUFA
CTURER
S OF CAST
24 2* J Steel and Files. Order� solicited for aU kinds, shapes
AND OUT-DOOR PHOTOGRAPHY.- street, New York.
MECHANICAL
and sizes ,
��_�e and Warehouse, 28 Cllff street, New York.
Photogra�her, .839 Broadway, N,ew
GEO. G. ROCKWOOD, month�,
7 6m*
gIve hIS pl:!rsona.l attentlO!l 50 ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS WITH A LITthe Suml:ner
will, during LocomotlVe
York,
kmds,
If
all
of
sI:tops
III
l\lachmery
,
s
HEYSON
T
Photographing
&
preparation
are
guaranteed
positions
for
OGG,
to
.
TLE
Engineers
in
.
3 9 GREENE STREET NEAR
any
In
VIews,
In-door
and
out
of
and to taking all kmds
<:frand street, ¥achinist�, Brass Finishers, and Mod�l Makers
neC Qssary
355
City Loco- the United States Navy. Address, with a stamp, J. HARRIS,
Refers to W. G. Hamilton, Jersey
part'of tile country.
:24 3*
of the Novelty Works : North 10th street, Philadelphia,.Pa.
�� I�I�:lp��:��r�r�a�:�isters. and Steam GI�of
' B. J. Burnett and C. ;Holmes,
motive Works :EIudson
:i�'i:i�e��
others.
and
Railroad
River
Toucer,
M.
J.
24
4*
Plans copieu to a scale.
HUGHES' PATENT ATMOSPHERPATENTED LIME KILN WILL BURN 30o
FORIC SALE.-ONE
Trip Hammer. New, in good order, and very cheap. It is pAGE'S
lime per day,
three cords
or I%" tun coaI,
can be made to strike any weight of blow hard orbushels
and
belt,
8-mch
an
by
run
OR
?"
I
"
WHO
IT
soft. Address C. D.with
IDENTITIES.-IS
PAGE, Cleveland,wood
ERSONAL
p possesses
Ohio.
17 12*
30,000 lbs. Enquirp. of D. A. MORRIS, Rockaway,
and
lbs.
5
between
Scenes-Phys- N. J.
me ?-Two .lives in one-�evisitipg Old
24-2*
Allases-Changehngs-l:5omebody Else-Don't
iological Changes-On
H.
BELLOWS
,
MANUFAC
JohnsThree
TURER
OF PORTABL
be too sure-The
RARE CHANCE FOR PROFIT.--THE SUBSCRIBER E and Stationary Steam Engines, Worcester, Mass.
FORCES-Origin of Vegetation-A Plant
THE SCIENCE OFAnimals
17 10*are Made-:r'errestrial PI:tenomenaoffers for sale an article just patented. of great utility, which
Without Seed-How Water,
Iron-Magnetism-What Mllld IS. made A
d
e
Combustion-Atoms,
TEAM
ENGINES
AND
B
OILERS
OF
EVERY
D E
LIFE.
OF
��c��e�� ��d �l��t �11�o����d���f:::6'stW��W:rift:dPs�:� a�d S SCRIPTION ; Shafting ; Pulleys and Macbinlsts'
of-THE BREATH
WO�!AN, Whorein They Differ-Non· large margin of plofit. For further particulars address, with refer- by
Tools for Sale
HEADS OF MEN AND
C. GAY, 29 Doane street, Boston, Mass.
?f ences, wlVt. FREEMAN, New Haven, Conn.
to COITesponde�ts-We have the LawHaIr
9
Resistance-In Answers
24
4
'
20*
Changes-Noses,
Proportion-Right Age to Marry-PhYSiCal
Checkers-Language-Tobacco-La� --and Eyes-Stammering-Chess,
ATER WHEELS.- OVER 900 OF WARREN'
Miracles-Hazel
Physicians-Bar-room Phrenologists-Modern
�yes-,\Vhat
IL PRESSES FOR SALE.-FOUR SETS OF HORI- W Turbines are now operating with �eat Fluccess in Cotto S
shall Pug Noses do ? etc. In JUNE No. &PHRENOLOGICAL
Woolen,
Gris�, and Saw Mills, &c. I'�or circu ar, address A. WARRE�.
zontal
Oil
Presses,
cylinders
copper
lined,
of
8
bags
each;
comO
389
WELLS,
FOWLER
Address
cents.
15
Only
JOURNAL.
counter-shafts and connecting Agent, AmeriCan Water Wheel Company, 31 Exchange street,
plete with pumps, driving pulleys,
BostoD
23. 2
Broadway, N. Y.
good order, having been only Mass.
rods ; also the hair squeezers ; all inJ;1eatin�
19 12*
:r'wo
tab!es
above.
for
of
sets
one year in use ; also four gra�lte 6 fe.et du:��eter and 12-mch
LCOTT'S CONCENTRIC LATHES-FOR BROOM, sets of edge runners, stones of
Sur �enctJtun g filr beutfctJe tfrfinbcr.
and Rake Handles, Chai.r -Rounds, &c.-Price $25; and all ����: ��h c�������i;a��� ���b���p�����h ���d ��T�n8f'4���}:' :i�t
A Hoe,
Unter!e!dJnet en �ab'n tine \l[n le i tu ng , bl, @rffnb ern ba� l8er� aI
kinds ofWood-workng MachmeryL for sale by S. C. HILLS, No.
other,
of ,.en1)le
This machinery is all in good order and ofters an opportunity to
b immediately
12 Plattstreet, New York.
a
n�t�
t
,
um rtd) I�re Watente IU fld)ern, �erau�Begeb en' uno �'rabf� l·
seldom
fitting up an Oil �nll with all its connections
bargain to any one ,en ("ld)e gratl� an blefelben.
be met with. The machinery will be offered aSteam
liif
\i
nbee,
WITH
It>eldJe nldJt mit ber engllfdJen 6�rad)e belannt flnb fannell
DONE
Works,
Engine
Atlantic
the
to
Apply
IRON.-GALVANIZING
purchasing.
of
desirous
G ALVANIZED
4* i.tee \l)H tt�dlungen In bee beutfdJen
despatch, and casUngs furnished if de�ired, either ltIallea"ble or corner of Water and Adams street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
<svradJe mad)en. <SHuen ;on Iir·
23
nnbung,!, mit furlen, beutltd) 8 e f�r l e b e n en 18efd)reibung en b ell e bt IIIQli
Grtly iron. Address, WILCOX & HALL, Mlddletm'i'n, C n
16 i2eow*
RAFTING INSTRUMENTS FOR ENGINEERS, SUR- 'u abbrelfirtn an
�unlt lie C!Ooo
D veyors, Architects, Machinists, and Schools, Engmeers' and
3'1 �arf iJl�lt>, �1'1t> '19ri.
SALE. -TWO SECOND-HAND STEAJ.I EN- Surveyors' transitR, levels, compasses, and chains, Chesterman's Mewheels, shafts, pump, ��1�fE�n�.s�ilE�tf�nc��9r�sb�����iest���,1i;f:lfad�ythr:.t�iC�a .!if btr OfftCf IIllfb beulflll Aer�f�!!IOI!o
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altering each oven at St. Etienne was about £20, and obviously an excellent device, and will no doubt be
Improvement in Gas-makinlr.
that as the value of the additional yield from each very popular. It was patented by C. F. Hunter, of
At the meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers
oven ought to be about £60 per annum, this outlay Adrian, :Mich. , on Oct. 27th, 1863, through the Sci 
(London) on the loth of May, 1864, a paper was read
entific American Patent Agency j for further infor
should be repaid by four months' work.
by M. Pernolet, of Paris, on the " Means of Utilizing
" It was asserted that the supplementary products mation address the inventor at Adrian, Mich.
the Products of the Diiltillation of Coal :"due to these arrangements w ere, a larger yield of
T HE NEW ATLANTIC CABLE. -Every possible care
" The author believed that this question had been
coke, and all the tar, the ammoniacal liquors, and the
and attention is bestowed upon the manufacture of
practically solved by the employment of existing
gas, which w ould be obtained from the same coals, if
the Atlantic cable so as to render its success, if prop
ovens, to which certain inexpensive additions. were
distilled in the retorts of a gas manufactory. Thus,
erly laid, a continued certainty. The core consists of
made, aud which, while still giving to the coke all
in the great coke works at St. Etienne, the yield had
a strand of seven copper wires each covered with
the solidity, density, and luster that distinguished
been advanced from 58'S to 69 '3 per cent, and in the
about half an inch of gutta-percha composition, as
good coke made in the ordinary way, enabled every
per
'5
69
to
' Fonderies et Forges d'Alais, ' from 54'6
an insulating medium. The telegraphic core is then
product of the distillation of coal to be turned to ac
cent. Generally speaking, with rich or partially rich
strengtbened by wrapping around it ten solid wires
count. This was effected, mainly, by keeping the
10
from
was
coke
of
yield
the
in
inerease
coals, the
formed of Messrs. Webster & Horsfall's homogeneous
coal from all contact with the air during its distilla
to 15 per cent. As to the tar, the proportion collected
iron, capable of bearing a strain of eleven miles of
tion, by performing that process very slowly, and by
depended on the nature of the coal, and on the care
its length. The whole is afterwards surrounded with
collecting and making use of the volatile products.
the
in
and
coal,
the
taken, both in the distillatiOn of
yarn saturated with a chemical compound which, by
The whole arrangement had been sanctioned by
condensation of its volatile products. It had averaged
its poisonous qualities, will prevent its destruction by
many years' experience, both in Belgium and France,
at
cent
per
3
Alais,
d'
the
Forges
at
cent.
2 '53 per
marine insects, shellfish, etc. The new cable is most
where it was actively and profitably pursued at ten
Elonges, 3 '25 per cent at St. Etienne, and had
perfect throughout, and double the strength of the
different establishments, with more than four hun
reached as high as 5 per cent from the ovens of the
former one. The superior quality of the conducting
dred ovens, of the largest dimensions, capable of re
Paris Gas-light Company, where only very bitumin
wires and the greater thickness will admit of an aver
ceiving from five to seven tuns of coal at each
ous coals were employed ; but it was thought that
age of eight words per minute being transmitted,
Charge.
there might be reckoned 3 per cent. of tar from the
against a fourth of that number under th e arrange
" In converting an old oven into one of the im
ammo
of
bulk of the coal distilled. The proportion
ment of the old cable.
proved form, the floor was taken up and raised about
niacal liqnors depended also on the quantity of mois
a foot, so as to allow of its being heated from below,
at
stated
be
might
it
but
;
coal
the
in
ture contained
by means of a fire-grate and flues. A new opening
TH E
a weight of not less than 10 Ibs. of sulphate of am
was made in the roof, in which was fixed a pipe, in
monia, and sometimes it was as much as 13 lbs. per
tended to receive the volatile products, and to con
tun of coal distilled. At tbe ovens of the Paris Gas
duct them to their destination. The ordinary door,
Light Company, from 10, 000 to 11, 000 cubic feet of
and the other opening at the top, were so arranged
purified gas were generally obtained from a tun of
that they could be kept hermetically closed. A chim
coal, which yielded from 69 to 70 per cent of coke,
ney was also added to the masonry ot the old ovens,
fit for delivery to the railway companies."
and this was an essential part of the system, as it
VOLUME X.-NEW SERIES.

�titntifit
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s{lcured the cirCUlation of the products of distillation.

HUNTER'S BIT AND AUGER FASTENING.

It had been ascertained that this chimney should be
50 feet high, and not less than

3t feet

square, inside

dimensions, for a group of sixteen contiguous ovens ;

ics who nse augers or wood-boring tools than the

and that the sectional area of the main flue, connect
ing the different ovens with the chimney, should be
three-fourths that of the chimney.

In this respect it stands unIlvaled. It not only finds its way to al
most every workshop in the country, as the earnest friend of the
mechanic and artizau, but it is found in the counting-room of the
manufacturer and the merchant ; also in the library and the house
hold. The publishers feel warranted in saying that no otherjourna �
now published contains an equal amount of usefu1 information ; while
It is their aim to present a11 subjects in the most popular and attrac
ttve manner.
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is published once a week, In conve
nient form for binding, and each number contains sixteen pages
useful reading matter, illustrated with

a valve was closed in the outlet pipe ; when, if the

charring was incomplete, the gas still given off would

cause cracks in the loam, with which the jOints of the

door were closely luted, and thus the necessity for
process was

demonstrated.

The

'Valve was then simply re-opened, so as to allow the
gas again to pass off by the pipe.

If, on the other

hand, when the valve was closed, no gas escaped at

NUMER O US SPLENDID ENGRA VINGS

the joints, the charring was known to be finished,
and the coke was fit to be drawn.

of all the latest and best InventlOns of the day. This feature of the
journal is worthy of special note. Every number contains from five
to ten original engravings of mechanical inventions relating to every
department of the arts. These engravings are executed by artists
speCially employed on the paper, and are universallyacknowledged to
be superior to anything of the kind produced in this country.
The pliblishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN promise to present,
as during preceding years, all the latest improvements in Steam En ...
gineering, War Vessels, Ordnance-military and naval-Fire-armsj
Mechanics' Tools, Manufacturing Machinery, Farm Implements j
Wood-working Machinery, Water-wheels, Pumps and other Hydraulic
Al')paratus, Household Utensils, Electric, Chemical and Mathematica
Instruments, Flying Machines and other Curious Inventions-beside�
all the varied articles designed to lighten the labor of mankind, not.
only in the shop and warehouse, but in every place where the indus�
tries of life are pursued.
From its commencement the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has been th
a:rnest advocate of the ri�hts of Amencan Inventors and thQ

During this opera

tion the valve was closed, to prevent the mixture of

the external air with the gases Circulating in the out

let pipe, and the cast-iron cover of the opening at

the top was kept shut, to avoid the risk of igniting
the coke by the draught of air which would be created
if it was open.

The oven was arranged for charging

from the top,

by means of wagons running upon

rails, and in this way five tuns of coal could be in

troduced in fifteen or twenty minutes, a rapidity
which was most desirable for preserving the heat of

the oven.

of January. This journal was established in 184.5, and is un 
doubtedly the most widely chculated and influential publication of
the kind in the world. In commencing the new volume the publish
ers desire to call special attention to its claims as

A JO URNAL OF P OP ULAR SCIENCE.

In order to try

whether the distillation was finished in any one oven,

continuing the

The publisbers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN respectfully give

There is no annoyance more insufferable to mechan notice that the Tenth Volume (New Series) commenced on the first

When the charge was being withdrawn

and replaced, the gas from the other ovens was al

lowed to pass contInually into the fire-place, so that

REPER TOR Y OF AMERICAN PA TENTS.

the floor was kept hot, and the gas accordingly be.

In this important department, so vitally connected with ali th(li
great interests of the country, no other journal can lay any claim
whatever , as in its columns there is published a weekly Official List
of the " Claims " 01 all patents granted at the U. S. Patent Office;

gan to show itself, above the opening at the top, only
a

few millutes after the closing of the door.

This

opening was then hermetically sealed, and the valve

'l'HE PRA CTICAL RECIPES

detachment of the bit from the brace, whenever the

in the outlet pipe being raised, the communication

alone arc oft-tlmes worth more to the subscriber than the amount of
former is withdrawn from the hole ; in many cases it a whole year's subscription.

was re.established between the interior of the oven

The products of the seriously retards the work, and is,. for other reas ons,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
In the engraving pubdistillation were drawn off by the draught of the particularly disagreeable.
Two V'81umes of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are published eaeh
chimney, together with the condensation of the liquid lished h erewith a plan is shown which completely ob- year, at $1 50 each, or $3 per annum, with cOITespondingly low tefus

and the great common flue.

to Clubs ; $1 will pay for four months' subscription. The

an d the cooling of the gaseous products.

numbers for
After cir- viates this trouble, and holds the bit with the grasp . one year, when bound in a volume, constitute a work
of 832 pages of
culating in the great general fiue, the products pen- of a vise. The arrangement is as simple as it is se- useful information, which every one ought to possess. A new volume
entrated into the condensing apparatus, where they cure, and consists of a metallic socket, A, in which commenced on the first of January, 1863.
CJ ub Rates.
deposited most of the tar and ammoniacal liqllor, and there is a steel tongue, B, fitted. This tongue sets in

returned to the ovens by the small general flue,

a recess and has a milled ring, C, slidin,!
'-' over it.
whence the gas, purified and dried, passed to each When the ring is slipped up on the shank it bears
on a curved part of the tongue and elevate s the
1I.re.

" The time occupied in charring varied with the lower end, so that a catch, D, inside is withdrawn
nature of the coal, and the denSity desired for the from the notch in the bit : aftS!' that it can be taken
coke, and with the arrangement of the oven. At St. out. There is alsu a small screw (see section) at the

Etienne it took upwards of seventy-tw{) hours, with back, which is used to give the tongue more or less
This arrangement
can
.
only twenty-four hours, with the rathl'l' poor but be applied to a brace ; in the engraving it i s shown :

rich coals, while at Torteron the time occupied was hold in the notch of the bit.

fastened to an auger han dle, but old bits can be used
"As to the cost, it was stated that the expense of in this new socket with little or no refitting. It is

flaring coals of Commentary.

I
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